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ABSTRACT 
 
Molecular chaperones have evolved to support the general stability and maintenance of 
the cellular proteome.  Through their broad binding capacity, transient interactions, and high 
cellular abundance, the Hsp70 and Hsp90 chaperone families promote folding of a diverse 
clientele in numerous cellular compartments and organelles.  An often-underappreciated aspect 
of this activity is the ability to modulate conformations of native substrate proteins.  By guiding 
substrates over potentially unstable intermediates, chaperones are able to shuttle clients through 
multiple functional forms to alter the composition and activity of complex protein assemblies.  
Thus, molecular chaperones contribute significantly to cellular homeostasis by supporting all 
steps of protein maturation. 
Hsp90 is one of the most abundant chaperones in the cell capable of physically 
associating with partially folded (e.g., steroid hormone receptors) or native clients (e.g., 
telomerase).  In yeast, the Hsp90 interaction network encompasses nearly one-sixth of the 
genome, operating in numerous pathways and cellular processes.  Given the ubiquitous nature of 
chaperone association, mechanisms to efficiently direct and modulate the activity of the 
chaperone must exist.  This is accomplished largely through the Hsp90-associated cofactors, 
termed cochaperones, which modulate the activity of the central chaperone in many instances.  
Furthermore, numerous Hsp90 cochaperones are able to independently suppress aggregation of 
denatured substrates, opening the possibility of direct modulation of client proteins.  Despite the 
well-characterized association with Hsp90, little is known about how the cochaperones function 
within the cell or connect to the Hsp90 network.  For this reason, we used high-throughput 
genetic and proteomic approaches to identify the interaction network of the Hsp90 cochaperone, 
p23.   
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Our study uncovered a large network of interactions that, like Hsp90, contains genes that 
operate in numerous cellular processes and locations.  Furthermore, the p23 network revealed 
novel functions in protein transport and DNA repair that were functionally validated and 
conserved from yeast to mammalian cells.  Comparison of the p23 and Hsp90 networks resulted 
in the surprising observation of limited overlap (~25%).  This suggested to us that p23 may 
operate outside the sphere of Hsp90, a view that contradicts the typical model of cochaperone 
activity.  Despite the seemingly high level of independence, both networks displayed similar 
patterns of process enrichment and were connected to many common complexes.  Therefore, our 
data supports a model in which p23 operates along similar pathways and with common 
complexes but in a manner that is not strictly dependent on Hsp90 presence.     
Further analysis of the p23 network indicated nearly 30% of the interactions participate in 
nuclear processes.  This supported previously identified nuclear functions of p23 and predicted 
numerous novel p23 nuclear functions.  Hidden within the sizeable nuclear network were six 
subunits of chromatin remodelers, accounting for five of the eight complexes present in 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae.  Given the recent finding that p23 deletion alters global chromatin 
states (Zelin et al. 2012), we sought to study p23 functions with chromatin remodelers.  
Therefore, we began by following up on the genetic interaction with RSC7, a subunit of the 
Remodels the Structure of Chromatin (RSC) complex. 
A common characteristic of all chromatin remodeling complexes is the utilization of 
ATP-dependent mechanisms to alter the local chromatin states during transcription, replication, 
and DNA repair.  Despite the apparent critical role remodelers play within the cell, only RSC is 
essential for viability in S. cerevisiae.  Our study identified the ability of p23 to dissociate RSC: 
DNA complexes in vitro.  Furthermore, screening all 17 RSC subunits by yeast 2-hybrid analysis 
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indicated that p23 interacts with Rsc30, which heterodimerizes with Rsc3 to form a RSC DNA 
binding module.  Cloning of Rsc3 and Sfh1 subunits next to the Gal4-AD resulted in an 
autoactivation phenotype that was suppressed by expression of Gal4-DBD-p23.  Collectively, 
our data support a model that p23 modulates RSC-DNA interaction through modulation of the 
Rsc3/30 component.  We next compared the ChIP genome binding profiles of p23 to that of a 
previously published high-confidence RSC profile and found an approximately 25% overlap.  
Finally, operating under the assumption that p23 is acting as a general dynamic-promoting 
factor, we hypothesized that we might see altered kinetics of RSC binding to inducible loci.  We 
measured RSC association with ethanol-stress-induced gene promoters and observed a 
significant reduction in the rate of localization in the absence of p23.  Collectively, our data 
suggest that p23 is an important factor that promotes mobilization of RSC, probably in a general 
capacity, but especially under conditions that result in a significant relocalization of RSC along 
the genome.   
Our work has dramatically expanded the known p23 interaction network, improving our 
understanding of how the Hsp90 cochaperone functions within the cell.  Furthermore, this 
network led to the discovery of novel p23 activities in protein transport, cell motility, and 
chromatin remodeling.  Together, my project has challenged the existing model of cochaperones 
functioning exclusively through modulation of the central chaperone; rather, our study of p23 
suggests cochaperones may have a much more expansive and independent interaction network 
than previously realized. 
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION1 
 
The promiscuous members of the heterogeneous molecular chaperone family manage the 
conformational status of cellular proteins (Ellis 2006).  Typically, chaperone function is 
considered through the study of the classic heat shock proteins in preventing the aggregation of 
nascent or metastable (inherent and stress-induced) polypeptides thereby allowing low-energy 
states to be achieved (Hartl et al. 2011).  Yet, seemingly native proteins also require assistance 
under normal physiological conditions.  Most proteins are not single use factors.  Rather, they 
perform multiple activities by interacting with various partners and/or ligands (i.e., coenzymes).  
By adopting distinct physical forms cofactor binding and release is coordinated (Henzler-
Wildman and Kern 2007; Mitternacht and Berezovsky 2011).  While discrete polypeptide shapes 
can dictate partner selection, the mechanisms triggering the transitions between physical states 
are not understood.  We believe that molecular chaperones facilitate the interchange between 
structural forms, thereby enhancing coenzyme exchange.  To illustrate our point we will describe 
the p23 molecular chaperone, including its apparent rise from the classic small heat shock 
proteins and its functional interaction network adapted for manipulating the conformations of 
native or near native client proteins to promote an effective and dynamic protein environment. 
Historically, molecular chaperone activities have been aligned with the process of nascent 
polypeptide folding where the complexity of a linear chain necessitates assistance to avoid 
aggregating within the context of a cytosol (Hartl et al. 2011).  For example, a single polypeptide 
consisting of 149 amino acids can have 4149 to 9149 different conformations in solution assuming 
two rotational bonds per residue (Anfinsen 1973).  However, the likelihood that an elongated 
                                                
1 This chapter appeared in its entirety in the Book ‘The Molecular Chaperones Interaction Networks in Protein 
Folding and Degradation’ as Chapter 9: Emergence and Characterization of the p23 Molecular Chaperone by 
Echtenkamp FJ and Freeman BC, in press. 
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polypeptide is exposed to the cytosol is rather limited.  When a nascent chain emerges from a 
ribosome it is met by a legion of molecular chaperones, including Hsp70, TRiC, Hsp90, along 
with their respective cochaperones.  Although the absolute contributions made by each type of 
chaperone to protein folding are still being resolved, chaperones minimally shield neighboring 
chains to avoid non-specific aggregation through the exposed hydrophobic side groups.  
Significantly, collapse of the chaperone system managing the early nascent chains leads to cell 
death (Deuerling et al. 1999). 
The folding process initiates as a naïve polypeptide exits the ribosome with the chain 
reaching a biologically active, low-energy state by proceeding down a folding landscape 
pervaded with nuances, which creates a variety of potential folding routes (Chan and Dill 1998).  
Regardless of the precise pathway traversed, each polypeptide will encounter unproductive 
intermediates trapping the molecule in an ineffective state.  Fortunately, molecular chaperones 
circumvent these wasteful intermediaries by overcoming the energy barriers thwarting the 
capacity of a polypeptide to reach its native state (Figure 1.1A).  The effectiveness of the 
chaperone system is enhanced by a differential use of the molecular chaperones along the folding 
process.  Early off-pathway species are managed by the Hsp70s, which bind to ribosome-
associated nascent chains (Beckmann et al. 1990; Pfund et al. 1998; Gautschi et al. 2001).  
Presumably, binding by Hsp70 restricts the conformation of the chain and biases the folding 
towards on-pathway steps.  Late maturation events are mediated by the Chaperonin (e.g., GroEL, 
TRiC) and Hsp90 homologs (Hartl et al. 2011).  For example, Chaperonins coordinate the 
assembly of multi-subunit structures whereas Hsp90 maintains metastable factors in a soluble 
state until activated (e.g., ligand binding by a steroid hormone receptor).   
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In the event that the chaperones fail to guide a naïve polypeptide to a productive 
structure, the network is designed to deliver the castoffs to the proteolysis machine for disposal 
(McClellan et al. 2005).  The relationship between the chaperone and proteolysis systems is 
further exploited to remove damaged proteins occurring under both normal and stressful (e.g., 
heat shock) circumstances.  To effectively handle the aggregation-prone polypeptides an 
additional class of molecular chaperones, the small Heat Shock Proteins (sHSPs), is employed 
(Eyles and Gierasch 2010).  In general, the expression of sHSPs is highly stress-inducible.  Yet, 
several sHSP-derivatives, including p23, have emerged for prominent use during normal growth 
(discussed below).  Overall, molecular chaperones collectively monitor the cellular proteome and 
maintain homeostasis by minimizing unproductive conformational protein species under all 
physiological conditions. 
In addition to the classic folding activities, molecular chaperones contribute to more 
subtle protein conformational changes.  Many, if not all, cellular proteins utilize distinct 
structural forms to accomplish their cellular tasks.  To partition the different configurations 
relatively small energy barriers can be used to bias residence in one low-energy state or another 
(Figure 1.1B).  Hence, the ability of a protein to perform different activities is distinguished.  For 
example, Clathrin heavy and light chains form a triskelion-shaped structure that oligomerizes 
into a polyhedral lattice around a membrane vesicle (Pearse 1975).  While cooperative 
interactions foster assembly of the Clathrin triskelion lattice, an incumbent energy barrier 
prevents the cage from spontaneously dissociating (Kirchhausen 2000).  The Clathrin-coated 
vesicles are an effective means to transport molecules between intracellular compartments or 
even to other cells (Kirchhausen 2000).  Upon connection to an acceptor membrane, Hsp70 
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triggers a conformational change in Clathrin, promoting disassembly of the coat and allowing the 
release of the vesicle’s contents (Braell et al. 1984; Ungewickell et al. 1995).  
While contributions to the protein quality-control process are well established, how 
molecular chaperones manage the more subtle structural fluctuations that drive coenzyme 
interactions is less well understood.  A classic example of client dependence for coenzyme 
binding involves steroid hormone receptors (SHRs), Hsp70, Hsp90, and a plethora of 
cochaperones.  As p23 was originally discovered while investigating Hsp90-mediated SHR-
biogenesis, we will start our discussion of p23 by describing its contributions to SHR biology. 
The founding of the p23 molecular chaperone 
Steroid hormone receptors are the protein-binding partners for glucocorticoid, progestin, 
androgen, and estradiol hormones (Tsai and O’Malley 1994).  SHRs are a subfamily within the 
intracellular hormone receptor (IR) super family, which also contains binders for retinoids and 
thyroids along with numerous orphan receptors (Mangelsdorf et al. 1995).  In brief, IRs convert 
hormonal signals into gene regulatory programs important for diverse physiological functions 
including embryonic development, cell differentiation, inflammation, and memory (Jeong and 
Mangelsdorf 1009; McEwan 2009; Stanišić et al. 2010; Kadmiel and Cidlowski 2013).  In 
addition, IRs are one of the most therapeutically targeted protein families, being relevant to 
numerous diseases including cancer and diabetes (Stahn et al. 2007; Stingl 2011; Ahmadian et al. 
2013; Saylor 2013; Zennaro et al. 2013).  Central to SHR function are the abilities to bind 
hormone, execute ligand-induced allostery, and undergo further structural rearrangements to 
release the hormone (Renaud and Moras 2000; Bain et al. 2007).  It is well established that 
molecular chaperones are required for ligand binding, yet the influence of chaperones in the later 
hormone steps is not as well understood (Grad and Picard 2007).  Nevertheless, it is now evident 
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that certain molecular chaperones, including p23, have additional roles with the holoreceptors 
(i.e., receptor-ligand complexes) downstream of the hormone-binding event (Freeman and 
Yamamoto 2001). 
Prior to hormone association, aporeceptors (i.e., ligand free) are in heterotypic assemblies 
with numerous molecular chaperones (Pratt and Toft 1997).  The p23 chaperone was discovered 
as a component of the apo form of the progesterone receptor (PR) (Smith et al. 1990; Johnson et 
al. 1994).  Follow-up studies demonstrated that p23 directly binds to Hsp90 through an ATP-
dependent mechanism (Johnson and Toft 1994).  Importantly, both PR and the glucocorticoid 
receptor (GR) rely on the weakly associated p23 chaperone for proper long-term maintenance of 
hormone binding activity (Johnson et al. 1994; Hutchison et al. 1995).  However, the initial 
formation of a SHR hormone binding state only requires Hsp70, HOP, and Hsp90 (Dittmar and 
Pratt 1997).  Extensive additional research identified Hsp70, Hsp40, HOP (Hsp90/Hsp70 
Organizing Protein), Hsp90, and p23 as the minimum chaperones sufficient for both establishing 
and maintaining the hormone binding competence of a SHR in vitro (Dittmar et al. 1996; Kosano 
et al. 1998).  In a biochemical context, Hsp70 acts at an early stage of folding and then the SHR 
is transferred to Hsp90 in a HOP-dependent manner.  
In the typical model, the maturation process continues with p23 interacting with the 
complex by binding to the (Hsp90-ATP)2:SHR assembly where it stabilizes the closed 
conformation of the Hsp90 dimer (Dittmar et al. 1996; McLaughlin et al. 2006; Smith and Toft 
2008).  Initial work suggested that the chaperones could associate, albeit ineffectually, with an 
aporeceptor independent of ATP but later studies showed the structure to be ATP-dependent 
(Pratt and Toft 1997; Smith et al. 1990; Smith and Toft 1992).  Suggestively, p23 joins the 
complex to effectively prolong the Hsp90-client association and increase the time period an SHR 
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is maintained in a hormone-binding competent state (McLaughlin et al. 2006; Morishima et al. 
2003).  Besides SHRs, the tyrosine kinase FES, Heat Shock Factor 1 (HSF1), and Aryl 
hydrocarbon Receptor (AhR) form similar complexes with the chaperones suggesting that 
numerous proteins rely on this system (Nair et al. 1996). 
The p23 molecular chaperone is a highly conserved protein, present from yeast to human 
cells with a broad tissue distribution in mammals (Johnson et al. 1994).  At least in plants, p23 
supports thermal stress tolerance (Cha et al. 2009).  Although p23 is nonessential in yeast, it is 
essential in vertebrates (Bohen 1998; Fang et al. 1998; Grad et al. 2006; Lovgren et al. 2007; 
Nakatani et al. 2007).  p23 is perhaps best known as an Hsp90 cochaperone that binds to the 
amino-terminus of Hsp90 in a structure-dependent manner (Prodromou et al. 2000; Ali et al. 
2006).  Hsp90 works as a highly flexible dimer anchored through carboxyl-termini 
oligomerization motifs (Minami et al. 1994).  ATP binding by Hsp90 induces a transition from 
an open conformation to a closed state by promoting further cross-subunit interactions at the 
amino-termini (Ali et al. 2006).  Once in proximity the amino terminal ends form a p23-binding 
site (Sullivan et al. 2002; Zhu and Tytgat 2004).  Correspondingly, p23 association stabilizes the 
Hsp90 amino terminal interaction, which functionally results in an ~2-fold reduction in Hsp90’s 
ATPase rate (McLaughlin et al. 2002).  Whether p23’s relevance in the SHR maturation pathway 
is its ability to prolong the closed conformation of Hsp90, to impair Hsp90’s ATPase, or to bind 
directly to the SHR will require more work to resolve.  Likely, it is a combination of these 
benefits. 
Besides being an Hsp90 cochaperone, p23 has an intrinsic chaperone function.  Notably, 
p23 prevents the in vitro aggregation of denatured model substrates at a level comparable to 
Hsp90 or Hsp70 (Böse et al. 1996; Freeman et al. 1996).  Intriguingly, however, the mechanisms 
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used by p23 and the classic heat shock proteins to prevent protein aggregation are different.  
Hsp90 and Hsp70 both mediate a collapse of non-native polypeptides while keeping the species 
in a soluble form, but p23 maintains non-native proteins in a soluble, extended state (Freeman et 
al. 1996).  If p23 has a distinct structural consequence on a client, how did this chaperone 
evolve? 
The relationship between p23, small heat shock proteins, and other CS-domain factors 
The p23 molecular chaperone family is expressed in most eukaryotes being represented 
from yeast to humans (29% identity with 54% conservation); however, a prokaryotic counterpart 
has yet to be described.  In general, p23 proteins are acidic (pI ~4) and typically range in size 
from 18 to 25 kDa.  The signature motif of the family is a central WPRLTKE sequence, which 
has been conserved in human, mouse, chicken, budding yeast, fission yeast with elements of the 
motif remaining in round worms and other species.  However, the potential origin of the p23 
homologs did not become apparent until a structure of p23 was solved.  The atomic structure of 
human p23 missing the 35 carboxyl-terminal residues, which are essential for chaperone activity, 
revealed a compact antiparallel β-sandwich fold containing 8 β-strands (Weikl et al. 1999; 
Weaver et al. 2000).  A comparison of the p23 structure yielded the Methanococcus jannaschii 
small heat shock protein Hsp16.5 in which 73 α-carbon atoms of the amino acid backbone 
displayed a root mean square deviation of 1.27Å despite only ~10% sequence identity (Weaver 
et al. 2000).  This fold had been previously coined HSP20 or the α-crystallin domain (ACD) 
(Kim et al. 1998). 
Small heat shock proteins are ubiquitously expressed across all 3 domains of life (Poulain 
et al. 2010).  The sHSPs are of variable sequence and size (12-42 kDa range) except for a 
carboxyl-terminal ~90 residue ACD.  The sHSPs are ATP-independent molecular chaperones 
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that form polydispersed assemblies ranging from 2-32 subunits that minimally support 
thermotolerance (Haslbeck et al. 2005).  The chaperone active oligomeric state of sHSPs is of 
debate.  One proposed mechanism involves the larger structures (i.e., 12-32 subunit complexes) 
breaking down into active dimers in response to unfolded protein substrates (Haslbeck et al. 
1999).  For example, during heat shock conditions the yeast Hsp26 is expressed and transitions 
from a large inactive oligomer (24-26 subunits) to a dimer displaying chaperone activity as 
unfolded proteins appear (Haslbeck et al. 1999).  Yet, another yeast sHSP Hsp42 is constitutively 
expressed assembling into large (24-26 subunits) chaperone-active structures under all growth 
conditions (Wotton et al. 1996; Haslbeck et al. 2004).  Together, Hsp26 and Hsp42 can suppress 
the aggregation of approximately one third of all yeast proteins (Haslbeck et al. 2004).  Given 
their capacity, sHSPs have been referred to as molecular sponges capable of broadly reducing or 
preventing irreversible protein aggregation (Eyles and Gierasch 2010).  Basically, sHSPs have 
evolved as a cellular mechanism for functionally interacting with a wide-range of non-native 
proteins. 
The unifying physical characteristic of all sHSPs is the presence of an ACD flanked by 
variable amino- and carboxyl-terminal extensions (Poulain et al. 2010; Kriehuber et al. 2010).  
The end regions contribute to functions specific to each sHSP and also are used for self-
association (Chen et al. 2010).  Besides the highly oligomeric sHSPs, the α-crystallin like-
domains are found in a number of monomeric proteins including p23, Sgt1 (Suppressor of the G2 
allele of SKP1), NudC (Nuclear distribution gene C), Melusin, and b5+b5R flavor-heme 
cytochrome NAD(P)H oxidoreductase type B (Garcia-Ranea et al. 2002).  To distinguish 
between these classes of proteins, the domain in sHSPs is typically referred to as an ACD while 
the structure is marked as a CS (CHORD and Sgt1-like) domain in the other proteins.  No matter 
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the nomenclature, the structure is typically a compact antiparallel β-sandwich fold consisting of 
7 β-strands (Garcia-Ranea et al. 2002).  Interestingly, p23 contains an 8th β-strand in its CS 
domain that is critical for modulating the ATPase activity of Hsp90 (Ali et al. 2006).  Yet, the 8th 
β-strand isn’t essential for a CS-protein to interact with Hsp90 since Sgt1, which has a 7 β-strand 
CS domain, associates with Hsp90 (Takahashi et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2004; Hubert et al. 2003).  
However, the mode of assembly is distinct as Sgt1 binds to Hsp90 independent of ATP and Sgt1 
has no apparent effect on Hsp90’s ATPase activity (Lee et al. 2004). 
Nevertheless, the presence of a common fold opens the possibility that CS and ACD 
proteins are distantly related (Garcia-Ranea et al. 2002).  The Melusin and cytochrome reductase 
type B proteins have diversified the use of a CS domain, as these proteins are important for 
mammalian cell focal adhesion and protection against oxidative stress, respectively (Sbroggiò et 
al. 2008; Deng et al. 2010; Sbroggiò et al. 2011; Kálmán et al. 2013).  Intriguingly, 3 of the CS 
domain protein groups have retained chaperone activity—p23, NudC, and Sgt1.  A phylogenetic 
analysis of the full-length sequences of these CS-proteins along with numerous sHSPs illustrates 
the apparent relationships (Figure 1.2).  While the CS/ACD domains drive the arrangement of 
the homology tree, the protein regions outside of this domain demark the various sub-groups.  
A comparison of the structural organization of the p23s to the sHSPs highlights the 
absence of an amino-terminal extension and a significant expansion of p23’s carboxyl-terminus 
(Weaver et al. 2000).  As mentioned previously, the CS domain of p23 has been lengthened by 
an additional β-strand in order to gain a regulatory capacity with Hsp90 (Garcia-Ranea et al. 
2002).  Importantly, a further extension of the carboxyl-terminus is critical for the chaperone 
activity of p23 used both to prevent the aggregation of model substrates in vitro and to affect 
clients in vivo (Weaver et al. 2000; Toogun et al. 2007; Forafonov et al. 2008; Zelin et al. 2012).  
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On the other hand, the NudC and Sgt1 families can have extensions on either side of the CS 
domain.   
NudC was first identified as a regulator of nuclear movement in the asexual reproductive 
cycle of the filamentous fungus Emericella nidulans (Osmani et al. 1990).  Metazoans express 3 
NudC paralogues (NudC, NudCL, and NudCL2) with a fourth distantly related isoform, 
NudCD1 (CML66), being a tumor antigen (Zheng et al. 2011).  The NudC proteins are involved 
in numerous events, including nuclear migration, cell cycle progression, cell proliferation, 
dynein- and kinesin1-mediated transport, and have been implicated in a variety of malignancies 
(Gocke et al. 2000; Riera and Lazo 2009; Toba and Hirotsune 2009).  All 4 NudC isoforms have 
a carboxyl-terminal CS domain, yet only NudC and NudCL display in vitro chaperone activity 
(Zheng et al. 2011).  Both NudC and NudCL have amino-terminal extensions with a coiled-coil 
site along with an unstructured region—truncations comprised of just the amino-termini and CS 
domains are sufficient for in vitro chaperone activity (Zheng et al. 2011).  Comparable to p23, 
NudC can dampen the ATPase activity of Hsp90 (Zhu et al. 2010).  Given the different 
extensions on p23 and NudC, it seems that CS domains provide an adaptable module to generate 
a protein capable of managing labile polypeptides and also interacting with Hsp90. 
Sgt1 is conserved amongst eukaryotes and was identified as a suppressor of the G2 allele 
of SKP1 where it fosters assembly of yeast kinetochores and is a subunit of the SCF (Skp1-Cul1-
F-box) ubiquitin ligase complex (Kitagawa et al. 1999).  Further work demonstrated that Sgt1 
supports innate immunity pathways by stabilizing R (Resistance) and NLR (Nucleotide-binding 
domain and Leucine-rich Repeat containing) proteins (Azevedo et al. 2002; da Silva et al. 2007; 
Mayor et al. 2007).  Sgt1s are extended on both sides of the CS domain with an amino-terminal 
tetratricopeptide repeat domain (TPR) and a carboxyl-terminal SGT1-specific (SGS) domain 
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(Azevedo et al. 2002).  The CS fold is used to associate with Hsp90 while Hsp70 binds to the 
SGS motif (Takahashi et al. 2003; Spiechowicz et al. 2007).  The ability of Sgt1 to interact with 
both Hsp90 and Hsp70 suggests that it may serve a role similar to the well-established 
cochaperone HOP (Hsp90/Hsp70 Organizing Protein) but perhaps to specialize the chaperone 
system for R and NLR proteins (Botër et al. 2007; Stuttmann et al. 2008).  Unlike other 
cochaperones, Sgt1 does not affect the ATPase activity of Hsp90 (Catlett and Kaplan 2006).  
However, similar to p23 and NudC, Sgt1 suppresses the aggregation of a model non-native 
protein in vitro by working as a molecular chaperone (Żabka et al. 2008). 
Among the CS protein family is a poorly understood p23 paralog tsp23 (transcript similar 
to p23), also referred to as “putative protein PTGES3L isoform 5”, with 44% sequence identity 
to p23 (Freeman et al. 2000).  The tsp23 protein has the WPRLTKE signature motif and a 
carboxyl-terminal extension with a length intermediate between human and yeast p23.  Tsp23 is 
a poorly studied protein though it is known to stimulate certain SHRs in a manner similar to p23 
it does not inhibit other SHRs that are p23-repressive (Freeman et al. 2000).  Interestingly, tsp23 
is only expressed in cardiac and skeletal muscle, whereas p23 is broadly expressed in tissues 
except for cardiac and skeletal muscles (Johnson et al. 1994; Freeman et al. 2000).  In addition, 
tsp23 can be found in skeletal muscle as a splice variant fused to the alanyl-tRNA synthetase 
AlaXp to form p23HAlaXp (Nawaz et al. 2011).  However, the fusion protein is inactive and has 
no known function, although it was suggested that p23HAlaXp might link the Hsp90 machine to 
the prevention of alanine-tRNAs misactivation (Nawaz et al. 2011).  
In sum, the CS/ACD domain provides a versatile module to cultivate a protein family 
with diverse cellular functions using a few basic properties—chaperone activity, partner 
interaction site (e.g., Hsp90), and self-association capacity.  While no single member seems to 
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use all 3 assets (e.g., p23 is a monomeric chaperone that can bind to Hsp90 yet Hsp26 is an 
autonomous, oligomeric chaperone), the flexibility of this relatively simple domain appears to 
confer a fitness advantage.  The benefit of the CS/ACD domain is obvious for eukaryotes in 
which the variety of small heat shock proteins significantly increases and the domain is 
commandeered to develop numerous non-heat shock proteins including p23.  Perhaps the broad 
binding capacity of the ancient sHSPs, which is used to prevent general protein aggregation, 
provided a readily exploitable module for widely interacting with cellular proteins under normal 
physiological conditions.  At least for p23, we suspect this is the case since the p23 molecular 
chaperone has a role in a broad array of cellular processes important for mediating cofactor 
binding and release. 
Cellular processes governed by p23 molecular chaperones 
The exploration of molecular chaperone biology is particularly demanding since these 
proteins tend to be highly abundant and promiscuous (Hartl et al. 2011).  Further complicating 
matters is the capacity of chaperones to associate with both coregulators (i.e., cochaperones) and 
clients (i.e., protein substrates) and therefore discrimination between these two classes is a matter 
of concern.  Often the cellular roles of a protein, including the elucidation of previously 
unknown functions, are gained by identifying other proteins capable of interacting with the 
target.  Unfortunately, the fundamental properties of molecular chaperones challenge this 
proposition at least when using classic assays.  For example, a 2-hybrid screen incorporating 
both yeast Hsp90 homologs as baits did not identify any strong interactors and found only 4 hits 
(2 known cochaperones and 2 open reading frames (ORFs) with unknown functions) under mild 
selection conditions (Millson et al. 2004).  Similar 2-hybrid results were obtained using 4 
different cochaperones, including yeast p23, as bait (Millson et al. 2004).  However, if the Hsp90 
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mutant E33A was the bait, then 177 interactors were identified (Millson et al. 2005).  
Presumably, the propensity of the E33A mutant to form the closed conformation of Hsp90, 
which might trap clients and certain cochaperones, accounts for the increase in hits.  Together, 
these studies support the notion that the transient nature of chaperone binding limits the ability to 
detect interacting proteins.   
As a comprehensive and reliable interaction network is highly beneficial for 
comprehending the cellular roles of a given protein, interest in constructing system-wide maps of 
the molecular chaperones persisted especially in light of their increased medicinal targeting 
(Kalia et al. 2010; Hartson and Matts 2012; Neckers and Workman 2012; Patki and Pawar 2013).  
With the recent rise in the types of available high-throughput approaches, it is now feasible to 
generate a variety of networks for a target protein that are based upon physical, genetic, or 
functional relationships (Joyce and Palsson 2006; Fraser et al. 2013).  The selection of readily 
accessible large-scale methods along with their declining costs makes it possible to chart the 
global connections for most, if not all, cellular proteins.  Application of tactics such as synthetic 
genetic array (SGA) analysis, small-molecule chemical screens, protein microarrays, affinity 
purification/mass spectrometry methods have led to the development of extensive networks for 
numerous proteins, including molecular chaperones (Tong et al. 2001; Ho et al. 2002; 
Kreutzberger 2006; Kawasumi and Nghiem 2007; Gong et al. 2011; Enserink 2012).  For 
instance, application of such techniques raised the number of known yeast Hsp90 interactors to 
~1000 (Zhao et al. 2005; McClellan et al. 2007).  Given that budding yeast only has ~6000 
ORFs, the 2 studies showed that Hsp90 has a significant relationship with the yeast proteome.  
With the application of both high-throughput genetic (SGA) and physical (protein 
microarrays) tactics to the yeast p23 chaperone, the first functional interaction network for an 
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Hsp90 cochaperone was established (Echtenkamp et al. 2011).  Prior to this work 34 proteins had 
a known association with p23.  After the study, 348 unique p23 interactors had been revealed 
including 234 new genetic hits and 80 direct binders.  A bioinformatic analysis of the compiled 
p23-interactors using the Gene Ontology (GO) Slim program freely available at the 
Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) suggests p23 functions within numerous biological 
processes and is associated with all compartments of the cell (Figure 1.3A).  Such a broad 
distribution is supported by indirect immunofluorescent images using mouse embryonic 
fibroblasts and antibodies directed against vertebrate p23 (Figure 1.3B) (Echtenkamp et al. 
2011).  Of note, if the localization pattern of p23 is examined using fluorescent protein fusion 
technology, the relative level of p23 nuclear occupancy is reduced (Knoblauch and Garabedian 
1999; Picard et al. 2006).  As fusion tags on either terminus of p23 abrogate its chaperone 
activity (Freeman unpublished data), the altered pattern likely reflects this functional change.  
The broad cellular localization along with the apparent wide distribution of interactors indicates 
that p23 might be a general molecular chaperone with a bias for nuclear pathways.   
As p23 is typically considered an Hsp90 cochaperone, where it is used to modulate 
Hsp90’s ATPase activity and possibly direct client selection for Hsp90, it is reasonable to expect 
a significant overlap between the interactors for p23 and Hsp90.  Yet, only ~25% of the p23 hits 
were found within the Hsp90 network suggesting p23 also functions autonomously of Hsp90 
(Echtenkamp et al. 2011).  As the potential for independent activities of several Hsp90 
cochaperones has been recently described (Echtenkamp and Freeman 2012), we will refrain from 
an elaborate discussion of this topic.  Rather, we will delve into less explored areas of the p23 
network. 
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The most evident biological process noted in the p23 GO Slim analysis was a link to 
intracellular protein transport underscored by a prevalence of Golgi apparatus-associated factors 
(Echtenkamp et al. 2011).  Yet a rudimentary check of p23’s localization pattern doesn’t 
highlight the Golgi organelle, as p23 seems to be uniformly distributed within the cytosol (Figure 
1.3B).  However, comparisons with Golgi and Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) markers suggest 
that p23 preferentially associates with the Golgi.  Briefly, p23 displayed a ~98% coincidence 
with a Golgi marker but only a ~50% overlap with an ER indicator (Echtenkamp et al. 2011).  
While the seemingly substantial phase with the ER might normally tempt the conclusion that p23 
has an ER interaction, the high abundance and broad distribution of many molecular chaperones, 
including p23, warrants a more significant overlap to conclude a working relationship.   
Significantly, functional studies identified one of the p23 functional affect in the protein 
transport process.  In both yeast and mammalian backgrounds the efficiency of transport-
associated activities (e.g., secretion and processing) were increased in p23 null cells indicating 
that p23 serves as a negative regulator (Echtenkamp et al. 2011).  Through an epistasis approach 
one p23 contribution to the transport pathway was discovered—modulation of cargo 
mannosylation within the Golgi.  However, the mannosylation step only accounts for 2 of the 31 
transportation-related hits within the p23 network. 
Interestingly, normal yeast are fairly unresponsive to the Golgi inhibitor Brefeldin A, yet 
p23Δ cells are sensitive and p23 overexpression is protective (Echtenkamp et al. 2011; Shah and 
Klausner 1993).  Brefeldin A is a heterocyclic lactone that inhibits Coat Protein I (COPI)-
mediated retrograde transport from the Golgi to the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) (Jackson and 
Casanova 2000).  The intracellular transport of vesicles is a complicated process with numerous 
steps reliant on dynamic changes in protein conformations and in the composition of complexes 
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(Jahn and Scheller 2006).  To briefly illustrate we will focus on the final step of the pathway 
when a vesicle merges with its target membrane (Cai et al. 2007).  Fusion occurs through the 
pairing of SNARE proteins when a vesicle-SNARE (v-SNARE) docks with a target-SNARE (t-
SNARE) protein to form a labile trans-SNARE complex (Jahn and Scheller 2006).  Following 
membrane fusion, the resultant protein structure (the cis-SNARE complex) must be “primed” 
and then disassembled minimally by the actions of α-SNAP and NSF homologs (Chen and 
Scheller 2001). 
While vesicular trafficking requires numerous conformational changes to proceed, the 
direct involvement of p23 has not been established.  The Brefeldin A phenotypes implicate a p23 
involvement in COPI retrograde transport delivering components from the Golgi back to the ER.  
Intriguingly, p23 shares a genetic connection with SEC28 (Echtenkamp et al. 2011).  Sec28 
(epsilon-COP) stabilizes the cytosolic coatomer complexes that are required for the formation of 
COPI-coated vesicles (Duden et al. 1998).  An additional p23-link to vesicular transport is made 
with Vam7, which stabilizes a t-SNARE complex required for the docking and/or fusion of 
multiple transport intermediates destined for the vacuole (Echtenkamp et al. 2011; Sato et al. 
1998; Ungermann and Wickner 1998).  Besides Sec28 and Vam7, p23 has 27 other interactors 
linked to the protein transport pathway whose functional connection to p23 is yet to be defined.  
Moreover, there are over 300 hits within the p23 map yet to be explored.  Hence, significant 
additional work is required to fully appreciate the utility of p23.  
An unexpected outcome found within the p23 network was a preponderance of nuclear 
hits—almost one third of the 348 interactors are considered nuclear proteins (Echtenkamp et al. 
2011).  At the time the predominant model indicated that the Hsp90 molecular chaperone system 
was strictly a cytoplasmic machine (Pratt 1993).  This erroneous theory was proposed to 
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rationalize the cytosolic localization of certain unactivated SHRs (Sanchez et al. 1985).  Now, 
p23 and Hsp90 are known to have a variety of nucleoplasmic roles in diverse activities, including 
transcription activation and telomere DNA maintenance (Echtenkamp and Freeman 2012; 
DeZwaan and Freeman 2010).  A survey of the p23 network reveals a wide-range of nuclear 
processes, including ribosome biogenesis, chromatin structure, transcription events, RNA 
processing, DNA replication, telomere maintenance, and DNA repair (Echtenkamp et al. 2011).  
The simplest explanation for the numerous connections is that p23 serves as a general chaperone 
overseeing nuclear pathways.  But why would there be a need for chaperone activity in the 
nucleus? 
The functional requisite of p23 in the nucleoplasm 
A dynamic protein environment along the genome is essential to appropriately respond to 
the numerous and diverse conditions that challenge cells (Misteli 2001).  For example, 
fluctuations in carbon sources or exposure to stress conditions prompt rapid changes to 
chromatin status and gene expression patterns.  Coordinating the activities of these pathways are 
various transcription factors along with other DNA binding proteins—for simplicity we will refer 
to this group as TFs.  The TFs use cooperative interactions to bind select DNA sites and recruit 
various protein machines (e.g., chromatin remodelers, histone acetylases, RNA polymerases) to 
perform the requisite work (i.e., remodel chromatin or transcribe DNA into RNA).  While the 
cooperativity drives precise and rapid assembly, the integral stability of these structures 
interferes with the timing of biological systems (Stasevich and McNally 2011).  Therefore, TF-
nucleated DNA complexes must be actively and persistently disassembled to function on a useful 
time scale.  Fortunately, the abundant and promiscuous nature of the p23 molecular chaperone 
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places it in a position to foster a dynamic genomic environment that is sufficiently pliable to 
meet the requirements of homeostasis.  
With the application of modern cell biology techniques it was realized that nuclear 
factors are highly motile (Dundr and Misteli 2001).  In a seminal study, Phair and Misteli (Phair 
and Misteli 2001) used green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusions to show that diverse nuclear 
proteins, regardless of functional purpose, move with near diffusion constants in live cells.  Of 
note, the rapid motilities of the fusions were not restricted by chemical or thermal energy.  Yet, 
the candidates moved slower than GFP alone, suggesting that each momentarily interacts with 
partners thereby marginally reducing their movements.  If a factor is recognizing a partner, why 
isn’t there a more pronounced change in mobility especially when bound to chromatin?  While it 
is clear that dynamic action is a fundamental property of nuclear proteins (Houtsmuller et al. 
1999; McNally et al. 2000; Phair et al. 2004; Gorski et al. 2008; DeZwaan and Freeman 2008; 
Hager et al. 2009; Hübner and Spector 2010), the mechanisms driving the rapid actions are not 
understood.   
To limit the timing of protein interactions and to accelerate pathways, we believe that 
molecular chaperones, especially p23, create a highly dynamic nuclear environment 
(Echtenkamp and Freeman 2014).  The chaperones contribute by circumventing otherwise long-
lived, unproductive structures.  Significantly, molecular chaperones do not interfere with the 
formation of transient, functional complexes since chaperone-client binding events are typically 
fleeting.  Of note, chaperones work over a broad temperature range and do not require chemical 
energy to functionally impact a client (Freeman and Morimoto 1996; Hayer-Hartl et al. 1996).  
Hence, chaperones can account for the observed dynamic protein behavior that persists following 
chemical and thermal energy fluctuations in vivo (Phair and Misteli 2000).   
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Perhaps fittingly, an early activity revealed for any molecular chaperone was the ability 
to dissociate a protein-DNA complex.  While identifying the host proteins supporting the life 
cycle of the bacterial phage λ, both DnaK and DnaJ were discovered (Yochem et al. 1978).  
DnaK and DnaJ are the Escherichia coli homologs of Hsp70 and Hsp40.  Further work 
demonstrated that DnaK and DnaJ dissociate the λP protein from preprimosomal structures 
leading to firing of origins of λ DNA replication (LeBowitz et al. 1985).  Subsequent studies led 
to the suggestion that DnaK, in conjunction with DnaJ, creates a feedback reaction by cyclically 
building and destroying the λ preprimosomal DNA replication complexes (Liberek et al. 1988).  
Hence, one of the first discovered functions for a molecular chaperone was the assembly and 
disassembly of protein-DNA complexes.   
The original report suggesting a role for the Hsp90 chaperone system in DNA-associated 
events was the finding that Hsp90 fosters the DNA binding activity of the myogenic transcription 
factor MyoD in vitro (Shaknovich et al. 1992).  Further biochemical work showed that Hsp90 
might serve as a general chaperone for basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors by 
manipulating the conformation of preformed dimeric bHLH transcription factors into a DNA 
binding competent state (Shue and Kohtz 1994).  Numerous other in vitro studies indicate that 
Hsp90 facilitates the DNA binding activity of diverse transcription factors including p53, 
hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1), and aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) (Antonsson et al. 1995; 
Hur et al. 2002; Müller et al. 2004; Walerych et al. 2004).  Significantly, in vivo data support the 
idea that Hsp90 promotes the DNA binding activity of a transcription factor as it engages a gene 
promoter (Stavreva et al. 2004).   
Early p23 studies showed a nucleoplasmic presence of this chaperone as it was found in 
nuclear extracts prepared from Mus musculus, Xenopus laevis, and Schizosaccharomyces pombe 
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cells (Zhang and Verdine 1996; Bharadwaj et al. 1999; Muñoz et al. 1999).  In murine 
erythroleukemia (MEL) cells p23 directly interacted with DNA cystosine-5 methyltransferase 
independent of Hsp90 (Zheng and Verdine 1996).  In fission yeast the ubiquitous cellular 
distribution of p23 minimally was required for suppression of the Wee1 kinase (Muñoz et al. 
1999).  The frog work provided the first indication that p23 might affect the DNA binding 
activity of a transcription factor, as injection of anti-p23 antibodies into oocytes prevented 
attenuation of stress-induced HSF1 DNA binding activity (Bharadwaj et al. 1999).  Interestingly, 
additional research demonstrated that overexpression or deletion of p23 in budding yeast results 
in chromosome instability (Ouspenski et al. 1999).  While a mechanism is yet to be discovered, 
the phenomena suggest p23 has a broad role along the genome. 
Subsequent work to these studies showed that p23 overexpression altered ligand efficacy 
of several intracellular receptors (Freeman et al. 2000).  Typically, molecular chaperones 
modulate ligand potency of SHRs (Smith and Toft 2008).  In brief, ligand efficacy gauges the 
transcription activation potential whereas potency is an indirect measure of hormone binding 
activity.  Follow up work using purified thyroid hormone receptor (TR) and p23 showed that the 
change in efficacy correlated with an ability of p23 to dissociate TR from its cognate DNA 
element (Freeman et al. 2000).  Additional work indicated that p23 could alter the transcriptional 
output of non-IR factors, including activation protein 1 (AP1), nuclear factor κB (NF-κB), and 
Vitamin D Receptor (VDR) (Freeman and Yamamoto 2002; Bikle et al. 2007). 
The breadth of pathways regulated by p23 at the level of DNA binding has been 
expanded to include proteins involved in telomere biogenesis (Telomerase), DNA repair 
(RAD51), and DNA replication (CDC6) (Toogun et al. 2007; Zelin et al. 2012; Holt et al. 1999; 
Forsythe et al. 2001).  The most notable addition to our understanding of p23’s range with DNA 
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binding proteins was recently shown using a high-throughput tactic (DNase-Seq) for 
comprehensively mapping protein-DNA interactions along a genome.  Basically, the preferential 
cleavage of naked DNA by the DNase I nuclease is exploited along with massive parallel DNA 
sequencing (Seq).  In brief, nuclei are lightly treated with DNase I and the fragmentation pattern 
of the mildly digested chromatin reveals both areas of open chromatin (i.e., DNase I 
hypersensitive sites (DHSs)) and TF interactions (bound TFs protect DNA from digestion) 
(Hesselberth et al. 2009).  The identities of the bound TFs are made by analogy with their known 
consensus binding elements.  Application of DNase-Seq to both parental and p23Δ yeast 
revealed changes in open chromatin with the number of DHSs declining upon loss of p23 yet the 
average size of the prevailing DHSs doubling (Zelin et al. 2012).  Significantly, a dramatic 
increase in the extent of DNA-bound transcription factors occurs within the affected DHSs since 
p23 is required to disassemble the otherwise stable protein-DNA structures.  Of the 178 TFs 
followed in yeast using this approach, 110 are associated with DHSs and of those proteins 71 are 
impacted in p23Δ yeast.  Hence, p23 modulates ~70% of the yeast TFs with known DNA 
binding motifs. 
Even the seemingly simple feat of a transcription factor finding its appropriate DNA 
binding element requires dynamic action.  A classic conundrum within the transcription field has 
been the observation that many DNA motifs are not utilized even when they are near consensus 
sequences within close proximity to transcription start sites (Carr and Biggin 1999; Iyer et al. 
2001; Yang et al. 2006; Joseph et al. 2010; Kaplan et al. 2011).  Although many reasons have 
been postulated to account for this phenomenon, including incomplete activation of a TF or a 
need to dimerize with a partner, these explanations do not account for the broad absence of 
binding.  For example, the human genome contains thousands of potential glucocorticoid binding 
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elements, yet only a few hundred are apparently utilized in any given cell type (Wang et al. 
2004).  While many regulatory features contribute to these patterns, including the state of the 
chromatin encompassing each site (John et al. 2011), the ability of the p23 molecular chaperone 
to broadly impede DNA binding activities indicates that numerous transcription factors are 
actively removed from their motifs.  Supporting this conclusion is the finding that many 
transcription factors inappropriately occupy their cognate sites in the absence of the p23 global 
regulator (Zelin et al. 2012).  Hence, a prominent means to prevent spurious transcription factor-
DNA interactions is the active removal of the DNA binding proteins by p23.  
Intriguingly, however, p23 is not necessarily a negative regulator of DNA binding events.  
Studies focusing on either estrogen receptor (ER) or androgen receptor (AR) demonstrate that 
the gene promoter occupancies of these SHRs could increase following an elevation in p23 levels 
(Reebye et al. 2012; Simpson et al. 2012).  In addition, p23 overexpression enhances both basal 
and ligand-induced peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) transcription 
(Sumanasekera et al. 2003).  Whether these effects are through a direct change in the DNA 
binding function of a receptor or through an indirect mechanism (e.g., changes to open chromatin 
exposing additional receptor response elements) is yet to be revealed.   
We believe a broad use of p23’s nuclear activities is to foster the dynamics of protein 
DNA complexes.  Prior studies have shown that the Hsp90 and p23 chaperones facilitate DNA 
binding and release for a variety of proteins, including transcription factors and telomerase 
(DeZwaan and Freeman 2010).  Certainly there is a need for rapid action by DNA-binding 
proteins as most genome-related pathways utilize multiple steps to function.  For instance, both 
transcription initiation and DNA repair pathways employ a series of histone acetyltransferase- 
and chromatin remodeling-complexes to clear the chromatin and expose the DNA for RNA 
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polymerase or DNA repair enzymes, respectively (Lee and Workman 2007).  Other events at or 
near DNA, including DNA replication and telomere maintenance, also utilize multi-step 
pathways to function (Bell and Dutta 2002; Gilson and Géli 2007).  In our model, DNA-
associated cellular processes move forward using high-affinity interactions between low 
abundant proteins, which are specific for a particular path, and transitions between the diverse 
structures are mediated by transient, low affinity interactions with the highly abundant p23 
molecular chaperone.  
Hijacking of p23 by viruses and parasites 
One indicator of a protein’s central importance is the usurping of that factor by a virus or 
parasite to maintain a pest’s life cycle.  An early observation on p23 demonstrated that the 
Hepatitis B virus, a hepadnavirus that can cause liver cancer, packages the host’s p23 and Hsp90 
chaperones into the viral nucleocapsids along with its RNA genome (Hu et al. 1997).  Both p23 
and Hsp90 bind independently to the polymerase, which is essential to convert the RNA strand 
into DNA upon entry into a host cell (Hu et al. 1997).   
Nearly one third of the human population is chronically infected with Toxoplasma gondii 
(Halonen and Weiss 2013).  During infection T. gondii undergoes a transition from a rapidly 
replicating, infectious tachyzoite stage to a slower dividing encysted bradyzoite phase.  The stage 
conversion is critical to the pathogenesis and longevity of infection.  Interestingly, p23 
transitions from a solely cytosolic protein in tachyzoite to being evenly distributed in the 
nucleoplasm and cytosol in bradyzoite period (Echeverria et al. 2010).  Hsp90’s pattern mirrors 
that of p23’s.  Of note, the altered localization of p23 and Hsp90, as the cells transition to a more 
quiescent growth phase, parallels observations in budding yeast (Tapia and Morano 2010).  
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Unfortunately, the functional purpose for the re-distribution in either T. gondii or Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae is yet to be resolved. 
In Plasmodium falciparum, which causes a severe form of malaria, the p23 homolog also 
undergoes changes during the parasite’s life cycle.  In the early ring and trophozoite stages 
(actively dividing within blood cells) p23 is expressed but its levels decline at the beginning of 
schizogony (vector production for entering the mosquito) (Wiser 2003).  While the relevance of 
the change is not known, the results parallel fission yeast data showing a decline in p23 levels as 
yeast enter stationary phase (Muñoz et al. 1999).  Comparable to the initial studies on 
mammalian p23, P. falciparum p23 does not form a stable interaction with P. falciparum Hsp90 
in cell extracts (Hutchison et al. 1995; Chua et al. 2010).  Yet, the purified proteins can assemble 
and p23 does suppress Hsp90’s ATPase in vitro (Chua et al. 2010).  As P. falciparum p23 has 
independent chaperone activity (Chua et al. 2010), it too may function autonomously of Hsp90 in 
live parasites. 
Cancer relevance of p23 
At the clinical level cancer includes a diverse set of illnesses that share a common feature 
of inappropriate cell growth and at the molecular level an accumulation of unacceptable genetic 
alterations (Luo et al. 2003; Storchova and Pellman 2004).  Almost certainly cancerous growth 
results from the buildup of DNA mutations that eventually initiate and drive the transformation 
process.  In addition to genomic alterations, significant changes in gene expression and 
epigenome programs often are observed along with increased activities in many enzymes—
telomerase being a notable example (Hermeking 2003; Meeker and De Marzo 2004; van’t Veer 
and Bernards 2008; Chi et al. 2010).   
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Although the p23 molecular chaperone has not been shown to be a causative agent for 
any cancer, increased expression of p23 correlates with cellular transformation, increased cancer 
cell invasiveness, and reduced prognosis for cancer patients (Forsythe et al. 2001; Boltze et al. 
2003; Mollerup et al. 2003; Elmore et al. 2008; Simpson et al. 2010).  Significantly, p23 
influences genome stability and regulates numerous key factors linked to cancer, including 
nuclear hormone receptors and telomerase (Toogun et al. 2007; Zelin et al. 2012; Freeman et al. 
2000; Ouspenski et al. 1999; Freeman and Yamamoto 2002; Holt et al. 1999; Forsythe et al. 
2001).  In addition, p23 has been linked to endoplasmic reticulum stress-induced apoptosis (Rao 
et al. 2006; Chinta et al. 2008; Radanyi et al. 2009; Poksay et al. 2012).  While a causative 
association has not been made, miRNA-mediated up-regulation of p23 can act as an anti-
apoptotic factor in childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia (Liu et al. 2012). 
A promising new report identifies Gedunin as a potential small molecule inhibitor of p23 
(Patwardhan et al. 2013).  Although Gedunin had been suggested to inactivate Hsp90 
(Hieronymus et al. 2006; Brandt et al. 2008), the Patwardhan study reveals p23 as the primary 
target.  Significantly, Gedunin is a more potent growth inhibitor of cancerous lines relative to 
non-transformed cells.  Besides the benefits of directly inhibiting p23, targeting p23 might 
enhance the effectiveness of Hsp90 inhibitors since p23 has a protective effect against Hsp90 
drugs (Forafonov et al. 2008).  Hence, strategies targeting p23 have significant therapeutic 
promise. 
Summary 
Homeostasis requires cellular processes to function efficiently and selectively within the 
crowded milieu of the cell (Echtenkamp and Freeman 2014).  While cooperative interactions 
drive rapid and precise assembly, the inherent stability of such organized structures interferes 
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with the timing of biological systems.  Further complicating performance is the nature of the cell 
interior: it is densely packed and often contains multiple binding partners for each protein—both 
features increase non-productive or off-pathway interactions.  These variables present great 
challenges for achieving homeostasis, especially in the midst of fluctuating internal and external 
stimuli that must be monitored constantly to appropriately initiate, continue or halt cellular 
pathways (Freeman and Yamamoto 2001).  Hence, biological complexes must be actively and 
persistently disassembled in order to work on a useful time scale.  We suggest that the apparent 
broad binding specificity and energy-independent chaperone activity provided by the CS/ACD 
domain has been exploited to allow p23 to govern the kinetic-behavior of the heterologous 
proteins within a cell (DeZwaan and Freeman 2008).  In our view, p23 resolves inherently stable 
cooperative-complexes into dynamic machinery capable of rapid action that enables efficient and 
timely biological pathways (Echtenkamp and Freeman 2014).  
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FIGURES 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Molecular chaperones mediate structural changes throughout the lifetime of a 
polypeptide.  (A) Molecular chaperones facilitate protein conformational changes necessary for 
the folding of nascent polypeptides and (B) for coenzyme interactions separating functional 
activities of a client protein. 
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Figure 1.2 Phylogenetic map of CS/ACD containing proteins.  Protein sequences of sHSP, 
NudC, Sgt1, and p23 family members from Homo sapiens (Hs), Mus musculus (Mm), Xenopus 
laevis (Xl), Drosophila melanogaster (Dm), Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce), Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae (Sc), Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Sp), and Aspergillus oryzae (Ao) were aligned and 
mapped using the ClustalW multiple alignment program 
(http://www.bioinformatics.nl/tools/clustalw.html).  The protein clusters, based on relative 
homology levels, were color-coded and the species along with number of homologs within each 
group are marked. 
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Figure 1.3 The p23 chaperone is a ubiquitous protein with an interaction network 
encompassing a variety of biological processes.  The expanse of the p23 network is illustrated 
using select, established p23-interactors (Echtenkamp et al. 2011).  (A) The biological processes 
associated with various p23-targets along with their predicted cellular locations were determined 
using the Gene Ontology (GO) Slim Mapper program.  (B) The cellular distribution of mouse 
p23 was determined by indirect immunofluorescence using wild type mouse embryonic 
fibroblasts and a monoclonal antibody (JJ3) that recognizes vertebrate p23 (Johnson et al. 1994).   
A.   
B.   
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CHAPTER 2: GLOBAL FUNCTIONAL MAP OF THE YEAST p23 COCHAPERONE 
SBA1 REVEALS AN EXTENSIVE CELLULAR2 
 
Abstract 
In parallel with evolutionary developments, the Hsp90 molecular chaperone system 
shifted from a simple prokaryotic factor into an expansive network that includes a variety of 
cochaperones.  We have taken high-throughput genomic and proteomic approaches to better 
understand the abundant yeast p23 cochaperone Sba1.  Our work revealed an unexpected Sba1 
network that displayed considerable independence from known yeast Hsp90 (Hsp82) clients.  
Additionally, our data uncovered a broad nuclear role for Sba1, contrasting with the historical 
dogma of restricted cytosolic activities for molecular chaperones.  Validation studies 
demonstrated that Sba1 was required for proper Golgi function, ribosome biogenesis and was 
necessary for efficient DNA repair from a wide range of mutagens.  Notably, mammalian p23 
had conserved roles in these pathways as well as being necessary for proper cell mobility.  Taken 
together, our work demonstrates that the Sba1/p23 cochaperone serves a broad physiological 
network and functions both in conjunction with and sovereign to Hsp82/Hsp90. 
 
Introduction 
Molecular chaperones were initially identified with the highly conserved heat shock 
proteins and ‘heat shock’ studies formed the early basis for our understanding of molecular 
chaperones (Lindquist and Craig 1988).  Despite little to no primary sequence or domain 
                                                
2 This chapter appeared in its entirety in the journal Molecular Cell and is referred to later in this dissertation as 
“Echtenkamp et al. 2011”.  Echtenkamp FJ, Zelin E, Oxelmark E et al (2011) Global functional map of the yeast 
p23 cochaperone Sba1 reveals an extensive cellular network. Mol Cell 43:229-241.  This article is reprinted with 
permission of the publisher and is available from http://www.cell.com/molecular-cell/home and using DOI: 
10.1016/j.molcel.2011.05.029 
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conservation all chaperones generally display a promiscuous protein binding capacity that is 
enabled by an affinity for short hydrophobic amino acid motifs, which likely accounts for the 
shared ability to suppress non-native protein aggregation in vitro (Hendrick and Hartl 1993).  To 
offset the broad binding capacities, chaperones typically have short-lived, low affinity 
interactions to avoid interfering with the functional activity of a client protein.  These 
characteristics fit well with the adopted molecular chaperone definition—a protein that has a 
functional effect on another protein/protein complex without becoming part of the final operative 
structure (Ellis 1987).  While these evolved characteristics are likely pivotal to the cellular 
operations of a chaperone, these properties have hindered the identification of client proteins and 
impeded our ability to gain an overall understanding of the physiological networks that are 
served by the various molecular chaperones. 
Based upon high cellular abundances and wide-ranging influences on diverse cellular 
activities, Hsp70 and Hsp90 along with their respective associated- cochaperones constitute the 
central eukaryotic molecular chaperone network (Wegele et al. 2004).  The Hsp70 chaperone 
subnet has been extensively studied, which revealed a need for chaperone action in highly 
diverse cell functions including nascent polypeptide folding, mitochondrial protein import, 
endocytosis, and protein degradation (Mayer and Bukau 2005).  Though many activities have 
been realized for the Hsp70 chaperones, the general in vivo roles of the Hsp90 proteins are just 
beginning to be understood (Mayer et al. 2009).  Additionally, the duties of the various Hsp90 
cochaperones remain elusive despite their high cellular abundances and conservation within 
eukaryotes (Wegele et al. 2004; Johnson and Brown 2009). 
While Hsp70s are amongst the most conserved protein families, the Hsp90 machine is a 
recently evolved chaperone system. Escherichia coli contains a single Hsp90 homolog, HtpG, 
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but does not express any apparent cochaperones that are commonly found within eukaryotes 
(Johnson and Brown 2009).  Nevertheless, Hsp90 has rapidly evolved into an essential 
eukaryotic protein, as have many of its cochaperones including Cdc37 and mammalian p23 
(Reed 1980; Borkovich et al. 1989; Grad et al. 2003).  Hence, Hsp90 and its associated cofactors 
form a novel chaperone system that has been adopted to support the unique challenges of higher 
order organisms. 
The Hsp90 chaperone was originally identified in stable association with signaling 
proteins (i.e., kinases and steroid receptors) and it had been largely argued that its primary 
purpose was to maintain metastable factors in a functional state that can be readily activated 
(Pratt and Toft 2003).  However, signaling protein maintenance likely does not account for all of 
the duties of the Hsp90 chaperone machine (Richter et al. 2007).  Recent studies, including high-
throughput genomic and proteomic work, indicate that Hsp90 serves in a broad range of cellular 
processes including protein transport, epigenetic status, cell cycle stage, mRNA transcription, 
RNA processing and telomere maintenance (Zhao et al. 2005; Millson et al. 2005; McClellan et 
al. 2007).  Thus, Hsp90 has a central role in cell homeostasis, which is exemplified by its general 
use as a therapeutic target for a variety of cancers and other diseases (Whitesell and Lindquist 
2005).  Given the breadth of pathways affected by Hsp90, an efficient means to control and 
guide this chaperone is needed to insure proper function and avoid potential detrimental 
pleiotropic effects that might occur if this abundant molecular chaperone was left unchecked. 
To control Hsp90 numerous cochaperones including p23, Hop, FKBP52, Cdc37, Pih1, 
Sgt1, and Aha1 have coevolved with the eukaryotic Hsp90s (Johnson and Brown 2009).  In a 
manner paralleling the Hsp70 cochaperones, the Hsp90 cohorts can modulate Hsp90s’ ATP 
hydrolysis activity and potentially direct substrate specificity (Riggs et al. 2004; Richter et al. 
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2007).  A number of biochemical and structural studies have dissected the ATPase cycle of 
Hsp90 along with the potential influence of cochaperones (Wandinger et al. 2009).  In addition, a 
mechanism by which a cochaperone might guide Hsp90 to select clients has been revealed, as 
Cdc37 forms a tripartite complex having contacts to both Hsp90 and the substrate protein 
(Vaughan et al. 2006).  Besides Hsp90-dependent events, cochaperones might also regulate 
client proteins autonomously using their innate chaperone activities (Freeman et al. 1996; Bose 
et al. 1996).  In general, however, independent cochaperone functions have been difficult to 
conclude since the known client proteins are shared with Hsp90. 
We have investigated the physiological pathways that are served by the yeast p23 
cochaperone Sba1 using high-throughput genomic and proteomic approaches.  We focused on 
Sba1 since this cochaperone is broadly expressed in most eukaryotes, is an abundant 
cochaperone, forms co-complexes with Hsp90 alone and with client proteins and might also 
work autonomously (Wegele et al. 2004; Richter et al. 2007; Johnson and Brown 2009).  To 
comprehend the Sba1 interaction network and its relation to the yeast Hsp90 molecular 
chaperone Hsp82, we have incorporated in-depth primary and comparative bioinformatic 
analyses.  In addition, we have assessed the Sba1- dependence of potential target pathways using 
various experimental techniques and we have determined whether the reliance is conserved in 
higher eukaryotic cells.  Taken together, the presented studies establish a broad Sba1/p23 cellular 
network that includes a sizeable nuclear subnet.   
Results 
Sba1 genetic interaction network 
We initiated our investigation on the Sba1 cellular network using Synthetic Genetic 
Array (SGA) analysis, which is a high-throughput procedure for identifying synthetic sick and 
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lethal genetic interactions (SSL) (Tong et al. 2001).  In our SGA screen sba1Δ yeast were 
systematically crossed with a deletion mutant array (4786 strains) comprised of knockout yeast 
for each non-essential open reading frame (ORF) in order to reveal parallel or compensatory 
pathways affected by Sba1.  Following a series of selection platings the double mutants were 
visually screened for SSL interactions and the resulting colonies (or lack thereof) were scored as 
lethal, very sick or sick based upon colony size relative to control yeast that were processed in 
parallel.  Of the 4786 strains assessed we found 234 ORFs that displayed a SSL phenotype with 
sba1Δ (Table 2.1).  Of the 6 previously identified genes to have a synthetic genetic interaction 
with sba1Δ 2 genes, ACT1 and ELF1, were within our data set (Collins et al. 2007; Haarer et al. 
2007).  To better understand how Sba1 might intersect with the identified ORFs we performed a 
bioinformatic analysis of the data. 
The SSL hits were partitioned into a variety of cellular process using a GO Slim analysis.  
For illustrative purposes, we displayed each hit in a single GO Slim category (Figure 2.1A).  
However, in determining whether the ORFs were favored within certain cellular processes 
relative to all non-essential genes we considered all potential functions for each ORF (Figure 
2.1B).  We found that the Sba1 interactors were enriched in signal transduction, transcription, 
protein catabolism, cell budding, DNA metabolism, cellular respiration and vesicle-mediated 
transport (Figure 2.1B). 
To better understand how the SGA hits might connect with Sba1 we tested 59 targets for 
direct Sba1 interactions using the yeast 2-hybrid assay and observed 12 positive results (Table 
2.1).  We had not anticipated this relatively high level (~20%) of contact between Sba1 and the 
SGA hits.  For comparison, a high- throughput SGA and 2-hybrid investigation of Hsp82 targets 
yielded <1% overlap (Zhao et al. 2005).  While it is plausible that the positive correlation 
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between our SGA and 2- hybrid results is skewed since we did not test all of the hits by 2-hybrid, 
we suspect that the presented results are representative of the entire set since the tested SGA 
interactors were selected randomly.  Hence, Sba1 likely utilizes more direct contacts to influence 
cellular pathways relative to the mechanisms used by Hsp82. 
Though the majority of the identified SSL hits had not been previously revealed, the 
favored cell processes fit within the known regulatory network for the Hsp90 molecular 
chaperone system and suggest that our screen identified valid Sba1 interactors.  For instance, the 
signal transduction and protein catabolism categories were anticipated given the historical roles 
of Hsp90 and more recent studies support the observation that Sba1 is involved in transcription 
and DNA metabolic events (DeZwaan and Freeman 2008).  The enrichment in the vesicle-
mediated transport process and predicted enhanced Sba1 localization to cytoplasmic membrane 
bound vesicles and the Golgi apparatus (Figure 2.2) agree with a prior high-throughput screen in 
which a role for the Hsp82 chaperone in protein transport was revealed (McClellan et al. 2007).  
In general, the SSL interactors operate within cellular processes that would be expected for 
clients of the Hsp90 molecular chaperone system. 
Sba1 and p23 affect Golgi organelle function 
To begin to understand how Sba1 might contribute to vesicle-mediated protein transport, 
we created an in silico map of the relative locale of the identified Sba1 and curated Hsp82 hits 
along the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) and Golgi organelles (Figure 2.3).  While the Hsp82 
targets were evenly distributed between the ER and Golgi, the Sba1 interactors were typically 
downstream of the ER lumen.  To assess whether a p23 protein can influence transport events 
beyond the ER, we took advantage of the small-molecule inhibitor Brefeldin A (BFA).  BFA is a 
heterocyclic lactone that blocks protein trafficking through disassembly of the Golgi apparatus 
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and trans-Golgi network (Jackson and Casanova 2000).  Although normal yeast are relatively 
resistant to BFA (Shah and Klausner 1993), we found that the sba1Δ cells were sensitive to BFA 
treatment and that ectopic expression of Sba1 restored BFA resistance (Figure 2.1C).  Notably, 
we also observed that mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells derived from a p23 null mouse 
were more sensitive to BFA relative to parental MEFs (Figure 2.1D).  Since BFA blocks 
recruitment of coat proteins that are responsible for the formation of transport vesicles in the 
Golgi apparatus, we suggest that Sba1 and p23 actively participate in membrane-vesicle protein 
transport. 
To further support a role for mouse p23 in Golgi function we examined the cellular 
localization of p23 in MEFs.  Overall, p23 was found throughout the cell with enrichment at the 
Golgi as determined by colocalization with the established Golgi marker Giantin (Figure 2.4A).  
A computational assessment of the fluorescent signals indicated a ~98% overlap of the Giantin 
signal with that of p23’s.  In contrast, detection of the ER protein Calnexin along with p23 
demonstrated a ~50% coincidence (Figure 2.3C).  Thus, p23 appears to be preferentially 
localized at the Golgi organelle. 
We used the classic yeast cargo-protein Invertase to assess the functional influence of 
Sba1 on the transport process (Poon et al. 1999; Luk and Culotta 2001).  In sba1Δ cells, 
Invertase was more efficiently secreted suggesting that Sba1 is a negative regulator of protein 
transport (Figure 2.4B).  In general, however, Sba1 overexpression had no apparent ill-effect 
indicating that Sba1 is not a limiting negative effector of Invertase secretion in wild-type yeast.  
To test whether p23 also functions in mammalian protein transport we exploited the 
presecretory-protein Preprolactin, which is converted to Prolactin in the secretory pathway 
(Lakkaraju et al. 2008).  We observed more efficient transport-dependent processing of 
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Preprolactin to Prolactin in p23 null MEFS compared to parental (Figure 2.4C).  Taken together, 
our data support the contention that Sba1/p23 serves as a negative protein transport regulator. 
To identify the effected pathway step(s), we exploited the transport marker Fus-Mid- 
GFP. Fus-Mid-GFP is a GFP-tagged chimera of the Fus1 and Mid2 proteins that has been used 
to systematically screen for sorting defects within the secretory pathway (Proszynski et al. 2005).  
Of the 31 Sba1 genetic interactors known to have a role in protein secretion (Figure 2.1A), 13 
were previously shown to be defective for Fus-Mid- GFP transport (Proszynski et al. 2005).  
Upon overexpression of Sba1, we observed phenotypic enhancement (PE) of the transport 
defects in 4 of the 13 single-gene knockout strains since the cell surface Fus-Mid-GFP signal 
was markedly decreased (Table 2.2; Figure 2.4D).  Two of the hits occurred with strains 
containing the chaperone- related gene knockouts sti1Δ and gim3Δ.  While a connection to Sti1 
might be anticipated since it is a fellow Hsp90 cochaperone, Gim3 is a Prefoldin subunit and is 
generally considered a Chaperonin (GroEL) cofactor (Siegers et al. 1999).  Perhaps during the 
protein transport process, Sba1 links the Hsp90 and Chaperonin systems.  The other two PE hits 
were with mef1Δ, encodes a translation elongation factor, and lsb1Δ, encodes an Actin 
polymerizing protein, (Vambutas et al. 1991; Madania et al. 1999).  Hence, Sba1 connects to 
basic transport activities (e.g., chaperone-related).  In addition to the PE hits, we found that Sba1 
overexpression complemented the transport defects associated with two single-gene knockouts, 
mnn10Δ and mnn11Δ (Table 2.2; Figure 2.5A). 
The Mnn proteins are subunits of Golgi mannosyltransferases that synthesize poly- 
mannose modifications with primarily α-1,6 linkages (Jungmann and Munro 1998).  The yeast 
mannosyltransferase complexes are distinguished by Van1- or Anp1-containing structures and 
Mnn10 and Mnn11 are responsible for the majority of the α-1,6 polymerizing activity of the 
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Anp1-complex (Jungmann et al. 1999).  Deletion of either MNN10 or MNN11 results in protein 
hyper-secretion (Bartkeviciūte and Sasnauskas 2004).  Upon Sba1 overexpression in mnn10Δ or 
mnn11Δ yeast we observed a reduction in cell surface Fus-Mid-GFP with a corresponding 
increase in the intracellular signal, which is a pattern comparable to wild type cells (Figure 2.5A).  
Of note, the Sba1 complementation effect was particular to Anp1-mannosyltransferase since Fus-
Mid-GFP transport in mnn9Δ yeast was unaffected (Figure 2.5A).  Mnn9 is a component of both 
Van1- and Anp1-structures and mnn9Δ results in slower protein secretion rates (Gopal and 
Ballou 1987; Jungmann and Munro 1998).  Thus, Sba1 affects the protein transport process, at 
least in part, by influencing protein mannosylation.  To determine if the relationship between a 
p23 protein and mannose glycosylation is conserved and functional, we checked the relative 
levels of α-1,6 mannose modified proteins in parental and p23 null MEFs.  Using a biotinylated-
lectin that selectively recognizes α-1,6 mannose (Vector Labs, Inc) we found that p23 null cells 
contain higher amounts of α-1,6 mannose modified proteins (Figure 2.5B). 
Our protein transport investigation demonstrated that Sba1/p23 primarily functions at or 
near the Golgi as a negative regulator of vesicle-mediated protein transport events.  Minimally, 
the influence involves modulation of protein α-1,6 mannose polymerization since both genetic 
and functional affects were apparent that correlate with secretion efficiencies.  In conjunction 
with prior work (McClellan et al. 2007), the presented data support a conserved role for the 
Hsp90 chaperone system in vesicle-mediated transport.  Notably, however, the impact of Sba1 
and Hsp82 on secretion efficiency contrasts since Hsp82 positively supports the process whereas 
Sba1 has a negative influence.  While several plausible models might account for this difference, 
we suggest that Sba1 and Hsp82 function independently on separate clients to differentially 
modulate protein secretion. 
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Cell motility is p23-dependent 
Besides the Golgi localization, the p23 cellular IIF-pattern was consistent with a 
cytoskeleton association (Figure 2.4A).  Given the connection to the Actin polymerizing factor 
Lsb1 and, more notably, that act1Δ has an SSL phenotype with sba1Δ and Actin scored positive 
for a physical Sba1 interaction by 2-hybrid (Table 2.1), we further explored the potential p23 
relationship with the cytoskeleton.  Unfortunately, in vitro experiments testing the impact of 
purified Sba1/p23 on Actin polymerization failed to reveal any significant effects besides 
confirming an ability to physically interact (Echtenkamp, Freeman and Brieher, unpublished).  
However, mammalian in vivo experiments using a standard cell-wounding assay revealed a 
significantly declined p23 null MEF motility (Figure 2.6A and 2.6B).  Correlating with the 
decreased cell mobility was a reduced (~25% of parental) Vinculin signal as detected by indirect 
immunofluorescence (IIF) (Figure 2.6C).  Vinculin is a subunit of focal adhesions, which link 
the outer cell membrane with the actin-cytoskeleton and are necessary for cell movements 
(Ziegler et al. 2006).  By IIF, p23 overlapped with a focal adhesion maker (i.e., Vinculin) but 
was not enriched (data not shown).  Immunoblot analysis showed that Vinculin was selectively 
destabilized in p23 null cells, as the focal adhesion proteins Talin and α- actinin appear 
unaffected (Figure 2.7).  Given the prominent reduction in the Vinculin IIF signal, we suggest 
that the declined p23 null MEF cell mobility results from both a Vinculin protein destabilization 
and a reduced Vinculin incorporation into focal adhesions.  Although cell motility also has been 
shown to be Hsp90-dependent, the mechanism occurs through an extracellular, cell surface 
Hsp90 function (Tsutsumi et al. 2008).  Minimally, the presented work demonstrates that p23 
and Hsp90 can converge on one particular cell process by targeting distinct client proteins.   
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Importantly, the necessity of p23 for proper Vinculin processing and for cell motility likely 
accounts for the impact of p23 in cancer cell invasion events (Simpson et al. 2010). 
Sba1 physical interaction network 
To expand our understanding of the cellular factors directly contacted by Sba1, which 
would include client and partner proteins, we exploited high-density protein microarrays (Yeast 
ProtoArray Invitrogen Inc.).  A ProtoArray contains 4,088 S. cerevisiae ORFs expressed as 5'-
GST fusions that have been purified and spotted in duplicate on nitrocellulose-coated slides.  
Associations with the GST fusion proteins were detected using biotin-labeled Sba1 coated with 
streptavidin-conjugated Alexa Fluor 647.  Of note, the biotinylated-Sba1 used to screen the 
arrays displayed comparable in vitro chaperone activity as unlabeled Sba1 (data not shown).  Of 
the 4,088 proteins, we found that Sba1 reproducibly interacted with 80 of the spotted fusion 
proteins (Table 2.3).  We further explored these hits using an independent interaction assay and 
bioinformatic analysis. 
We substantiated 70 of the potential interactions using the yeast 2-hybrid assay and found 
that 59 of the 70 tested positive (Table 2.3).  Given the relatively high validation rate of ~84%, 
we decided to bioinformatically breakdown the entire ProtoArray data set to obtain the broadest 
possible view of the Sba1 interactors.  A GO Slim analysis revealed that the hits fall into a wide 
spectrum of cellular process (Figure 2.8A) and a comparison to all annotated yeast proteins 
showed an Sba1 target enrichment in nuclear organization, ribosome biogenesis, RNA 
metabolism, vitamin and cofactor metabolism (Figure 2.8B).  Perhaps notably, one of the hits 
was the DnaJ cochaperone homolog Jjj1, which has an established role in the biogenesis of pre-
60S ribosome particles (Meyer et al. 2006). 
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An Osprey bioinformatic analysis of the ProtoArray interactors highlighted a possible 
Sba1 role in ribosome biogenesis (Figure 2.8C).  Supporting this potential, we tested the relative 
sensitivities of sba1Δ and parental yeast to the protein synthesis inhibitor Hygromycin B, which 
induces misreading of aminoacyl-tRNA by distorting the ribosomal A site.  We found that the 
sba1Δ cells were more sensitive to Hygromycin B, the vulnerability to Hygromycin B was 
alleviated upon plasmid-borne expression of Sba1 in the sba1Δ yeast and resistance was 
enhanced in the parental cells upon Sba1 overexpression (Figure 2.8D).  Hence, Sba1 expression 
correlates with the relative level of Hygromycin B sensitivity, which supports an Sba1 role in 
yeast ribosome biogenesis. 
Significantly, p23 null MEFs were more vulnerable to Hygromycin B relative to parental 
cells (Figure 2.8D).  Unexpectedly, p23 localization was not enhanced at nucleoli but rather it 
appears to be excluded as determined by IIF (Figure 2.9).  While it is possible that a low level of 
p23 shuttles into the nucleoli, we suspect that the conserved, enhanced Hygromycin B sensitivity 
results from a declined efficiency in a p23/Sba1-dependent post-nucleolar step of the ribosome 
biogenesis pathway. 
Composite Sba1 interaction network 
To gain a better appreciation of the cellular pathways affected by Sba1 we compiled the 
SGA (234) and Protoarray (80) data sets along with all the curated (34) Sba1- associated genes 
and performed a bioinformatic analysis on the unified Sba1 interactor catalog (348 unique total 
hits) (Figure 2.10A).  In general, the composite Sba1 net does not show significant enrichments 
in any particular category other than nuclear organization and protein folding (Figure 2.10B).  
Rather, we suspect, Sba1 acts like a typical molecular chaperone and serves a broad range of 
protein clientele.  Still, several processes were mildly favored (>1.25-fold enrichment) including 
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ribosome biogenesis, transcription, DNA metabolism, and RNA metabolism (Figure 2.10A and 
2.10B).  Given the general cellular locale of these functions, Sba1 has an apparent bias for 
nuclear processes.  In particular, we found that many of the potential Sba1 targets function at or 
near DNA in a number of distinct pathways (Figure 2.10C).  Since prior studies have shown 
roles for Sba1 in both transcription and telomere maintenance pathways (Freeman and 
Yamamoto 2002; Oxelmark et al. 2006; Toogun et al. 2007), we wanted to explore the functional 
relevance of Sba1 on a nuclear activity revealed in our screens.  Thus, we tested the impact of 
Sba1 on yeast DNA repair function. 
Sba1 is a determinant in a variety of DNA repair pathways 
To investigate whether Sba1 has a general role in DNA repair pathways we determined 
the susceptibility of parental and sba1Δ yeast to Methyl methanesulfonate (MMS), bleomycin 
(BLEO) and ultraviolet light (UV).  MMS is a DNA-alkylating agent that leads to DNA damage 
through methylated DNA bases that are repaired by the base excision repair (BER) pathway, 
bleomycin treatment creates single- and double- stranded breaks that are fixed by the 
recombination and post-replication DNA repair pathways and UV light induces pyrimidine 
dimers that are corrected by the nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway (Nagy and Soutoglou 
2009).  We found that the sba1Δ yeast were more susceptible to MMS, BLEO and UV 
treatments compared to the parental strain (Figure 2.10D).  The increased sensitivities of the 
sba1Δ yeast were suppressed by Sba1 expression and Sba1 overexpression in the parental yeast 
led to an enhanced resistance to all three mutagens (Figure 2.10D).  Importantly, we found that 
the role of p23 cochaperones in DNA repair pathways was conserved as p23 null MEFs were 
more sensitive to MMS, BLEO and UV treatments relative to the parental cells (Figure 2.10E).  
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Thus, our data demonstrate that the influence of p23 proteins in DNA repair pathways is 
conserved from yeast to mammalian cells. 
Relationships of the Sba1 and Hsp82 interactors 
Cochaperones are typically considered obligate accessories proteins for the central 
molecular chaperone of a given system and the perceived relationship between Sba1 and Hsp82 
is no exception (Wegele et al. 2004).  To better understand the connection between Sba1 and 
Hsp82 we compared the composite networks for Sba1 and Hsp82— the Hsp82 net was 
formulated using a GO Slim analysis and all curated Hsp82- interactors (Figure 2.11).  The Sba1 
and Hsp82 subnets contained 348 and 1178 interactors, respectively.  Surprisingly, only 86 hits 
are common between the two chaperone networks, which corresponds to ~25% of the Sba1 
interactors (Figure 2.12A).  While we had suspected that Sba1 might function independently, we 
had anticipated a greater overlap between these two systems.  Intriguingly, despite the relatively 
low coincidence with discrete ORF targets, Sba1 and Hsp82 interact with proteins operating in 
similar cellular processes and have comparable cellular localization patterns based upon a GO 
Slim analysis (Figure 2.11). 
Though the overall patterns were quite similar, several variances were apparent including 
enhanced Sba1 involvement in nuclear organization, ribosome biogenesis and DNA metabolism 
whereas Hsp82 hits were increased in protein transport, membrane organization and cytoskeleton 
organization (Figure 2.11A).  Several processes showed mild increases with one chaperone and a 
decline for the other including vitamin metabolism and cell respiration where Sba1 was favored 
and Hsp82 was disfavored and pseudohyphal growth and transposition were enriched for Hsp82 
and reduced for Sba1 interactors.  In contrast to the apparent processes that differentially rely on 
Sba1 and Hsp82, classic molecular chaperone processes including protein folding, protein 
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catabolism and signal transduction were comparably enrichment.  Given the relatively low 
overlap in actual ORF targets, how are Sba1 and Hsp82 effectively serving many of the same 
cellular processes? 
Typically, protein paths function through protein assemblies rather than individual 
protein units.  Thus, we investigated whether Sba1 and Hsp82 might associate with common 
protein targets by interacting with different subunits of the same complex.  Exploiting a recent 
report that determined 408 stable protein structures (Pu et al. 2009), we found that Sba1 and 
Hsp82 might associate with 86 of the identified stable protein complexes (Figure 2.12B). Of the 
86, 52 were with the same protein and 34 were through distinct subunits.  Using the TAP-tag 
pull-down assay we tested whether several of the putative target complexes did indeed associate 
with Sba1 and/or Hsp82. 
We isolated various target protein assemblies using TAP-tagged subunits that were not 
predicted to be directly associated with either chaperone.  Therefore, if chaperone interactions 
are detected, the binding is likely occurring with the amassed structure rather than with a 
predicted chaperone client protein.  As initial controls, we examined the Cdc48 AAA ATPase 
and nuclear Cohesin complexes, which were predicted to interact with just Sba1 or Hsp82, 
respectively, but not both.  Importantly, only Sba1 was isolated with the Cdc48 AAA ATPase 
complex and only Hsp82 was associated with the nuclear Cohesin structure (Figure 2.12C and 
2.12D).  Hence, Sba1 and Hsp82 can form autonomous interactions with protein complexes.  
Next, we tested the chaperone interactions with structures that have a predicted shared protein 
subunit, the anaphase- promoting complex and the SWI/SNF structure, and found that both Sba1 
and Hsp82 were bound (Figure 2.12C and 2.12D).  Finally, we examined Sba1 and Hsp82 
associations with protein structures that were predicted to contain distinct clients for Sba1 and 
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Hsp82—the CCR4-NOT and Mediator complexes.  Significantly, both chaperones were 
associated, which supports the contention that Sba1 and Hsp82 can interact with a common 
protein complex through distinct protein subunits. 
With the addition of the common complexes, the shared space for the Sba1 and Hsp82-
networks is comprised of 120 total interactions (i.e., 86 common ORFs and 34 mutual 
complexes).  Thus, ~31% of the Sba1 net involves Hsp82 while ~69% appears to be independent 
Sba1 targets. Since Sba1 and Hsp82 had not previously been shown to affect protein complexes 
through distinct subunits, we wished to rationalize how this might occur.  Given the involvement 
of molecular chaperones in protein complex assembly/disassembly (Ellis 2007), we reasoned that 
the chaperone- associated subunits might be juxtaposed, which would permit cooperative 
chaperone actions in amassing and/or dissociating the common structures.  Of the 86 identified 
shared complexes, subunit-organizational data was available for 10.  An examination of these 
structures revealed that 7 of the 10 had neighboring chaperone-associated proteins (Figure 
2.12D; data not shown).  While this is a limited set, the data support the contention that Sba1 and 
Hsp82 affect complexes by targeting adjacent subunits. 
A GO Slim analysis of the shared complexes revealed an enhanced joint role for Sba1 
and Hsp82 in translation, cellular respiration, protein catabolism, nuclear organization and 
ribosome biogenesis (Figure 2.13).  Hence, the combined Sba1 and Hsp82 activities appear to be 
concentrated on certain cellular activities.  Taken together, Sba1 appears to expand the overall 
reach of the Hsp82 molecular chaperone system to novel, autonomous targets in addition to 
affecting select clients in conjunction with Hsp82. 
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Discussion 
Expansion of the eukaryotic molecular chaperone network 
We have exploited genomic and proteomic high-throughput approaches to create the first 
extensive functional net for an Hsp90 cochaperone.  A priori, a knowledge gap existed in our 
understanding of cellular chaperone networks since the broad activities of any cochaperone had 
yet to be resolved.  Typically, molecular chaperone systems are described in terms of one or two 
focal point chaperones (e.g., Hsp90 and Hsp70) that are affected by a variety of cochaperones 
(e.g., p23, Hsp40, Hop, FKBP52) (Riggs et al. 2004; Mayer and Bukau 2005).  It has been 
suggested that cochaperones primarily function to guide particular client proteins to a central 
chaperone and then modulate the ATPase activity of that molecular chaperone to achieve the 
desired effect on the client.  Based on this limited model, cochaperone subnets should be fully 
contained within the network of its cognate chaperone.  Unexpectedly, we found that the Sba1 
cochaperone network is not superimposable on the Hsp82 net. 
Our study has revealed an unanticipatedly broad cast for Sba1 that both coincides with 
and is sovereign to known Hsp82 associated-targets.  While it has been reasoned that the innate 
chaperoning activities for the cochaperones, which are often comparable to the central 
chaperones (Freeman et al. 1996; Bose et al. 1996), might be used to direct Hsp90 or Hsp70 to 
select clients, our data suggest that this is a minor feature for Sba1 since only a subset (~25%) of 
the 348 total Sba1 interactors coincide with known Hsp82 targets (Figure 2.12A).  Yet despite 
the relatively low overlap at distinct hits, the Sba1 and Hsp82 targets appear to work within 
common biological processes (Figure 2.11).  Remarkably, the convergence minimally involves 
Sba1/Hsp82 interactions with different subunits of the same protein complex (Figure 2.12).  It is 
plausible that Sba1 and Hsp82 cooperate to assemble and/or disassemble the protein complexes 
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by associating with the neighboring protein subunits.  Alternatively, by interacting with more 
than one subunit of a protein complex a greater level of chaperone-mediated regulation might be 
gained with the target protein complex (i.e., cooperative effect).  While additional work is 
required to determine the function relevance, the idea of Sba1 and Hsp82 interacting with 
neighboring subunits to affect a protein complex reveals a new avenue for chaperone action 
within the cell. 
In addition to joint interactions with protein complexes, Sba1 and Hsp82 appear to merge 
onto common pathways by intersecting at different points along biological paths.  For example, 
both ribosome biogenesis and vesicular-mediated protein transport have a relatively large 
number of Sba1 and Hsp82 interactors yet few hits are with the same protein.  Modulation of 
vesicular-mediated protein transport by Sba1 appears to involve, in part, regulation of protein 
mannosylation in the Golgi (Figure 2.4) whereas Hsp82 does not alter glycosylation events but 
rather affects transport by interacting with the vesicle- tethering complexes COG and TRAPP 
(McClellan et al. 2007).  In addition to protein transport, our studies showed that cell mobility is 
dependent upon p23 (Figure 2.6), as it is on Hsp90 (Tsutsumi et al. 2008).  In a manner 
comparable to transport, p23 and Hsp90 appear to target distinct client proteins in order to 
influence the motility pathway.   
By intersecting at individual proteins, protein complexes and protein pathways, Sba1/p23 
forms a triaxial relationship with Hsp82/Hsp90 and cellular processes.  We suspect that these 
crossroads along with the apparent independent clients for Sba1 provide an efficient means to 
expand the reach of the yeast Hsp90 molecular chaperone system beyond the limited hub of 
Hsp82.  In future studies, it will be interesting to determine if interactions between Sba1 and 
Hsp82 themselves are important for modulating the shared protein complexes or for propagating 
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the multi-step pathways.  We anticipate that other cochaperones such as the large immunophilins 
will contribute to the Hsp90 chaperone network in a similar manner.  Thus, in addition to merely 
guiding Hsp82 to select proteins, cochaperones likely utilize their innate chaperone activities to 
distinctively modulate proteins/activities to create a broader cellular molecular chaperone 
network. 
Nuclear molecular chaperone activities 
Historically, the Hsp90 molecular chaperone system had been viewed as a strict cytosolic 
machine (Pratt 1993).  This erroneous model was put forth to help explain the cytoplasmic 
localization of unactivated steroid hormone receptors (Sanchez et al. 1985).  Yet, Hsp90 and its 
associated cochaperones have since been shown to have nuclear roles in diverse activities 
including transcriptional regulation and telomere DNA maintenance (Freeman and Yamamoto 
2001; DeZwaan and Freeman 2010).  The presented Sba1 data and established Hsp82 studies 
indicate that these chaperones have a significant number of nuclear interactors that are involved 
in a wide-range of cellular functions including ribosome biogenesis, chromatin structure, 
transcription events, RNA processing, DNA replication, telomere maintenance, and DNA repair 
(Figure 2.11).  Hence, in addition to their established cytosolic roles, Sba1 and Hsp82 appear to 
serve as general chaperones for nuclear processes where they minimally propagate a broad 
dynamic genomic environment (DeZwaan and Freeman 2008). 
Dissecting the Hsp90 molecular chaperone network 
A better understanding of the Hsp90 molecular chaperone network has important 
implications for both basic cell functions and medicinal therapeutics.  In contrast to the classic 
Hsp70 and GroEL molecular chaperones, Hsp90 does not have a role in nascent polypeptide 
folding.  Rather Hsp90, in conjunction with its cochaperones, functions to regulate mature or 
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near mature protein clients (Wegele et al. 2004; Richter et al. 2007).  Notably, Hsp90 has 
become a worthy therapeutic target, as demonstrated by the large number of progressing clinical 
trials (Tsutsumi et al. 2009).  To date, the clinical studies have utilized Hsp90 inhibitors.  Given 
the broad spectrum and shear number of clients, it might be useful to develop more directed 
means of disrupting the Hsp90 chaperone system.  Cochaperones are one promising avenue to 
more selectively interfere with the Hsp90 network and yet still affect many clinically relevant 
proteins at once, which appears to be a beneficial feature of efficacious therapeutic agents. 
Significantly, p23 levels are generally elevated in cancerous cells and p23 appears to have an 
active role in cell invasion events (Mollerup et al. 2003; Oxelmark et al. 2006; Elmore et al. 
2008; Simpson et al. 2010).  Our study provides an in-depth evaluation of the Sba1/p23 
cochaperone, which is a highly conserved and abundant component of the Hsp90 system 
(Johnson and Brown 2009).  Importantly, the presented work provides insights into the 
functional capacity of the cellular molecular chaperone network that is critical for achieving 
cellular proteostasis and perhaps will also serve as a resource for developing more selective 
therapeutic reagents that dissect the eukaryotic molecular chaperone system (Balch et al. 2008). 
Experimental procedures 
Synthetic Genetic Array analysis.  The sba1Δ SGA analysis was performed essentially as 
described in Tong et al. (2004).  In brief, a sba1::natMX query strain was systematically mated 
with a Deletion Mutant Array (DMA).  Following the selection-platings the double mutants were 
visually screened for SSL interactions by assessing for fitness defects based on colony size 
compared to control yeast.  Isolates that failed to grow were deemed synthetically lethal (score of 
3) and those with clear defects in growth were scored as synthetically sick (score of 2 or 1 based  
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on severity of the phenotype).  The SGA analysis was repeated twice and the interactors with 
reproducible phenotypes (2 of the 3 replicas) were compiled and used for further analysis. 
ProtoArray screen.  The yeast ProtoArray experiments were performed according to 
manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen Inc.).  In short, biotinylated Sba1 was used to screen 
4,088 yeast proteins expressed as glutathione-S-transferase fusion proteins and spotted on 
nitrocellulose membrane.  The associated biotinylated Sba1 was detected using streptavidin-
conjugated Alexa Fluor 647 and an Axon GenePix 4000B scanner.  Statistically significant 
positive hits were determined using 3-independent array hybridizations and the ProtoArray 
Prospector data analysis software (Invitrogen Inc.). 
Yeast 2-hybrid and TAP-Tag experiments.  Select SGA and ProtoArray interactors 
(Tables 2.1 and 2.3) were analyzed using the yeast 2-hybrid assay.  The candidate genes were 
expressed as Gal4 activation domain fusions (pGADT7), Sba1 was expressed as a LexA DBD 
fusion (pRS314-LexA) and positive interactions were detected using a LexA-regulated β- 
galactosidase reporter (pLacGus) (Invitrogen Inc.).  The ability of Sba1 and/or Hsp82 to 
associate with protein structures was determined using the TAP-tag method as previously 
described (Rigaut et al. 1999).  The complexes were precipitated using TAP-fusion proteins that 
were not predicted to be directly associated with either Sba1 or Hsp82.  In brief, yeast expressing 
the indicated TAP-fusion proteins were utilized to isolate the various protein complexes by 
affinity for IgG sepharose, the bound protein was eluted with SDS sample buffer, resolved by 
SDS-PAGE and the associated Sba1 or Hsp82 was detected by standard western blot analysis. 
Yeast inhibitor assays.  We modified an established protocol for determining the 
sensitivities of yeast cells to Methyl methanesulfonate (MMS), bleomycin (BLEO) and 
ultraviolet light (UV) to also assess the effect of the ribosome inhibitor Hygromycin B (Hyg B) 
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and the Golgi organelle inhibitor Brefeldin A (BFA) on yeast growth (Toussaint and Conconi, 
2006).  Basically, exponentially growing parental or sba1Δ yeast transformants (pRS315-GPD or 
pRS315-GPD-SBA1) were grown in the appropriate selective glucose (2%) media, the cells were 
collected, washed 1x with dH2O, diluted (1:20) into selective media unsupplemented or 
supplemented with the indicated levels of inhibitor or mutagen and the optical densities were 
determined following the initial dilution and then every 4 h up to 24 h at 30°C.  The final optical 
densities were used to determine the relative growth rates by normalizing to the optical densities 
of the unsupplemented transformants. 
MEF inhibitor studies.  For mammalian cell survival assays, parental and p23 null MEFs 
(Grad et al. 2006) were plated at 104
 
cells/well in 24-well plates and exposed either to UV light, 
BLEO, BFA, MMS or Hygromycin B at indicated concentrations.  Cell viabilities were 
determined following 1 (UV, MMS, BFA) or 2 (BLEO, Hygromycin B) days of incubation at 
37°C.  All experiments were performed three times and were conducted in triplicates.  Data 
represent averages of nine experiments. 
Protein transport protocols.  The Invertase assays were performed as described (Poon et 
al. 1999; Luk and Culotta, 2001).  In brief, the levels of secreted Invertase in the growth media of 
the indicated, lactic acid-induced yeast was detected using 2,3,5-Triphenyltetrazolium chloride 
following resolution by native gel electrophoresis.  Intracellular levels of Myc- Invertase were 
detected by immunoblot analysis using an anti-Myc antibody.  To monitor Fus-Mid-GFP 
transport, yeast transformants (pTPQ55 and either pRS425GPD or pRS425GPD-SBA1) were 
grown exponentially and the locale of Fus-Mid-GFP was determined by conventional GFP 
fluorescence micrographs using a Zeiss Axiovert microscope (Proszynski et al. 2005).  The 
mammalian cell processing efficiency of Preprolactin to Prolactin during transport was 
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determined as previously described (Lakkaraju et al. 2008).  MEF cells were transiently 
transfected with a Flag-Preprolactin expression construct (pPrl3f) and the levels of Prolactin 
were detected by immunoblot analysis using an anti-Flag antibody.  To control for transfection 
efficiencies a GFP expression vector was included and the relative levels of GFP were 
determined by immunoblot analysis with an anti- GFP antibody. 
Mammalian in vitro wound assay.  The abilities of parental and p23 null MEFs to migrate 
into a predefined wound were determined, as described (Rodriguez et al. 2005).  Upon reaching 
confluency, cell layers were scratched and cell migration into the wound was determined by 
manual cell counting using conventional light microscopy following a 14 h incubation at 37°C. 
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FIGURES 
 
 
3Figure 2.1 SGA analysis revealed a broad genetic interaction network for Sba1 that 
included factors involved in vesicle-mediated transport.  The Genes that produced a SSL 
phenotype with sba1Δ were categorized by a GO Slim analysis.  (A) Each hit was assigned to an 
initial cellular process and displayed, or (B) all potential processes were considered for each 
gene and the enrichments in each category were determined relative to the distribution of all 
nonessential yeast ORFs.  (C) To test if Golgi function was Sba1 dependent, parental (WT) and 
sba1Δ transformants carrying either an empty or an Sba1-expression vector (+ Sba1) were 
treated with the Golgi transport inhibitor Brefeldin A (BFA) (100 µg mL-1).  (D) To check if 
mammalian Golgi function is p23 dependent, exponentially growing parental or p23 null MEFs 
were cultured in unsupplemented or BFA-supplemented (50 µg mL-1) media.  Error bar represent 
standard error of the mean. 
                                                
3 Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for Figure 2.1A, Joyce Woo for 2.1B, Brian Freeman for 2.1C, and Elena Zelin 
for 2.1D.  
A. 
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Figure 2.1 (cont.) 
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Figure 1. SGA Analysis Revealed a Broad Genetic Interaction Network for Sba1 that Included Factors Involved in Vesicle-Mediated Protein
Transport
The genes that produced an SSL phenotype with sba1D were categorized by a GO Slim analysis. (A) Each hit was assigned to an initial cellular process and
displayed, or (B) all potential processes were considered for each gene and the enrichments in each category were determined relative to the distribution of
all nonessential yeast ORFs. (C) To test if Golgi function was Sba1 dependent, parental (WT) and sba1D transformants carrying either an empty or an
Sba1-expression vector (+ Sba1) were treated with the Golgi transport inhibitor Brefeldin A (BFA) (100 mg mL!1). (D) To check if mammalian Golgi function is p23
dependent, exponentially growing parental or p23 null MEFs were cultured in unsupplemented or BFA-supplemented (50 mg mL!1) media. Error bars represent
the standard error of the mean.
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Sba1-expression vector (+ Sba1) were treated with the Golgi transport inhibitor Brefeldin A (BFA) (100 mg mL!1). (D) To check if mammalian Golgi function is p23
dependent, exponentially growing parental or p23 null MEFs were cultured in unsupplemented or BFA-supplemented (50 mg mL!1) media. Error bars represent
the standard error of the mean.
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4Figure 2.2 The identified Sba1 interactors display an expansivecellular localization 
pattern.   The Sba1 interaction networks established using SGA (A), ProtoArray (B) or all 
known associated proteins (C) were analyzed using GO Slim and either the total number of hits 
within each cellular compartment or enrichment relative to all non-essential genes for each 
cellular compartment were determined. 
                                                
4 Brian Freeman was responsible for Figure 2.2 
 
 
Figure S1.  The identified Sba1 interactors display an expansive cellular localization 
pattern.  The Sba1 interaction networks established using SGA (A), ProtoArray (B) or all 
known associated proteins (C) were analyzed using GO Slim and either the total number of 
hits within each cellular compartment or enrichment relative to all non-essential genes for each 
cellular compartment were determined. 
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Figure S1.  The identified Sba1 interactors display an expansive cellular localization 
pattern.  The Sba1 interaction networks established using SGA (A), ProtoArray (B) or all 
known associated proteins (C) were analyzed using GO Slim and either the total number of 
hits within each cellular compartment or enrichment relative to all non-essential genes for each 
cellular compartment were determined. 
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Figure 2.2 (cont.) 
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Figure S1.  The identified Sba1 interactors display an expansive cellular localization 
pattern.  The Sba1 interaction networks established using SGA (A), ProtoArray (B) or all 
known associated proteins (C) were analyzed using GO Slim and either the total number of 
hits within each cellular compartment or enrichment relative to all non-essential genes for each 
cellular compartment were determined. 
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pattern.  The Sba1 interaction networks established using SGA (A), ProtoArray (B) or all 
known associated proteins (C) were analyzed using GO Slim and either the total number of 
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cellular compartment were determined. 
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Figure S1.  The identified Sba1 interactors display an expansive cellular localization 
pattern.  The Sba1 interaction networks established using SGA (A), ProtoArray (B) or all 
known associated proteins (C) were analyzed using GO Slim and either the total number of 
hits within each cellular compartment or enrichment relative to all non-essential genes for each 
cellular compartment were determined. 
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Figure S1.  The identified Sba1 interactors display an expansive cellular localization 
pattern.  The Sba1 interaction networks established using SGA (A), ProtoArray (B) or all 
known associated proteins (C) were analyzed using GO Slim and either the total number of 
hits within each cellular compartment or enrichment relative to all non-essential genes for each 
cellular compartment were determined. 
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5Figure 2.3 Predicted localization of Sba1 and Hsp82 interactors connected to vesicle-
mediated transport.  (A) The distribution of Sba1 interactors linked with protein transport is 
primarily localized outside of the endoplasmic reticulum.  (B) The protein transport-associated 
Hsp82 interactors are evenly distributed across the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi organelles.  
(C) To determin if mouse p23 resides at or near the ER, colocalization with the ER marker 
protein Calnexin was determined. Indirect immunofluorescence was performed on parental MEF 
cells using antibodies to p23 or Calnexin (Novus Inc.). The α-p23 antibody was detected with an 
Alexa 694-labled secondary antibody (red) and α-Calnexin antibody was detected with an Alexa 
488-labeled secondary antibody (green). The cells were also stained with DAPI to detect the 
nuclei. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
5 Brian Freeman and Joyce Woo were responsible for Figure 2.3A and B.  Elena Zelin was responsible for Figure 
2.3C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S2.  Predicted localization of Sba1 and Hsp82 
interactors connected to vesicle-mediated transport.  
(A) The distribution of Sba1 interactors linked with protein 
transport is primarily localized outside of the endoplasmic 
reticulum.  (B) The protein transport-associated Hsp82 
interactors are evenly distributed across the endoplasmic 
reticulum and Golgi organelles. (C) To determine if mouse 
p23 resides at or near the ER, colocalization with the ER 
marker protein Calnexin was determined.  Indirect 
immunofluorescence was performed on parental MEF 
cells using antibodies to p23 or Calnexin (Novus Inc.).  
The α-p23 antibody was detected with an Alexa 694-
labeled secondary antibody (red) and α-Calnexin antibody 
was detected with an Alexa 488-labeled secondary 
antibody (green).  The cells were also stained with DAPI 
to detect the nuclei. 
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Figure 2.3 (cont.) 
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Figure S2.  Predicted localization of Sba1 and Hsp82 
interactors connected to vesicle-mediated transport.  
(A) The distribution of Sba1 interactors linked with protein 
transport is primarily localized outside of the endoplasmic 
reticulum.  (B) The protein transport-associated Hsp82 
interactors are evenly distributed across the endoplasmic 
reticulum and Golgi organelles. (C) To determine if mouse 
p23 resides at or near the ER, colocalization with the ER 
marker protein Calnexin was determined.  Indirect 
immunofluorescence was performed on parental MEF 
cells using antibodies to p23 or Calnexin (Novus Inc.).  
The α-p23 antibody was detected with an Alexa 694-
labeled secondary antibody (red) and α-Calnexin antibody 
was detected with an Alexa 488-labeled secondary 
antibody (green).  The cells were also stained with DAPI 
to detect the nuclei. 
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Figure S2.  Predicted localization of Sba1 and Hsp82 
interactors connected to vesicle-mediated transport.  
(A) The distribution of Sba1 interactor  linked with protein 
transport is prim rily localized outside of th  endoplasmic 
reticulum.  (B) The protein transport-associated Hsp82 
interactors are evenly distributed across the endoplasmic 
reticulum and Golgi organelles. (C) To determine if mouse 
p23 resides at or near the ER, colocalization with the ER 
marker protein Calnexin was determined.  Indirect 
immunofluorescence was performed on parental MEF 
cells using antibodies to p23 or Calnexin (Novus Inc.).  
The α-p23 antibody was detected with an Alexa 694-
labeled secondary antibody (red) and α-Calnexin antibody 
was detected with an Alexa 488-labeled secondary 
antibody (green). The cells were lso stained with DAPI 
to detect the nuclei. 
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6Figure 2.4 The yeast and mouse p23 proteins are negative modulators of protein transport.  
(A) Colocalization of mouse p23 (red) with the Golgi maker protein Giantin (green) was 
determined by IIF.  The cells were counterstained with DAPI to detect the nuclei.  (B) The 
impact of Sba1 levels on yeast Invertase secretion was determined.  The influence of Sba1 loss 
(sba1Δ), Sba1 over-expression, or Sba1Δ84 (chaperone mutant) expression was checked as well 
as the secretion-defective mutant sec18-1. The levels of intracellular Myc-Invertase were 
detected by immunoblot analysis.  (C) The efficiency of Preprolactin processing to Prolactin 
during transport in parental and p23 null MEF cells was determined.  (D) The effect of Sba1 
overexpression on Fus-Mid-GFP transport was examined by fluorescence microscopy in WT and 
secretion-compromised yeast. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
6 Elena Zelin was responsible for Figure 2.4A and C.  Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for Figure 2.4B and D. 
marker Giantin (Figure 2A); a computational assessment of the
fluorescent signals indicated an !98% overlap. In contrast, the
ER protein Calnexin IFF signal demonstrated an !50% coinci-
dence with the signal of p23 (Figure S2D). Thus, p23 appears
to preferentially localize to the Golgi organelle.
We used the classic yeast cargo protein Invertase to assess
the functional influence of Sba1 on the transport process
(Poon et al., 1999). In sba1D cells, Invertase was more efficiently
secreted, suggesting that Sba1 is a negative regulator of protein
transport (Figure 2B). In general, Sba1 overexpression had no
apparent ill effect, indicating that Sba1 is not a limiting negative
effector of Invertase secretion in wild-type yeast dependent
(+Sba1) or independent (+Sba1D84) of Sba1’s innate chaperone
activity. To test whether p23 also functions inmammalian protein
transport, we exploited the presecretory protein Preprolactin,
which is converted to Prolactin in the secretory pathway (Lakkar-
aju et al., 2008). We observed more efficient transport-depen-
dent processing of Preprolactin to Prolactin in p23 null MEFS
compared to parental (Figure 2C). Taken together, our data
support the contention that Sba1/p23 serves as a negative
protein transport regulator.
To identify the effected pathway step(s), we exploited the
transport marker Fus-Mid-GFP. Fus-Mid-GFP is a GFP-tagged
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Figure 2. The Yeast andMouse p23 Proteins Are Negative
Modulators of Protein Transport
(A) Colocalization of mouse p23 (red) with the Golgi maker protein
Giantin (green) was determined by IIF. The cells were counter-
stained with DAPI to detect the nuclei.
(B) The impact of Sba1 levels on yeast Invertase secretion was
determined. The influence of Sba1 loss (sba1D), Sba1 over-
expression, or Sba1D84 (chaperone mutant) expression was
checked as well as the secretion-defective mutant sec18-1. The
levels of intracellular Myc-Invertase were detected by immunoblot
analysis.
(C) The efficiency of Preprolactin processing to Prolactin during
transport in parental and p23 null MEF cells was determined.
(D) The effect of Sba1 overexpression on Fus-Mid-GFP transport
was examined by fluorescence microscopy in WT and secretion-
compromised yeast.
chimera of the Fus1 and Mid2 proteins that has been
used to systematically screen for sorting defects within
the secretory pathway, as Fus-Mid-GFP marks the
transport pathway from the ER to cell surface including
missorting to vacuoles (Proszynski et al., 2005). Of the
31 Sba1 genetic interactors known to have a role in
protein secretion (Figure 1A), 13 were previously
shown to be defective for Fus-Mid-GFP transport
(Proszynski et al., 2005). Upon overexpression of
Sba1, we observed phenotypic enhancement (PE) of
the transport defects in 4 of the 13 single-gene
knockout strains, since the cell surface Fus-Mid-GFP
signal was markedly decreased (Table S3; Figure 2D).
Two of the hits occurred with strains containing the
chaperone-related gene knockouts sti1D and gim3D.
While a connection to Sti1 might be anticipated since
it is a fellow Hsp90 cochaperone, Gim3 is a Prefoldin
subunit and is generally considered a Chaperonin
(GroEL) cofactor (Siegers et al., 1999). Perhaps during the
protein transport process, Sba1 links the Hsp90 and Chaperonin
systems. The other two PE hits were with mef1D and lsb1D,
which encode a translation elongation factor and an Actin poly-
merizing protein, respectively. In addition to the PE hits, we
found that Sba1 overexpression complemented the transport
defects associated with two single-gene knockouts, mnn10D
and mnn11D (Table S3; Figure S3A).
The Mnn proteins are subunits of Golgi mannosyltransferases
that synthesize polymannose modifications with primarily
a-1,6 linkages (Jungmann and Munro, 1998). The yeast
mannosyltransferase complexes are distinguished by Van1- or
Anp1-containing structures, and Mnn10 and Mnn11 are respon-
sible for the majority of the a-1,6 polymerizing activity of the
Anp1 complex. Deletion of either MNN10 or MNN11 results in
protein hypersecretion (Bartkevici!ute and Sasnauskas, 2004).
Upon Sba1 overexpression in mnn10D or mnn11D yeast, we
observed a reduction in cell surface Fus-Mid-GFP with a corre-
sponding increase in the intracellular signal, which is compa-
rable to the normal pattern (Figure S3A). Of note, the Sba1
complementation effect was particular to Anp1-mannosyltrans-
ferase, since Fus-Mid-GFP transport in mnn9D yeast was unaf-
fected (Figure S3A). Mnn9 is a component of both Van1 and
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marker Giantin (Fi ure 2A); a computational assessment of the
fluorescent signals indicated an !98% overlap. In contrast, the
ER protein Calnexin IFF signal demonstrated an !50% coinci-
dence with the signal of p23 (Figure S2D). Thus, p23 appears
to preferentially localize to the Golgi organelle.
We used the classic yeast cargo protein Invertase to assess
the functional influence of Sba1 on the transport process
(Poon et al., 1999). In sba1D cells, Invertase was more efficiently
secreted, suggesting that Sba1 is a negative regulator of protein
transport (Figure 2B). In general, Sba1 overexpression had no
apparent ill effect, indicating that Sba1 is not a limiting negative
effector of Invertase secretion in wild-type yeast dependent
(+Sba1) or independent (+Sba1D84) of Sba1’s innate chaperone
activity. To test whether p23 also functions inmammalian protein
transport, we exploited the presecretory protein Preprolactin,
which is converted to Prolactin in the secretory pathway (Lakkar-
aju et al., 2008). We observed more efficient transport-depen-
dent processing of Preprolactin to Prolactin in p23 null MEFS
compared to parental (Figure 2C). Taken together, our data
support the contention that Sba1/p23 serves as a negative
protein transport regulator.
To identify the effected pathway step(s), we exploited the
transport marker Fus-Mid-GFP. Fus-Mid-GFP is a GFP-tagged
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Figure 2. The Yeast andMouse p23 Proteins Are Negative
Modulators of Protein Transport
(A) Colocalization of mouse p23 (red) with the Golgi maker protein
Giantin (green) was det rmined by IIF. The cells were counter-
stained with DAPI to det ct the nuclei.
(B) The impact of Sba1 lev ls on yeast Invertase secretion was
determined. The influence of Sba1 los (sba1D), Sba1 over-
expression, or Sba1D84 (chaperone mutant) expression was
checked as well as the secretion-defective mutant sec18-1. The
levels of intracellular Myc-Invertase were detected by immunoblot
analysis.
(C) The efficiency of Preprolactin processing to Prolactin during
transport in parental and p23 null MEF cells was determined.
(D) The effect of Sba1 overexpression on Fus-Mid-GFP transport
was examined by fluorescence microscopy in WT and secretion-
compromised yeast.
chimera of the Fus1 and Mid2 proteins that has been
used to systematically screen for sorting defects within
the secretory pathway, as Fus-Mid-GFP marks the
transport pathway from the ER to cell surface including
missorting to vacuoles (Proszynski et al., 2005). Of the
31 Sba1 genetic interactors known to have a role in
protein secretion (Figure 1A), 13 were previously
shown to be defective for Fus-Mid-GFP transport
(Proszynski et al., 2005). Upon overexpression of
Sba1, we observed phenotypic enhancement (PE) of
the transport defects in 4 of the 13 single-gene
knockout strains, since the cell surfac Fus-Mid-GFP
signal was markedly decreased (Table S3; Figure 2D).
Two of the hits occurred with strain containing the
chaperone-related gene knockouts sti1D and gim3D.
While connection to Sti1 might be antic pated since
it i a fellow Hsp90 cochaper e, Gim3 is a Prefoldin
subunit and is generally consider d a Chaperonin
(GroEL) cofactor (Sieg rs et al., 1999). Perhaps during the
protein transport process, Sba1 links the Hsp90 and Chaperonin
systems. The other two PE hits were with mef1D and lsb1D,
which encode a translation elongation factor and an Actin poly-
merizing protein, respectively. In addition to the PE hits, we
found that Sba1 overexpression complemented the transport
defects associated with two single-gene knockouts, mnn10D
and mnn11D (Table S3; Figure S3A).
The Mnn proteins are subunits of Golgi mannosyltransferases
that synthesize polymannose modifications with primarily
a-1,6 linkages (Jungmann and Munro, 1998). The yeast
mannosyltransferase complexes are distinguished by Van1- or
Anp1-containing structures, and Mnn10 and Mnn11 are respon-
sible for the majority of the a-1,6 polymerizing activity of the
Anp1 complex. Deletion of either MNN10 or MNN11 results in
protein hypersecretion (Bartkevici!ute and Sasnauskas, 2004).
Upon Sba1 overexpression in mnn10D or mnn11D yeast, we
observed a reduction in cell surface Fus-Mid-GFP with a corre-
sponding increase in the intracellular signal, which is compa-
rable to the normal pattern (Figure S3A). Of note, the Sba1
complementation effect was particular to Anp1-mannosyltrans-
ferase, since Fus-Mid-GFP transport in mnn9D yeast was unaf-
fected (Figure S3A). Mnn9 is a component of both Van1 and
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Figure 2.4 (cont.) 
 
 
 
 
  
marker Giantin (Figure 2A); a computational assessment of the
fluorescent signals indicated an !98% overlap. In contrast, the
ER protein Calnexin IFF signal demonstrated an !50% coinci-
dence with the signal of p23 (Figure S2D). Thus, p23 appears
to preferentially localize to the Golgi organelle.
We used the classic yeast cargo protein Invertase to assess
the functional influence of Sba1 on the transport process
(Poon et al., 1999). In sba1D cells, Invertase was more efficiently
secreted, suggesting that Sba1 is a negative regulator of protein
transport (Figure 2B). In general, Sba1 overexpression had no
apparent ill effect, indicating that Sba1 is not a limiting negative
effector of Invertase secretion in wild-type yeast dependent
(+Sba1) or independent (+Sba1D84) of Sba1’s innate chaperone
activity. To test whether p23 also functions inmammalian protein
transport, we exploited the presecretory protein Preprolactin,
which is converted to Prolactin in the secretory pathway (Lakkar-
aju et al., 2008). We observed more efficient transport-depen-
dent processing of Preprolactin to Prolactin in p23 null MEFS
compared to parental (Figure 2C). Taken together, our data
support the contention that Sba1/p23 serves as a negative
protein transport regulator.
To identify the effected pathway step(s), we exploited the
transport marker Fus-Mid-GFP. Fus-Mid-GFP is a GFP-tagged
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Figure 2. The Yeast andMouse p23 Proteins Are Negative
Modulators of Protein Transport
(A) Colocalization of mouse p23 (red) with the Golgi maker protein
Giantin (green) was determined by IIF. The cells were counter-
stained with DAPI to detect the nuclei.
(B) The impact of Sba1 levels on yeast Invertase secretion was
determined. The influence of Sba1 loss (sba1D), Sba1 over-
expression, or Sba1D84 (chaperone mutant) expression was
checked as well as the secretion-defective mutant sec18-1. The
levels of intracellular Myc-Invertase were detected by immunoblot
analysis.
(C) The efficiency of Preprolactin processing to Prolactin during
transport in parental and p23 null MEF cells was determined.
(D) The effect of Sba1 overexpression on Fus-Mid-GFP transport
was examined by fluorescence microscopy in WT and secretion-
compromised yeast.
chimera of the Fus1 and Mid2 proteins that has been
used to systematically screen for sorting defects within
the secretory pathway, as Fus-Mid-GFP marks the
transport pathway from the ER to cell surface including
missorting to vacuoles (Proszynski et al., 2005). Of the
31 Sba1 genetic interactors known to have a role in
protein secretion (Figure 1A), 13 were previously
shown to be defective for Fus-Mid-GFP transport
(Proszynski et al., 2005). Upon overexpression of
Sba1, we observed phenotypic enhancement (PE) of
the transport defects in 4 of the 13 single-gene
knockout strains, since the cell surface Fus-Mid-GFP
signal was markedly decreased (Table S3; Figure 2D).
Two of the hits occurred with strains containing the
chaperone-related gene knockouts sti1D and gim3D.
While a connection to Sti1 might be anticipated since
it is a fellow Hsp90 cochaperone, Gim3 is a Prefoldin
subunit and is generally considered a Chaperonin
(GroEL) cofactor (Siegers et al., 1999). Perhaps during the
protein transport process, Sba1 links the Hsp90 and Chaperonin
systems. The other two PE hits were with mef1D and lsb1D,
which encode a translation elongation factor and an Actin poly-
merizing protein, respectively. In addition to the PE hits, we
found that Sba1 overexpression complemented the transport
defects associated with two single-gene knockouts, mnn10D
and mnn11D (Table S3; Figure S3A).
The Mnn proteins are subunits of Golgi mannosyltransferases
that synthesize polymannose modifications with primarily
a-1,6 linkages (Jungmann and Munro, 1998). The yeast
mannosyltransferase complexes are distinguished by Van1- or
Anp1-containing structures, and Mnn10 and Mnn11 are respon-
sible for the majority of the a-1,6 polymerizing activity of the
Anp1 complex. Deletion of either MNN10 or MNN11 results in
protein hypersecretion (Bartkevici!ute and Sasnauskas, 2004).
Upon Sba1 overexpression in mnn10D or mnn11D yeast, we
observed a reduction in cell surface Fus-Mid-GFP with a corre-
sponding increase in the intracellular signal, which is compa-
rable to the normal pattern (Figure S3A). Of note, the Sba1
complementation effect was particular to Anp1-mannosyltrans-
ferase, since Fus-Mid-GFP transport in mnn9D yeast was unaf-
fected (Figure S3A). Mnn9 is a component of both Van1 and
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marker Giantin (Figure 2A); a computational assessment of the
fluorescent signals indicated an !98% overlap. In contrast, the
ER protein Calnexin IFF signal demonstrated an !50% coinci-
dence with the sign l of p23 (Figure S2D). Thus, p23 appears
to preferentially localize to the Golgi organelle.
We used the classic yeast cargo protein Invertase to assess
the functional influence of Sba1 on the transport process
(Poon et al., 1999). In sba1D c lls, Invertase was more efficiently
secreted, suggesting that Sba1 is negative regulator of rotein
transport (Figure 2B). In general, Sba1 overexpression had no
apparent ill effect, indicating that Sba1 is not a limiting negative
effector of Invertase secretion in wild-type yeast dependent
(+Sba1) or independe t (+Sba1D84) of Sba1’s innate chaperone
activity. To test whether p23 also functions inmammalian protein
transport, we exploited the presecretory protein Preprolactin,
which is converted to Prolactin in the secretory pathway (Lakkar-
aju et al., 2008). We observed more efficient transport-depen-
dent processing of Preprolactin to Prolactin in p23 null MEFS
compared to parental (Figure 2C). Taken together, our data
support the contention that Sba1/p23 serves as a negative
protein transport regulator.
To identify the effected pathway step(s), we exploited the
transport marker Fus-Mid-GFP. Fus-Mid-GFP is a GFP-tagged
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Figure 2. The Yeast andMouse p23 Proteins Are Negative
Modulators of Protein Transport
(A) Colocalization of mouse p23 (red) with the Golgi maker protein
Giantin (green) was determined by IIF. The cells were counter-
stained with DAPI to detect the nuclei.
(B) The impact of Sba1 levels on yeast Invertase secretion was
determined. The influence of Sba1 loss (sba1D), Sba1 over-
expression, or Sba1D84 (chaperone mutant) expression was
checked as well as the secretion-defective mutant sec18-1. The
levels of intracellular Myc-Invertase were detected by immunoblot
analysis.
(C) The fficiency of Preprolactin processing to Prolactin during
transport in parental and p23 null MEF cells was determined.
(D) The effect of Sba1 overexpression on Fus-Mid-GFP transport
was examined by fluorescence microscopy in WT and secretion-
compromised yeast.
chimera of the Fus1 and Mid2 proteins that has been
used to systematically scree for sorting defects within
the secretory pathway, as Fus-Mid-GFP marks the
transport pathway from the ER to cell surface including
missorting to vacuoles (Proszynski et al., 2005). Of the
31 Sba1 ge etic interactors known to have a role in
protein secretion (Figure 1A), 13 were previously
shown to be defective for Fus-Mid-GFP transport
(Proszynski et al., 2005). Upon overexpression of
Sba1, we observed phenotypic enhancement (PE) of
the transport def cts in 4 of the 13 single-gene
knockout strains, since the cell surface Fus-Mid-GFP
signal was markedly decreased (Table S3; Figure 2D).
Two of the hits occurred with strains containing the
chaperone-related gene knockouts sti1D and gim3D.
While a connection t Sti1 might be anticipated since
it is a fellow Hsp90 cochaperone, Gim3 is a Prefoldin
subunit and is generally considered a Chaperonin
(GroEL) cofactor (Siegers et al., 1999). Perhaps during the
protein transport process, Sba1 links the Hsp90 and Chaperonin
systems. The other two PE hits wer with mef1D and lsb1D,
which encod a translation longation factor and an Actin poly-
merizing protein, respectively. In addition to the PE hits, we
found that Sba1 overexpression complemented the transport
defects associated with two single-gene knockouts, mnn10D
d mnn11D (Table S3; Figure S3A).
The M n proteins are subunits of Golgi mannosyltransferases
that synthesize polymannose modifications with primarily
a-1,6 linkages (Jungmann and Munro, 1998). The yeast
mannosyltransferase complexes are distinguished by Van1- or
Anp1-containing struct es, and nn10 and Mnn11 are respon-
sible for the majority of the a-1,6 polymerizing ctivity of the
Anp1 complex. Deletion of either MNN10 or MNN11 results in
protein hypersecretion (Bartkevici!ute and Sasnauskas, 2004).
Upon Sba1 overexpression in mnn10D or mnn11D yeast, we
observed a reduction in cell surface Fus-Mid-GFP with a corre-
sponding increase in the intracellular signal, which is compa-
rable to the normal pattern (Figure S3A). Of note, the Sba1
complementation effect was particular to Anp1-mannosyltrans-
ferase, since Fus-Mid-GFP transport in mnn9D yeast was unaf-
fected (Figure S3A). Mnn9 is a component of both Van1 and
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7Figure 2.5 Sba1/p23 genetically and functionally intersect with cellular mannosylation 
activities. (A) The cellular distribution patter of Fus-Mid-GFP was determined by conventional 
GFP fluorescence microscopy in wild type (WT) and mnn knockout yeast transformants (all have 
pTPQ55) (- pRSGPD + pRSGPD-SBA1, as marked).  (B) The relative levels of 1,6 α-mannose 
modified proteins in parental (+/+) and p23 null (-/-) MEF cells was determined by western blot 
analysis using a biotinylated-lectin (Narcissus Pseudonarcissus Lectin) that selectively 
recognizes α-1,6 mannose (Vector Labs, Inc). As loading controls, the levels of p23 and Hsp90 
were visualized by immunoblot analysis. 
                                                
7 Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for Figure 2.5 
 
 
 
Figure S3.  Sba1/p23 genetically and functionally intersect with cellular mannosylation 
activities.  (A) The cellular distribution pattern of Fus-Mid-GFP was determined by 
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determined by western blot analysis using a biotinylated-lectin (Narcissus Pseudonarcissus 
Lectin) that selectively recognizes α-1,6 mannose (Vector Labs, Inc).  As loading controls, the 
levels of p23 and HSP90 were visualized by immunoblot analysis.
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8Figure 2.6 Cell motility is p23 dependent (A) The abilities of parental and p23 null MEFs to 
migrate into an artificial wound was determined, and (B) the results were quantified. Error bars 
represent the standard error of the mean. (C) The relative levels of the focal adhesion proteins 
Vinculin and α-Actinin were determined in parental and p23 null cells by IIF. 
                                                
8 Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for Figure 2.6A and B and analysis of C.  Elena Zelin was responsible for 
immunofluorescence of Figure 2.6C. 
Anp1 structures, and mnn9D results in slower protein secretion
rates (Jungmann and Munro, 1998). Thus, Sba1 affects the
transport process by influencing protein Mannosylation, which
might account for the elevated level of glycosylated Invertase
in the sba1D yeast (Figure 2B). To determine if the relationship
between a p23 protein and mannose glycosylation is conserved
and functional, we checked the relative levels of a-1,6 mannose
modified proteins n parental and p23 null MEFs. Using a biotiny-
lated-lectin that selectively recognizes a-1,6 mannose (Vector
Labs, Inc), we found that p23 null cells contain higher amounts
of a-1,6 mannose modified proteins (Figure S3B).
Our protein transport investigation demonstrated that Sba1/
p23 primarily functions at or near the Golgi as a negative regu-
lator of vesicle-mediated protein transport events. Minimally,
the influence involves modulation of protein a-1,6 mannose
polymerization, since both genetic and functional affects were
apparent that correlate with secretion defficiencies. In conjunc-
tion with prior work (McClellan et al., 2007), a conserved role
for the Hsp90 chaperone system in vesicle-mediated trans-
port is supported. Notably, however, the impact of Sba1 and
Hsp82 on secretion efficiency contrasts, since Hsp82 positively
supports the process whereas Sba1 suppresses it. While several
plausible models might account for this difference, we suggest
that Sba1 and Hsp82 function independently on separate clients
to differentially modulate protein secretion.
Cell Motility Is p23 Dependent
Besides the Golgi localization, the p23 cellular IIF pattern was
consistent with a cytoskeleton association (Figure 2A). Given
the connection to the Actin polymerizing factor Lsb1 and, more
notably, that act1D has an SSL phenotype with sba1D and Actin
scored positive for a physical Sba1 interaction by two-hybrid
(Table S1), we further explored the potential p23 relationship
with the cytoskeleton. Unfortunately, in vitro experiments testing
the impact of purified Sba1/p23 on Actin polymerization failed to
reveal any significant effects besides confirming an ability to
physically interact (F.J.E., B.C.F., andW.M. Brieher, unpublished
data). However, experiments using a standard cell-wounding
assay revealed a declined p23 null MEF motility (Figures 3A
and 3B). Correlating with the decreased mobility was a reduced
(!25% of parental) Vinculin signal as detected by IIF (Figure 3C).
Vinculin is a subunit of focal adhesions, which link the outer cell
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Figure 3. Cell Motility Is p23 Dependent
(A) The abilities of parental and p23 null MEFs to migrate into an artificial wound was determined, and (B) the results were quantified. Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean. (C) The relative levels of the focal adhesion proteins Vinculin and a-Actinin were determined in parental and p23 null cells by IIF.
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Anp1 structures, and mnn9D results in slower protein secretion
rates (Jungmann and Mu ro, 1998). Thus, Sba1 aff cts the
transport process by influencing protein Mannosylation, which
might account for the elevated level of glycosylated Invertase
in the sba1D yeast (Figure 2B). To determine if the relationship
between a p23 protein and mannose glycosylation is conserved
and functional, we checked the relative levels of a-1,6 mannose
modified proteins in parental and p23 null MEFs. Using a biotiny-
lated-lectin that selectiv ly recognizes a-1,6 mannose (Vector
Labs, Inc), we fou d that p23 null cells c tain higher amounts
of a-1,6 annose modified proteins (Figure S3B).
Our prot in transport inves igation demonstrated that Sba1/
p23 primarily fu ction at or near the Golgi as a negative regu-
lator of vesicle-mediated protein transport events. Minimally,
the influence involves modulation of protein a-1,6 mannose
polymerization, since both genetic and functional affects were
apparent that correlate with secretion defficiencies. In conjunc-
tion with prior work (McClellan et al., 2007), a conserved role
for the Hsp90 chaperone system in vesicle-mediated trans-
port is supported. Notably, however, the impact of Sba1 and
Hsp82 on secretion efficiency contrasts, since Hsp82 positively
support the process whereas Sba1 uppresses it. While several
plausible models might account f r this difference, we suggest
that Sba1 and Hsp82 function independently on separate clients
to differentially modulate protein secretion.
Cell Motility Is p23 Dependent
Besides the Golgi localization, the p23 cellular IIF pattern was
consistent with a cytoskeleton association (Figure 2A). Given
th connection to the A tin polymerizing factor Lsb1 and, more
notably that act1D has an SSL phenotype with sba1D and Actin
scored positive for a physical Sba1 interaction by two-hybrid
(Table S1), we further expl red the potential p23 r la ionship
with the cytoskeleton. Unfortunately, i vitro experiments testing
the impact of purified Sba1/p23 on Actin polymerization failed to
reveal any significant effects besides confirming an ability to
physically interact (F.J.E., B.C.F., andW.M. Brieher, unpublished
data). However, experiments using a standard cell-wounding
assay revealed a declined p23 null MEF motility (Figures 3A
and 3B). Correlating with the decreased mobility was a reduced
(!25% of parental) Vinculin signal as detected by IIF (Figure 3C).
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(A) The abilities of parental and p23 null MEFs to migrate into an artificial wound was determined, and (B) the results were quantified. Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean. (C) The relative levels of the focal adhesion proteins Vinculin and a-Actinin were determined in parental and p23 null cells by IIF.
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Anp1 structures, and mnn9D results in slower protein secretion
rates (Jungmann and Munro, 1998). Th s, Sba1 affects the
transport process by influencing protein Mannosylation, which
might account for the elev ted level of glycosylated Invertase
in the sba1D yeast (Figure 2B). To determine if the relationship
between a p23 protein and mannose glycosyl tio is conserved
and functional, we checked the relative levels of a-1,6 mannose
modified proteins in parental and p23 ull MEFs. Using a biotiny-
lated-lectin that selectively recognizes a-1,6 mannose (V cto
Labs, Inc), we found that p23 null cells contain higher amounts
of a-1,6 mannose modified proteins (Figure S3B).
Our protein transport investigation demonstrated that Sba1/
p23 primarily functions at or near the Golgi as a negative regu-
lator of vesicle-mediated protein transport events. Minimally,
the influence involves modulation of protein a-1,6 mannose
polymerization, since both genetic and functional affects were
apparent that correlate with secretion defficiencies. In conjunc-
tion with prior work (McClellan et al., 2007), a conserved role
for the Hsp90 chaperone system in vesicle-mediated trans-
port is supported. Notably, however, the impact of Sba1 and
Hsp82 on secretion efficiency contrasts, since Hsp82 positively
suppor s the pr cess whereas Sb 1 suppresses it. While several
plausible models mig t account for this difference, we suggest
that Sba1 and Hsp82 function independently on separate clients
to differentially modul te pr t in s cre ion.
Cell Motility Is p23 Depend nt
Besides the Golgi localization, the p23 cellular IIF pattern was
consistent with a cytoskeleton a sociation (Figure 2A). Given
the connection to the Actin poly erizin factor Lsb1 and, more
notably, that act1D has an SSL phenotype with sba1D and Actin
scored positive for a physical Sba1 interaction by two-hybrid
(Table S1), we further explored the potential p23 relationship
with the cytoskeleton. Unfortunately, in vitro experiments testing
the impact of purified Sba1/p23 on Actin polymerization failed to
reveal any significant effects besides confirming an ability to
physically interact (F.J.E., B.C.F., andW.M. Brieher, unpublished
data). However, experiments using a standard cell-wounding
assay revealed a declined p23 null MEF motility (Figures 3A
and 3B). Correlating with the decreased mobility was a reduced
(!25% of parental) Vinculin signal as detected by IIF (Figure 3C).
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9Figure 2.7 Vinculin protein stability is altered in p23 null MEFs.  Whole cell extracts were 
prepared from parental and p23 null MEF cells.  Immunoblot analysis was used to detect 
Vinculin, α-Actinin, Talin, and p23 using antibodies specific for each protein. The arrow 
indicates the position of an apparent Vinculin proteolytic product that was reproducibly detected 
in the p23 null whole cell extract using three different Vinculin antibodies. 
                                                
9 Elena Zelin was responsible for Figure 2.7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S4.  Vinculin protein stability is altered in p23 null MEFs.  Whole cell extracts were 
prepared from parental and p23 null MEF cells.  Immunoblot analysis was used to detect 
Vinculin, α-Actinin, Talin and p23 using antibodies specific for each protein.  The arrow 
indicates the position of an apparent Vinculin proteolytic product that was reproducibly 
detected in the p23 null whole cell extract using three different Vinculin antibodies. 
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10Figure 2.8 Sba1 physically interacts with proteins functioning in a wide variety of cellular 
processes including ribosome biogenesis.  Yeast ProtoArrays were used to detect proteins 
bound by Sba1.  (A) Each hit was assigned to an initial cellular process using a GO Slim analysis 
and displayed, or (B) all potential processes were considered for each gene and the enrichments 
in each category were determined relative to the distribution for all yeast ORFs.  
(C) The sensitivity of yeast to the ribosome inhibitor Hyg B (300 µg mL-1) fluctuates with Sba1 
levles.  (D) The Hyg B (100 µg mL-1) sensitivity of exponentially growing parental and p23 null 
MEFs was determined.  Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.  (E) Sba1 facilitates 
ATP-dependent release of ribosome biogenesis factors from Rix1-associated, nascent 60S 
particles.  The TAP purifications were prepared from wild-type and sba1Δ yeast expressing 
Rix1-TAP, ATP (2 mM) was included during the Calmodulin affinity step where indicated, and 
following elution the proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining. The 
Maturation factors known to dissociate in an ATP-dependent manner are demarked (short lines) 
along with the ATP-insensitive components (long lines) (Ulbrich et al. 2009) 
                                                
10 Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for Figure 2.8A.  Brian Freeman was responsible for Figure 2.8C and E.  
Joyce Woo was responsible for Figure 2.8B.  Elena Zelin was responsible for Figure 2.8D. 
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Figure 4. Sba1 Physically Interacts with Proteins Functioning in a Wide Variety of Cellular Processes Including Ribosome Biogenesis
Yeast ProtoArrays were used to detect proteins bound by Sba1. (A) Each hit was assigned to an initial cellular process using a GO Slim analysis and displayed, or
(B) all potential processes were considered for each gene and the enrichments in each category were determined relative to the distribution for all yeast ORFs. (C)
The sensitivity of yeast to the ribosome inhibitor Hyg B (300 mgmL!1) fluctuates with Sba1 levels. (D) The Hyg B (100 mgmL!1) sensitivity of exponentially growing
parental and p23 null MEFs was determined. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. (E) Sba1 facilitates ATP-dependent release of ribosome
biogenesis factors from Rix1-associated, nascent 60S particles. The TAP purifications were prepared fromwild-type and sba1D yeast expressing Rix1-TAP, ATP
(2mM)was included during the Calmodulin affinity stepwhere indicated, and following elution the proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE andCoomassie staining.
The maturation factors known to dissociate in an ATP-dependent manner are demarked (short lines) along with the ATP-insensitive components (long lines)
(Ulbrich et al., 2009).
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Figure 4. Sba1 Physically Interacts with Proteins Functioning in a Wide Variety of Cellular Processes Including Ribosome Biogenesis
Yeast ProtoArrays were used to detect proteins bound by Sba1. (A) Each hit was assigned to an initial cellular process using a GO Slim analysis and displayed, or
(B) all potential processes were considered for each gene and the enrichments in each category were determined relative to the distribution for all yeast ORFs. (C)
The sensitivity of yeast to the ribosome inhibitor Hyg B (300 mgmL!1) fluctuates with Sba1 levels. (D) The Hyg B (100 mgmL!1) sensitivity of exponentially growing
parental and p23 null MEFs was determined. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. (E) Sba1 facilitates ATP-dependent release of ribosome
biogenesis factors from Rix1-associated, nascent 60S particles. The TAP purifications were prepared fromwild-type and sba1D yeast expressing Rix1-TAP, ATP
(2mM)was included during the Calmodulin affinity stepwhere indicated, and following elution the proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE andCoomassie staining.
The maturation factors known to dissociate in an ATP-dependent manner are demarked (short lines) along with the ATP-insensitive components (long lines)
(Ulbrich et al., 2009).
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Yeast ProtoArrays were used to detect proteins bound by Sba1. (A) Each hit was assigned to an initial cellular process using a GO Slim analysis and displayed, or
(B) all potential processes were considered for each gene and the enrichments in each category were determined relative to the distribution for all yeast ORFs. (C)
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11Figure 2.9 The p23 chaperone is distributed throughout the cell bud does not display 
nucleolar enrichment. (A) Osprey bioinformatics analysis of the Sba1 hits revealed enrichment 
in ribosome biogenesis.  (B) To determine if a population of mouse p23 localizes to nucleoli 
indirect immunofluorescence was performed on parental MEF cells using an antibody to either 
p23 or the nucleolar marker protein Nucleolin (Abcam Inc.). The α-p23 antibody was detected 
with an Alexa 694-labeled secondary antibody (red) and α-Nucleolin antibody was detected with 
an Alexa 488-labeled secondary antibody (green). The cells were counterstained with DAPI to 
detect the nuclei. 
                                                
11 Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for Figure 2.9A.  Elena Zelin was responsible for Figure 2.9B. 
 
 
Figure S5.  The p23 chaperone is distributed throughout the cell but does not display 
nucleolar enrichment. (A) Osprey bioinformatics analysis of the Sba1 hits revealed 
enrichment in ribosome biogenesis.  (B) To determine if a population of mouse p23 localizes to 
nucleoli indirect immunofluorescence was performed on parental MEF cells using an antibody 
to either p23 or the nucleolar marker protein Nucleolin (Abcam Inc.).  The α-p23 antibody was 
detected with an Alexa 694-labeled secondary antibody (red) and α-Nucleolin antibody was 
detected with an Alexa 488-labeled secondary antibody (green).  The cells were 
counterstained with DAPI to detect the nuclei.  
Supplemental Figure 5. 
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Figure 2.9 (cont.) 
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Figure S5.  The p23 chaperone is distributed throughout the cell but does not display 
nucleolar enrichment. (A) Osprey bioinformatics analysis of the Sba1 hits revealed 
enrichment in ribosome biogenesis.  (B) To determine if a population of mouse p23 localizes to 
nucleoli indirect immunofluorescence was performed on parental MEF cells using an antibody 
to either p23 or the nucleolar marker protein Nucleolin (Abcam Inc.).  The α-p23 antibody was 
detected with an Alexa 694-labeled secondary antibody (red) and α-Nucleolin antibody was 
detected with an Alexa 488-labeled secondary antibody (green).  The cells were 
counterstained with DAPI to detect the nuclei.  
Supplemental Figure 5. 
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12Figure 2.10 The Sba1 network has a signficant nuclear component that includes DNA 
repair activities.  The SGA, ProtoArray, and all curated Sba1 interactors were pooled and 
analyzed using GO Slim. (A) Each hit was assigned to a cellualar process and displayed, or  
(B) all potential processes were considered for each gene and the enrichments in each category 
were determined relative to the distribution for all nonessential yeast ORFs. (C) The nuclear-
associated Sba1 interactors were analyzed using Ospre. Genes marked in yellow are associated 
with multiple activities, but for clarity each hit was placed only once in the presented network. 
(D) Wild-type (WT) or sba1Δ yeast transformants carrying either an empty vector or SBA1 
expression vector (+Sba1) were grown in the presence of the DNA mutagens MMS (300 µg mL-
1) or BLEO (20 mU). Alternatively, the transformants were exposed to UV light (200 J/m2) and 
then cultured in selective glucose media. (E) The sensitivities of parental or p23 null MEFs to 
DNA mutagens were tested by exposing the cells either to MMS (500 µg mL-1), BLEO (200 
mU), or UV light (7.5 J/m2). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 
 
                                                
12 Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for Figure 2.10A and C.  Joyce Woo was responsible for Figure 2.10B. Brian 
Freeman was responsible for Figure 2.10D.  Elena Zelin was responsible for Figure 2.10E. 
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Figure 5. The Sba1 Network Has a Significant Nuclear Component that Includes DNA Repair Activities
The SGA, ProtoArray, and all curated Sba1 interactors were pooled and analyzed using GO Slim. (A) Each hit was assigned to a cellular process and displayed, or
(B) all potential processes were considered for each gene and the enrichments in each category were determined relative to the distribution for all nonessential
yeast ORFs. (C) The nuclear-associated Sba1 interactors were analyzed using Osprey. Genes marked in yellow are associated with multiple activities, but for
clarity each hit was placed only once in the presented network. (D) Wild-type (WT) or sba1D yeast transformants carrying either an empty vector or SBA1
expression vector (+Sba1) were grown in the presence of the DNAmutagensMMS (300 mgmL!1) or BLEO (20mU). Alternatively, the transformants were exposed
to UV light (200 J/m2) and then cultured in selective glucosemedia. (E) The sensitivities of parental or p23 null MEFs to DNAmutagens were tested by exposing the
cells either to MMS (500 mg mL!1), BLEO (200 mU), or UV light (7.5 J/m2). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 5. The Sba1 Network Has a Significant Nuclear Component that Includes DNA Repair Activities
The SGA, ProtoArray, and all curated Sba1 interactors were pooled and analyzed using GO Slim. (A) Each hit was assigned to a cellular process and displayed, or
(B) all potential processes were considered for each gene and the enrichments in each category were determined relative to the distribution for all nonessential
yeast ORFs. (C) The nuclear-associated Sba1 interactors were analyzed using Osprey. Genes marked in yellow are associated with multiple activities, but for
clarity each hit was placed only once in the presented network. (D) Wild-type (WT) or sba1D yeast transformants carrying either an empty vector or SBA1
expression vector (+Sba1) were grown in the presence of the DNAmutagensMMS (300 mgmL!1) or BLEO (20mU). Alternatively, the transformants were exposed
to UV light (200 J/m2) and then cultured in selective glucosemedia. (E) The sensitivities of parental or p23 null MEFs to DNAmutagens were tested by exposing the
cells either to MMS (500 mg mL!1), BLEO (200 mU), or UV light (7.5 J/m2). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 5. The Sba1 Network Has a Significant Nuclear Component that Includes DNA Repair Activities
The SGA, ProtoArray, and all curated Sba1 interactors were pooled and analyzed using GO Slim. (A) Each hit was assigned to a cellular process and displayed, or
(B) all potential processes were considered for each gene and the enrichments in each category were determined relative to the distribution for all nonessential
yeast ORFs. (C) The nuclear-associated Sba1 interactors were analyzed using Osprey. Genes marked in yellow are associated with multiple activities, but for
clarity each hit was placed only once in the presented network. (D) Wild-type (WT) or sba1D yeast transformants carrying either an empty vector or SBA1
expression vector (+Sba1) were grown in the presence of the DNAmutagensMMS (300 mgmL!1) or BLEO (20mU). Alternatively, the transformants were exposed
to UV light (200 J/m2) and then cultured in selective glucosemedia. (E) The sensitivities of parental or p23 null MEFs to DNAmutagens were tested by exposing the
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13Figure 2.11 Sba1 and Hsp82 associate with factors functioning in common cellular 
processes and locales.  The composite Sba1 catalog and all curated Hsp82 interactors were 
categorized by a GO Slim analysis, and the relative enrichments in either cellular processes  
(A) or compartment (B) were determined relative to the distribution of all nonessential yeast 
ORFs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
13 Joyce Woo was responsible for Figure 2.11. 
show that the influence of p23 proteins in DNA repair pathways is
conserved.
Relationships of the Sba1 and Hsp82 Interactors
Cochaperones are typically considered obligate accessory
proteins for the central molecular chaperone of a given system,
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Figure 6. Sba1 and Hsp82 Associate with
Factors Functioning in Common Cellular
Processes and Locales
The composite Sba1 catalog and all curated
Hsp82 interactors were categorized by a GO Slim
analysis, and the relative enrichments in either
cellular processes (A) or compartments (B) were
determined relative to the distribution of all
nonessential yeast ORFs.
and the perceived relationship between
Sba1 and Hsp82 is no exception (Wegele
et al., 2004). To better understand the
connection between Sba1 and Hsp82,
we compared the composite networks
for Sba1 and Hsp82—the Hsp82 net was
formulated using a GO Slim analysis and
all curated Hsp82 interactors (Figure 6).
The Sba1 and Hsp82 subnets contained
348 and 1178 interactors, respectively.
Unexpectedly, only 86 hits are common
between the data sets, which corre-
sponds to !25% of the Sba1 interactors
(Figure 7A). While we had suspected that
Sba1 might function independently, we
had anticipated a greater overlap. Intrigu-
ingly, despite the relatively low coinci-
dence with discrete ORF targets, Sba1
andHsp82hits are associatedwith similar
cellular processes and have comparable
cellular localization patterns based upon
a GO Slim analysis (Figure 6).
Though the overall patterns were quite
analogous, several variances were
apparent, including enhanced Sba1 in-
volvement in nuclear organization, ribo-
some biogenesis, and DNA metabolism,
whereas Hsp82 hits were increased in
protein transport, membrane organiza-
tion, and cytoskeleton organization (Fig-
ure 6A). Several processes showed mild
increases with one chaperone and
a decline for the other including vitamin
metabolism and cell respiration where
Sba1 was favored and Hsp82 was disfa-
vored while pseudohyphal growth and
transposition were enriched for Hsp82
and reduced for Sba1 interactors. In
contrast to the apparent processes that
differentially rely on Sba1 and Hsp82,
classic molecular chaperone processes
including protein folding, protein catabolism, and signal trans-
ductionwere comparably enriched. Given the relatively low over-
lap in actual ORF targets, how are Sba1 and Hsp82 effectively
serving many of the same cellular processes?
Typically, cellular processes function through protein assem-
blies rather than individual proteins. Thus, we investigated
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show that the influence of p23 proteins in DNA repair pathways is
conserved.
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Figure 6. Sba1 and Hsp82 Associate with
Factors Functioning in Common Cellular
Processes and Locales
The composite Sba1 catalog and all curated
Hsp82 interactors were categorized by a GO Slim
analysis, and the relative enrichments in either
cellular processes (A) or compartments (B) were
determined relative to the distribution of all
nonessential yeast ORFs.
and the perceived relationship between
Sba1 and Hsp82 is no exception (Wegele
et al., 2004). To better understand the
connection between Sba1 and Hsp82,
we compared the composite networks
for Sba1 and Hsp82—the Hsp82 net was
formulated using a GO Slim analysis and
all curated Hsp82 interactors (Figure 6).
The Sba1 and Hsp82 subnets contained
348 and 1178 interactors, respectively.
Unexpectedly, only 86 hits are common
between the data sets, which corre-
sponds to !25% of the Sba1 interactors
(Figure 7A). While we had suspected that
Sba1 might function independently, we
had anticipated a greater overlap. Intrigu-
ingly, despite the relatively low coinci-
dence with discrete ORF targets, Sba1
andHsp82hits are associatedwith similar
cellular processes and have comparable
cellular localization patterns based upon
a GO Slim analysis (Figure 6).
Though the overall patterns were quite
analogous, several variances were
apparent, including enhanced Sba1 in-
volvement in nuclear organization, ribo-
some biogenesis, and DNA metabolism,
whereas Hsp82 hits were increased in
protein transport, membrane organiza-
tion, and cytoskeleton organization (Fig-
ure 6A). Several processes showed mild
increases with one chaperone and
a decline for the other including vitamin
metabolism and cell respiration where
Sba1 was favored and Hsp82 was disfa-
vored while pseudohyphal growth and
transposition were enriched for Hsp82
and reduced for Sba1 interactors. In
contrast to the apparent processes that
differentially rely on Sba1 and Hsp82,
classic molecular chaperone processes
including protein folding, protein catabolism, and signal trans-
ductionwere comparably enriched. Given the relatively low over-
lap in actual ORF targets, how are Sba1 and Hsp82 effectively
serving many of the same cellular processes?
Typically, cellular processes function through protein assem-
blies rather than individual proteins. Thus, we investigated
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14Figure 2.12 The Sba1 and Hsp82 networks share few mutual direct hits yet are connected 
to common cellular processes (A) The relative overlap in discrete ORFs between the Sba1 and 
Hsp82 interactors was established and displayed in a Venn diagram. (B) The stable protein 
complexes that have Sba1 and Hsp82 interactors were determined. The inner circle represents 
complexes with Sba1 hits, the outer circle has Hsp82-linked structures, and the lines connect 
complexes that are associated with both chaperones. (C) The ability of Sba1 and Hsp82 to 
interact with different protein complexes was determined using the TAP tag pull-down assay. 
The indicated protein complexes were precipitated using a TAP fusion subunit that was not 
predicted to be a chaperone target. Sba1 and Hsp82 association with the various complexes was 
detected by immunoblot analysis. (D) Organizational models for chaperone-associated 
complexes are shown. The subunits predicted to interact with Sba1 (white), Hsp82 (black), both 
(dark gray), or neither (light gray) are marked. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
14 Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for Figure 2.12A, B, and D.  Brian Freeman was responsible for Figure 2.12C. 
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whether Sba1 and Hsp82 might associate with common protein
targets by interacting with different subunits of the same
complex. A GO Slim analysis revealed 86 stable protein com-
plexes with shared Sba1/Hsp82 interactors (Figure 7B). Of the
86, 52 were with the same protein and 34 were through distinct
subunits. Using the TAP tag pull-down assay, we tested whether
several of the putative target complexes did indeed associate
with Sba1 and/or Hsp82.
We isolated various protein assemblies using TAP-tagged
subunits that were not predicted to be directly associated with
either Sba1 or Hsp82. Therefore, if chaperone interactions are
detected, the binding is likely occurring with the amassed struc-
ture rather than with an expected target. As initial controls, we
examined the Cdc48 AAA ATPase and nuclear Cohesin
complexes, which were predicted to interact with just Sba1 or
Hsp82, respectively, but not both. Importantly, only Sba1 was
isolated with the Cdc48 AAA ATPase complex, and only Hsp82
was associated with the nuclear Cohesin structure (Figures 7C
and 7D). Hence, Sba1 and Hsp82 can form autonomous interac-
tions with protein complexes. Next, we tested the chaperone
A B
C D
Sba1 Hit Hsp82 Hit
Cdc48 AAA ATPase Nuclear Cohesin
Both Neither
Sba1
Anaphase Promoting Complex SWI/SNF
Hsp82
CCR4-NOT Mediator
Figure 7. The Sba1 and Hsp82 Networks Share Few Mutual Direct Hits Yet Are Connected to Common Cellular Processes
(A) The relative overlap in discrete ORFs between the Sba1 and Hsp82 interactors was established and displayed in a Venn diagram.
(B) The stable protein complexes that have Sba1 and Hsp82 interactors were determined. The inner circle represents complexes with Sba1 hits, the outer circle
has Hsp82-linked structures, and the lines connect complexes that are associated with both chaperones.
(C) The ability of Sba1 and Hsp82 to interact with different protein complexes was determined using the TAP tag pull-down assay. The indicated protein
complexes were precipitated using a TAP fusion subunit that was not predicted to be a chaperone target. Sba1 and Hsp82 association with the various
complexes was detected by immunoblot analysis.
(D) Organizational models for chaperone-associated complexes are shown. The subunits predicted to interact with Sba1 (white), Hsp82 (Black), both (dark gray),
or neither (light gray) are marked.
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15Figure 2.13 The stable protein complexes with shared or common Sba1 and Hsp82 
associated subunits were analyzed using GO Slim. (A) The total number of complexes with 
each cellular process or (B) the relative enrichments in each cellular process of the complexes 
compared to all non-essential genes were determined. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
15 Joyce Woo was responsible for Figure 2.13. 
 
Figure S6.  The stable protein complexes with shared or common Sba1 and Hsp82 
associated subunits were analyzed using GO Slim.  (A) The total number of complexes 
within each cellular process or (B) the relative enrichments in each cellular process of the 
complexes compared to all non-essential genes were determined. 
Supplemental Figure 6.
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Figure S6.  The stable protein complexes with shared or common Sba1 and Hsp82 
associated subunits were analyzed using GO Slim.  (A) The total number of complexes 
within each cellular process or (B) the relative enrichments in each cellular process of the 
complexes compared to all non-essential genes were determined. 
Supplemental Figure 6.
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TABLES 
 
16Table 2.1 SGA hits and yeast 2-hybrid validation data.  Listing of genes displaying SSL 
phenotypes with sba1Δ along with 2-hybrid data showing physical interaction between Sba1 and 
the proteins encoded by the indcated genes. 
 
 
                                                
16 Joyce Woo was responsible for Y2H analysis.   
Sys Name Std Name Growth Y2H Interact
YAL013W DEP1, FUN54 2 -
YAL060W FUN49 2 n/d
YBL007C SLA1 2 n/d
YBL016W FUS3, DAC2 2 n/d
YBL089W 2 n/d
YBR126C TPS1, BYP1, CIF1, FDP1, GGS1, GLC6, TSS1 2 n/d
YBR172C SMY2 2 n/d
YBR209W 2 n/d
YBR286W APE3, APY1 2 n/d
YCL063W 2 n/d
YCR066W RAD18 2 -
YCR102W-A 2 n/d
YDL075W RPL31A, RPL34 1 n/d
YDL096C 2 n/d
YDL118W 2 n/d
YDL138W RGT2 2 n/d
YDL156W 2 n/d
YDL190C UFD2 2 n/d
YDL225W SHS1, SEP7 2 n/d
YDR004W RAD57 2 -
YDR073W SNF11 2 -
YDR096W GIS1 2 n/d
YDR108W GSG1, TRS85 2 n/d
YDR116C 2 n/d
YDR123C INO2, DIE1, SCS1 2 -
YDR127W ARO1 2 n/d
YDR144C MKC7, YPS2 2 n/d
YDR169C STB3 2 n/d
YDR171W HSP42 2 -
YDR195W REF2 1 -
YDR203W 1 n/d
YDR218C SPR28 1 n/d
YDR234W LYS4, LYS3 2 n/d
YDR245W MNN10, BED1, SLC2 2 n/d
YDR320C SWA2 1 n/d
YDR345C HXT3 2 +
YDR385W EFT2 1 n/d
YDR386W MUS81, SLX3 1 -
YDR389W SAC7 2 n/d
YDR403W DIT1 1 n/d
YDR419W RAD30, DBH1 2 -
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YDR422C SIP1 2 -
YDR423C CAD1, YAP2 1 n/d
YDR435C PPM1 1 n/d
YDR461W MFA1 1 n/d
YDR500C RPL37B 1 n/d
YDR514C 2 n/d
YEL005C VAB2, VAB31 1 n/d
YEL007W 2 n/d
YEL008W 1 n/d
YEL028W 1 n/d
YEL037C RAD23 1 -
YEL042W GDA1 1 n/d
YEL043W 2 n/d
YEL048C 1 n/d
YEL052W AFG1 2 n/d
YEL060C PRB1, CVT1 2 n/d
YER002W 1 n/d
YER020W GPA2, SSP101 2 n/d
YER040W GLN3 2 n/d
YER057C 3 n/d
YER061C CEM1 1 n/d
YER121W 3 n/d
YER139C 2 +
YER155C BEM2, IPL2, SUP9, TSL1 2 n/d
YFL039C ACT1, END7, ABY1 2 +
YFL049W SWP82 3 -
YFR040W SAP155 3 -
YGL003C CDH1, HCT1 2 -
YGL014W 2 n/d
YGL023C PIB2 2 -
YGL033W HOP2 2 n/d
YGL042C YGL042C 2 n/d
YGL043W DST1, PPR2 3 +
YGL045W 3 n/d
YGL066W SGF73 2 +
YGL071W RCS1 2 n/d
YGL078C DBP3 1 n/d
YGL088W YGL088W 2 n/d
YGL181W GTS1 2 n/d
YGL194C HOS2, RTL1 2 +
YGL197W MDS3 2 n/d
YGL200C EMP24 1 -
YGL203C KEX1 1 n/d
YGL212W VAM7 2 n/d
YGL255W ZRT1 2 n/d
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YGL256W ADH4, NRC465, ZRG5 2 n/d
YGR019W UGA1 2 n/d
YGR038W ORM1 2 n/d
YGR040W KSS1 2 n/d
YGR057C LST7 2 n/d
YGR063C SPT4 1 -
YGR079W 2 n/d
YGR122W YGR122W 3 n/d
YGR125W 3 n/d
YGR217W CCH1 2 n/d
YGR223C 3 n/d
YGR239C PEX21 2 n/d
YGR252W GCN5 3 +
YGR270W YTA7 2 n/d
YHL002W 2 n/d
YHL030W ECM29 2 n/d
YHL034C SBP1, SSBR1 2 n/d
YHR079C IRE1, ERN1 1 -
YHR100C YHR100C 2 n/d
YHR116W 3 n/d
YHR151C 2 n/d
YHR167W THP2 2 n/d
YHR178W STB5 2 -
YHR200W RPN10, MCB1, SUN1 1 -
YIL009W FAA3 2 n/d
YIL047C SYG1 3 -
YIL054W 3 n/d
YIL070C MAM33 2 n/d
YIL076W ANU2 2 n/d
YIL087C 2 n/d
YIL097W 2 n/d
YIL141W 3 n/d
YIL154C IMP2, IMP2 3 -
YIL165C 2 n/d
YJL006C CTK2 2 n/d
YJL022W 2 n/d
YJL053W PEP8, GRD6, VPS26, VPT4 2 n/d
YJL056C ZAP1, ZRG10 2 n/d
YJL066C 2 n/d
YJL094C KHA1 2 n/d
YJL095W BCK1, LAS3, SAP3, SLK1, SSP31 3 -
YJL127C SPT10, CRE1, SUD1 1 -
YJL136C RPS21B 1 n/d
YJL138C TIF2 3 -
YJL183W MNN11 3 n/d
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Table 2.1 (cont.) 
 
 
YJR033C RAV1 2 n/d
YJR040W GEF1 2 n/d
YJR049C UTR1 2 n/d
YJR054W 2 n/d
YJR056C 2 n/d
YJR060W CBF1, CEP1, CPF1 2 -
YJR145C RPS4A 1 n/d
YKL087C CYT2 2 n/d
YKL096W-A CWP2, YKL097W-A, LPR1 3 n/d
YKL098W 3 n/d
YKL101W HSL1, NIK1 3 n/d
YKL105C 3 n/d
YKL106W AAT1 3 -
YKL107W 3 n/d
YKL109W HAP4 3 -
YKL110C KTI12 3 -
YKL113C RAD27, ERC11, RTH1 3 -
YKL114C APN1 3 -
YKL115C 3 n/d
YKL116C 3 -
YKL117W SBA1 3 -
YKL118W 2 -
YKL120W OAC1 3 -
YKL121W DGR2 3 -
YKL123W 3 -
YKL124W SSH4 3 n/d
YKL127W PGM1 3 n/d
YKL128C PMU1 3 n/d
YKL129C MYO3 3 n/d
YKL130C SHE2 3 -
YKL131W 3 n/d
YKL133C 3 n/d
YKL136W 3 n/d
YKL142W MRP8, YKL3 2 n/d
YKL160W ELF1 3 n/d
YKL166C TPK3 2 n/d
YKL190W CNB1, CRV1, YCN2 2 n/d
YKL204W EAP1 2 n/d
YKR020W 2 n/d
YKR028W SAP190 2 n/d
YKR072C SIS2, HAL3 3 n/d
YKR082W NUP133, RAT3 2 n/d
YKR233C EST1 3 -
YLL006W MMM1 2 n/d
YLL030C 2 n/d
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Table 2.1 (cont.) 
 
 
YLR031W 1 n/d
YLR110C CCW12 2 n/d
YLR111W 2 n/d
YLR190W 3 n/d
YLR191W PEX13, PAS20 2 n/d
YLR217W 3 n/d
YLR246W ERF2 2 n/d
YLR443W ECM7, ZRG15 2 n/d
YLR452C SST2 2 n/d
YLR461W PAU4 2 n/d
YML016C PPZ1 2 -
YML022W APT1 2 n/d
YML028W TSA1, ZRG14, TPX1 2 n/d
YML041C VPS71 2 -
YML047C PRM6 2 n/d
YML067C ERV41 1 +
YML102C-A 2 n/d
YML102W CAC2 3 +
YMR063W RIM9 2 n/d
YMR091C NPL6 2 n/d
YMR100W MUB1 2 n/d
YMR151W YIM2 2 n/d
YMR237W 2 n/d
YMR250W GAD1 2 n/d
YNL021W HDA1 2 +
YNL037C IDH1 2 n/d
YNL055C POR1 2 n/d
YNL059C ARP5 3 -
YNL111C CYB5 2 n/d
YNL123W 2 n/d
YNL136W 2 n/d
YNL148C ALF1 2 -
YNL153C GIM3, PFD4 2 -
YNL250W RAD50 1 -
YNL288W CAF40 2 -
YNL291C MID1 1 n/d
YNL294C 2 n/d
YNL296W KRE25 1 n/d
YNL297C MON2 2 n/d
YNR005C 3 n/d
YNR055C HOL1 2 n/d
YOL001W PHO80, AGS3, TUP7, VAC5 2 +
YOL008W 2 n/d
YOL012C HTZ1, HTA3 2 -
YOL137W 2 n/d
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YOR070C GYP1 2 n/d
YOR096W RPS7A, RPS30 1 n/d
YOR136W IDH2 2 n/d
YOR265W RBL2 2 n/d
YOR357C GRD19, SNX3 3 n/d
YPL077C 2 n/d
YPL158C YPL158C 2 n/d
YPL183W-A 2 n/d
YPL259C APM1, YAP54 3 n/d
YPL261C 2 n/d
YPR049C CVT9 2 n/d
YPR135W CTF4, CHL15, POB1 2 n/d
YPR141C KAR3, OSR11 2 n/d
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17Table 2.2 Fus-Mid-GFP transport phenotypes upon Sba1-overexpression.  
Characterization of the impact of Sba1 overexpression on the transport of the model protein Fus-
Mid-GFP in single-gene yeast knockout strains known to have transport defects and are 
associated with Sba1 physically and/or genetically. 
 
 
PE – Phenotypic Enhancement 
Comp – Complementation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
17 Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for data displayed in Table 2.2. 
Yeast Background Phenotype
Wild type  -
gim3Δ  PE
hap4Δ  -
lsb1Δ  PE
mef1Δ  PE
mmn9Δ  -
mnn10Δ  Comp
mnn11Δ  Comp
mrpl1Δ  -
rim8Δ  -
rim21Δ  -
sti1Δ  PE
ubp3Δ  -
ydl118wΔ  -
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Table 2.3 Sba1 ProtoArray hits and yeast 2-hybrid validation data. Listing of proteins 
showing a physical interaction with Sba1 by ProtoArray analysis along with 2-hybrid data 
showing physical interaction between Sba1 and the indicated proteins. 
 
 
Systematic Name Standard Name Y2H Interact
YBL055C n/d
YBR031W RPL4A +
YBR042C CST26 -
YBR118W TEF2 +
YBR222C PCS60 +
YCR016W +
YCR024C SLM5 +
YCR028C RIM1 +
YCR072C RSA4 +
YDL051W LHP1 n/d
YDL078C MDH3 +
YDL177C +
YDR120C TRM1 +
YDR432W NPL3 +
YDR516C EMI2 +
YER070W RNR1 +
YER082C UTP7 +
YER101C AST2 +
YFL001W DEG1 -
YFL054C n/d
YGL045W RIM8 +
YGL061C DUO1 +
YGL062W +
YGL245W GUS1 +
YGR026W -
YGR292W MAL12 +
YHL033C RPL8A +
YHR067W HTD2 +
YHR088W RPF1 -
YHR117W TOM71 -
YIL010W DOT5 +
YIL035C CKA1 -
YIL091C +
YIR034C LYS1 +
YJL033W HCA4 +
YJR019C TES1 -
YKL023W +
YKL121W DGR2 +
YKR009C FOX2 n/d
YKR060W UTP30 +
YLR003C CMS1 +
YLR022C SDO1 +
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Table 2.3 (cont.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
YLR027C AAT2 +
YLR069C MEF1 +
YLR150W STM1 -
YLR242C ARV1 n/d
YLR244C MAP1 +
YLR363C NMD4 -
YLR410W VIP1 +
YMR004W MVP1 +
YMR039C SUB1 +
YMR102C +
YMR153W NUP53 +
YMR194W RPL36A +
YMR290C HAS1 +
YNL009W IDP3 +
YNL117W MLS1 +
YNL186W UBP10 +
YNL196C SLZ1 n/d
YNL219C ALG9 +
YNL220W ADE12 +
YNL227C JJJ1 +
YNL292W PUS4 +
YNR041C COQ2 -
YOL033W MSE1 +
YOL066C RIB2 +
YOL077C BRX1 +
YOL249C-A RPL36B n/d
YOR056C NOB1 +
YOR086W SUA7 +
YOR209C NPT1 +
YOR288C MPD1 +
YOR386W PHR1 -
YPL133C RDS2 +
YPL244C HUT1 n/d
YPL266W DIM1 +
YPR115W GCA1 +
YPR125W YLH47 +
YPR139C VPS66 n/d
YPR160W GPH1 n/d
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CHAPTER 3: DNA INTERACTION OF THE CHROMATIN REMODELING 
COMPLEX, RSC, IS MODULATED BY THE CHAPERONE p23 
 
 
 Eukaryotic genomes form chromatin by associating with a myriad of proteins, including 
histones and transcription factors (TFs), to condense chromosomes and regulate genomic 
processes (Wu and Grunstein 2000).  By altering the spacing of deposited histones, access to the 
underlying DNA is controlled, thereby providing an efficient means to regulate DNA-associated 
events.  A critical feature of the chromatin process is the fast kinetics of histone-removal since 
many genomic activities (e.g., cell-cycle, stress-response, or DNA repair pathways) must be 
performed quickly to maintain homeostasis.  While chromatin remodelers effectively reposition 
nucleosomes to meet the demands of the cell (Clapier and Cairns 2009), the mechanisms used to 
proficiently redistribute remodelers between target sites are poorly understood. 
 Chromatin remodelers are divided into 4 families based upon the ATPase motors with 
yeast having 8 conserved complexes (Clapier and Cairns 2009).  Despite the conservation, only 
the Remodels the Structure of Chromatin (RSC) complex is essential in yeast (Cairns et al. 1996; 
Du et al. 1998).  We connected p23 and RSC in a synthetic genetic array (SGA) screen in which 
yeast lacking both p23 and the non-essential RSC subunit gene RSC7 displayed a synthetic 
growth defect (Echtenkamp et al. 2011).  The genetic interaction was validated using a plasmid 
dropout spot-test assay (Figure 3.1A).  The only known function for Rsc7 is in the support of 
RSC complex assembly, as Rsc3 and Rsc30, which form a heterodimeric sequence-specific DNA 
binding unit of RSC that guides RSC to stress-responsive loci, fail to associate with the complex 
(Angus-Hill et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2009).  As chaperones are classic facilitators of protein quality 
control and complex assembly processes, the most probable role for p23 was in RSC protein-
homeostasis.  Yet, steady state RSC protein levels and assimilation of the subunits into the RSC 
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complex were comparable in parental and p23Δ yeast (Figure 3.2).  Thus, the p23 chaperone is 
not a significant proteostasis factor of RSC proteins. 
 Next, we determined if the p23-link involved RSC remodeling activity or if it entailed a 
specialized role related to Rsc7.  In general, remodeling function is tied to the catalytic motor of 
each remodeler (Clapier and Cairns 2009).  Complicating our analysis is the essential nature of 
the RSC ATPase-encoding gene STH1 (Du et al. 1998).  To circumvent this difficulty we took 
advantage of the sth1 temperature sensitive derivative Sth1-F793S.  Unlike other sth1 alleles, 
Sth1-F793S degrades at restrictive temperatures (≥37°C) and therefore can serve as an effective 
null (Titus et al. 2010).  Exponentially growing parental, p23Δ, sth1-F793S, or p23Δsth1-F793S 
yeast were shifted to 37°C for 24 h, serially diluted, spotted onto media, and incubated at 30°C.  
The double mutant p23Δsth1-F793S survived poorly relative to the other strains, indicating a 
physiological connection between p23 and the remodeling function of RSC (Figure 3.1B). 
 Intriguingly, we recently showed that the maintenance of Nucleosome Depleted Regions 
(NDRs) is p23-dependent (Zelin et al. 2012).  We had postulated that p23’s capacity to regulate 
the DNA binding activities of numerous TFs account for the effects.  Yet an increase in the 
occupancy of DNA sites linked to chromatin remodelers, including Rsc3 and Rsc30 consensus 
sites, also was apparent supporting a potential direct role of p23 with remodelers.  Although the 
size discrepancy (>1 MDa RSC vs. ~24 kDa p23) seems to create an unlikely scenario, the 
majority of the genetic links between p23 and the various chromatin modifiers involve DNA 
binding subunits, suggesting a common basis for the relationships (Echtenkamp et al. 2011).  
Hence, we checked the influence of p23 on the DNA binding activity of RSC. 
 RSC uses multiple subunits to bind naked or nucleosomal DNA equivalently with the 
Rsc3/30 heterodimer providing sequence selectivity to guide RSC to many stress-responsive 
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genes (Angus-Hill et al. 2001; Sengupta et al. 2001; Damelin et al. 2002; Zhu et al. 2009).  To 
monitor RSC DNA binding, we used a probe representing a section of the PHO8 promoter with 
two Rsc3/30 binding sites.  Of note, RSC positions nucleosomes at the PHO8 promoter in vivo 
and in vitro (Wippo et al. 2011).  Purified RSC bound the PHO8 probe in vitro and the addition 
of recombinant p23 dissociated the RSC-DNA structure (Figure 3.3A).  Dissolution of the 
complex was dependent upon the chaperone activity of p23 since the defective mutant p23Δ84 
had no apparent impact on RSC binding (Figure 3.3A).  While the effective concentration of p23 
is seemingly high, the levels used are comparable to the nuclear concentration of p23 (~4 µM) 
(Figure 3.4).  To further mimic in vivo settings where numerous RSC binding sites would be 
available we challenged the radiolabeled DNA-RSC complex with unlabeled PHO8 probe and 
observed substantial loss of the radiolabeled DNA-RSC structure (Figure 3.3B).  Thus, purified 
p23 triggers disassembly of RSC-DNA complexes thereby fostering its transition to other DNA 
sites. 
 To identify the subunit(s) associating with p23, we screened the RSC proteins by yeast 2-
hybrid.  Of the 17, 14 showed no relationship with p23,  (Figure 3.5).  Rsc30 displayed a 
standard positive 2-hybrid result, as the HIS3 reporter was active upon co-expression of the bait 
(DBD-p23) and prey (AD-Rsc30).  On the other hand, AD-Rsc3 and AD-Sfh1 autoactivated the 
GAL1-HIS3 reporter but was abrogated by co-expression of the DBD-p23.  As we used a 
standard Gal4-based 2-hybrid strategy and RSC is known to modulate the endogenous GAL1 
promoter (James et al. 1996; Floer et al. 2010), we suspect that the Rsc3 DNA-binding activity is 
driving the autoactivation.  We believe p23 associates with Rsc30 to attack Rsc3 thereby 
triggering dissociation of RSC from DNA. 
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To assess whether p23 is positioned to broadly regulate RSC along the genome we 
mapped the p23-associated DNA sites by ChIP-Seq.  For comparison we exploited a high-
confidence RSC-map created by targeting 5 different subunits that revealed 429 (P values 
<0.001) RSC-bound sites (Ng et al. 2002).  Our p23 ChIP-Seq analysis identified 572 total high 
quality peaks (P values <0.001) with 495 lying within intergenic regions.  As the RSC-sites were 
only intergenic, we focused our comparison to these areas.  Following a construction of a 2x2 
contingency table, a Fisher exact test indicated a high correlation (P value <1e-16) between the 
p23 and RSC data sets.  A total of 131 overlapping sites were noted (Figure 3.6).  In sum, ~30% 
of the RSC genome positions are covered by p23, supporting a general role for the chaperone 
with RSC. 
 Prompt reactions to diverse physiological cues necessitate the rapid mobilization of RSC 
from its constitutively associated sites to the chromatin loci required to manage a specific 
challenge (Damelin et al. 2002; Ng et al. 2002).  Mutations in the RSC motor Sth1 sensitize cells 
to biological stressors, including ethanol contact (Du et al. 1998).  Notably, loss of p23 in an sth1 
mutant background hyper-sensitized the yeast to ethanol exposure (Figure 3.7A).  Given the 
capacity of p23 to dissociate RSC from DNA in vitro, we investigated whether p23 altered RSC 
mobility in vivo by determining the kinetics of RSC recruitment to ethanol-responsive genes.  
Nucleation of RSC at ethanol-activated genes slowed from ~1 min in parental yeast to ~15 min 
in p23Δ (Figure 3.7B).  Thus supporting our contention that p23 is required for the dynamic 
recruitment of RSC to activated promoters in vivo. 
 The ability to efficiently and appropriately respond to the local environment is a 
requirement for maintenance of homeostasis in all organisms.  However, eliciting a 
transcriptional response in a timely manner entails overcoming the physical barriers imposed by 
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condensed chromatin states.  This is minimized by the recruitment of remodeling complexes, 
which effectively tailors the local chromatin environment to cellular needs.  For instance, the 
genome localization profile of RSC changes dramatically under various stress conditions but the 
factors contributing to this mobilization are not well known (Ng et al. 2002; Damelin et al. 2002).   
In this study, we have shown that the Hsp90 cochaperone, p23, is able to modulate DNA 
binding of the RSC complex both in vitro and in vivo through interaction with the Rsc3/30 
heterodimer.  Furthermore, p23 colocalizes with many RSC-associated genomic regions and is 
important for efficient recruitment of RSC at stress-inducible loci.  The delay in recruitment of 
RSC in p23Δ cells is not an obvious prediction of a model in which p23 dissociates the 
remodeler from DNA.  However, we believe it is the result of a decreased rate of RSC 
mobilization during the transition to chromatin profiles suitable for growth under stressful 
physiological conditions.  In conclusion, our study supports a model in which p23 acts as a 
general facilitator of RSC-DNA binding dynamics necessary for well-timed and efficient 
responses to the cellular environment. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Strains and genetic methods.  All strains were cultured in either rich (YPD: 1% yeast 
extract, 2% peptone, and 2% dextrose) or synthetic dextrose (SD) media lacking appropriate 
amino acids and supplemented with 2% dextrose unless indicated otherwise.  
Plasmid dropout spot test assay.  In the case of rsc7Δp23Δ strain, disruption of either 
gene in single mutant backgrounds (rsc7Δ or p23Δ) was unsuccessful even in the presence of 
complementing plasmids.  Therefore to generate the double mutant strain, we created a 
heterogenous diploid mutant (BY4743 p23::His3, rsc7::KanR) complemented with pRS316 p23-
locus.  The haploid double mutant was created from this background through sporulation and 
tetrad dissection on SD Ura- plates.  Logarithmically grown BY4741, p23Δ, rsc7Δ, and 
rsc7Δp23Δ each containing pRS316 p23-locus were serially diluted (5-fold) and spotted onto SD 
ura- or SD 5-FOA grown at 30°C.   
TAP-tag strains. Disruption of p23 in all BY4741 TAP-tagged strains (Ghaemmaghami 
et al. 2003) was accomplished by replacing the coding sequence of p23 with the KanR cassette.   
Sth1-ts strains. Deletion of p23 in sth1-F793S (W303 background) and sth1-2 (S288C 
background) temperature sensitive strains was accomplished by PCR-mediated disruption using 
His3 knockout cassette (Longtine et al. 1998).  sth1-F793S survival assay was completed by 
shifting log-phase parental, p23Δ, sth1-F793S, and p23Δsth1-F793S to 37°C for 24 hours.  Each 
culture was normalized by comparison of OD595, serially diluted 5-fold, and spotted onto YPD 
recovered at 22°C.  Cells grown at non-permissive temperature (37°C) were compared to 5-fold 
serially diluted log-phase cultures prior to temperature shift. 
Ethanol sensitivity of sth1-2 cells.  Sensitivity of sth1-2 strains was tested by growth on 
YPD or minimal media containing 2% ethanol and glycerol in place of dextrose.  
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Logarithmically grown parental, p23Δ, sth1-2, and p23Δsth1-2 were serially diluted 3-fold, 
spotted onto YPD or EtOH/Glycerol plates and recovered at 30°C or 37°C. 
RSC complex purification.  RSC complex was essentially purified as previously described 
in Smith CL et al. 2003 using TAP-Rsc2.   
p23 effect on RSC complex assembly.  For p23 effect on RSC complex assembly, two 
liters of logarithmically growing WT or p23Δ yeast strains containing TAP-Rsc2 in YPD were 
pelleted, washed once with YEB (100 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 245 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM 
EGTA, and 2.5 mM DTT) buffer, flash frozen in dry ice/methanol bath, and stored at -80°C.  
One frozen 5 mL pellet was pulverized with pre-chilled Krups coffee grinder containing equal 
pellet volume of dry ice and dissolved in equal volume YEB buffer (containing 1mM PMSF and 
1X protease inhibitor cocktail) by nutation at 4°C.  The crude extract was then clarified at 17,000 
rpm for 15 minutes at 4°C in a sorvall SS-34 rotor.  The clarified yeast extract was combined 
with 200 µL of IgG Sepharose (GE Healthcare) prewashed with IPP100 (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 
8.0, 100 mM NaCl, and 0.1% NP-40) buffer.  Fresh PMSF and protease inhibitors were added 
and the mixture was nutated at 4°C for two hours.  After pelleting the beads at 751 X g for 5 min, 
all but 400 ul of unbound lysate was removed and the bead mixture was transferred to uncapped 
BioRad 0.8 cm X 4 cm PolyPrep Chromatography Column allowing unbound material to flow 
through.  The beads were then washed five times with 200 µL of IPP100 wash buffer followed 
by two 200 µL washes with TEV cleavage buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.9, 100 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM 
EDTA, and 0.1% Triton X-100).  The column was then capped and 200 µL of TEV cleavage 
buffer containing 50 units of TEV protease (Promega) was added to the column.  The beads were 
then rotated on Barnstead/Thermolyne LABQUAKE Shaker Rotisserie overnight.  Following 
bead cleavage the columns were uncapped and the flow through was collected; 200 µL of 
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additional TEV cleavage buffer was added to collect the remaining cleaved material.  All 
samples were then TCA precipitated and resuspended in 30 µL 2X SDS Loading buffer 
containing 20 mM Tris pH 9.0 and equal volumes were loaded in repeat on 12-14% SDS-PAGE 
gels, transferred to nitrocellulose (GE Healthcare), and immunoblotted for presence of various 
RSC subunits and yeast p23 (RSC antibodies were a kind gift from Dr. Brad Cairns, University 
of Utah).   
p23 effect on RSC subunit stability.  Yeast p23 effect on RSC subunit stability was 
assayed by western blot using lysate generated from logarithmically grown (OD595 ~1.0) WT or 
p23Δ yeast strains.  Briefly, 10 mL cultures were pelleted and transferred to 2.0 mL round 
bottom eppendorf tubes.  Three times pellet volume of Western Blot Lysis Buffer (20 mM Tris 
pH 6.9, 1 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM DTT, 1 X 
protease inhibitor cocktail) was used to resuspend each pellet and then 0.5 mm glass beads were 
added to ~1 mm below yeast mixture.  The yeast were then lysed on eppendorf Thermomixer R 
with a 13 cycles of 1 minute of 1400 rpm beating followed by 2 minutes rest at 4°C.  Physically 
disrupted cell solutions were then clarified by centrifugation at 7000 rpm for ten minutes at 4°C, 
quantified, and loaded onto 12-14% SDS-PAGE gels and blotted for various RSC subunits, p23, 
and Hsp82. 
RSC DNA binding and ATPase activity.  All DNA binding reactions were carried out 
with 5’ end-labeled 7.28 nM PHO8 promoter encompassing bp -231 to -132 upstream of PHO8 
start site.  10 µL reactions containing 4 nM purified RSC in E-buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 
350 mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween 20, 10% glycerol), 7.28 nM PHO8 promoter DNA, and 1-16 µM 
p23 were incubated at 30°C for 30 min and loaded onto pre-chilled GTG (glycerol tolerant gel-
90 mM Tris, 28.5 mM Taurine, and 0.5 mM EDTA) 3.2 % native polyacrylamide gel.  DNA 
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binding was then resolved by electrophoresis at 150 V for 2 hours at 4°C, the gel was dried, and 
then exposed to storage phosphor screen (Molecular Dynamics) overnight.  For competition 
assay, the experiment was completed essentially as before with the exception of 25 min 
incubation at 30°C followed by the addition of 2, 4, 8, and 16 X unlabeled PHO8 promoter 
DNA.  The reaction was then incubated for 5 min at room temp prior to resolution on GTG 3.2% 
native polyacrylamide gel. 
p23 effect on RSC ATPase activity.  ATPase assays were completed using the 
commercially available EnzChek kit that measures the release of inorganic phosphate by 
absorbance at 360nm.  50 µL reactions containing 1 nM RSC and 27.2 nM PHO8 promoter DNA 
mixed in a Genetix 384 well clear, flat-bottom microplate.  Reactions were pre-incubated for 10 
minutes prior to the addition of 1 mM final concentration of ATP. Phospahte release was then 
measured every minute for a period of 60 minutes in a Tecan Ultra Evolution plate reader.  
Inorganic phosphate standards were used to calculate ATPase activity of RSC and the effect of 
p23 or p23Δ84 on this activity. 
Calculation of p23 intracellular and nuclear concentration.  Intracellular and nuclear 
quantification of p23 was calculated using (TAP tag citation) and 30 fL as average yeast cell 
volume (http://yeastpheromonemodel.org/wiki/Cell_volume).  To estimate relative localization 
of yeast p23 within the nucleus, we quantified the percentage nuclear signal of 5 yeast cells 
indirectly immunostained with anti-p23 antibodies.  Nuclear compartment volume was 
calculated using the 5 cells by measuring the relative area of each DAPI-stained nuclei within the 
cell and was found to be 8% cell volume (which is in good agreement with previous findings 
(Jorgensen et al. 2002).   
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p23 interaction with RSC.  Yeast 2-Hybrid analysis was completed in AH109 by cloning 
each RSC subunit next the Gal4 activation domain in pGAD-T7 (company) and p23 next to the 
Gal4 DNA binding domain in pGBK-T7.  Briefly, AH109 containing every combination of prey 
(RSC-AD) and bait (p23-DBD) vectors was grown to stationary phase, normalized by OD595, 
serially diluted 10-fold, and spotted onto SD plates lacking tryptophan and leucine and SD plates 
lacking tryptophan, leucine, and histidine.  Plates were then incubated at 30°C for 48 hours and 
imaged. 
EtOH induced association of RSC.  Ethanol-induced association of RSC to select loci was 
assayed by the addition of 7.5% ethanol to logarithmically growing cultures of Rsc3-TAP and 
p23Δ Rsc3-TAP strains at 30°C.  50 mL aliquots were taken at 0, 1, 5, 10, 15, and 30 min, cross-
linked with 1% formaldehyde for 5 min, pelleted, and stored at -80°C.  ChIP was carried out as 
described before with the following exceptions.  Rsc3 association with various EtOH-induced 
loci was detected following incubation with IgG-linked sepharose (GE Healthcare) and 
normalized to unbound material (Input).  Association was calculated by identifying the ratio of 
IP over input for each induced locus and PolI.  Fold increase for each time point was measured 
by comparing the ratio of each induced locus over that of PolI.  The time course was generated 
by comparing the fold increase of each locus to the 0 minute time point. 
Genome co-localization analysis of RSC and p23.  Genomic localization of p23 was 
identified using ChIP protocol as previously described followed by Illumina sequencing.  p23 
localization was compared to previously identified intergenic RSC localization (Ng et al. 2002) 
by using only intergenic regions associated with p23 from the ChIP-Seq data.   
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FIGURES 
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18Figure 3.1 The RSC complex and p23 are genetically linked.  (A) The viability of single 
(p23Δ and rsc7Δ) or double (p23Δrsc7Δ) gene knockout yeast were assessed using serial-dilution 
spot test assay.  Viability of the knockout cells was assured using URA3-marked covering 
plasmids with either the endogenous p23 loci.  The plasmids were either positively (SD ura-) or 
negatively (SD 5FOA) selected in the spot test.  (B) Cell viability of a temperature sensitive sth1 
allele is p23-dependent.  Parental, p23Δ, sth1-F793S, or p23Δsth1-F793S yeast were grown at 
30°C (permissive) or exposed to 37°C for 24 h (non-permissive).  Viability was checked using 
the spot test assay at 22°C. 
 
                                                
18 Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for Figure 3.1. 
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19Figure 3.2 p23 does not serve as a protein quality control factor for RSC proteins.   
(A) Steady-state protein levels of the indicated RSC subunits were assayed by immunoblot 
analysis using whole cell extracts prepared from logarithmically growing parental or p23Δ cells.  
(B) RSC complex assembly is p23-independent.  Using the standard tandem affinity pull down 
assay RSC complexes were isolated from extracts prepared from TAP-RSC2 parental yeast or 
p23ΔTAP-RSC2 and the relative levels of the marked RSC subunits was checked. 
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20Figure 3.3 p23 dissociates RSC-DNA complexes in vitro.  (A) RSC DNA binding activity 
was monitored by EMSA using purified RSC (4 nM) and radiolabeled PHO8 promoter DNA.  
The influence of p23 on RSC-DNA structures was determined using a p23 titration (0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 
16 µM) or the p23 mutant p23Δ84 (16 µM).  (B) Radiolabeled RSC-DNA complexes were 
challenged with unlabeled PHO8 DNA in absence or presence of p23 (10 µM) 
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21Figure 3.4 The cellular localization of p23 was determined by indirect 
immunofluorescence using an antibody specific to yeast p23. 
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22Figure 3.5 Two-hybrid screening identified a p23 interaction with Rsc30 and p23 
suppression of Rsc3 and Sfh1 autoactivation.  (A) Yeast 2-hybrid analysis was performed 
using the Gal4 DNA binding domain (DBD), fusion of the DBD with p23 (DBD-p23), Gal4 
activation domain (AD), or fusions of the AD with RSC subunits, as indicated.  Yeast (AH109) 
transformants were plated onto complete media (+His) or selection media (-His) to check 
activation of the HIS3 ORF through GAL4 UAS.  (B) Overexpression of p23 alone suppresses 
AD-Rsc3 autoactivation.  Rsc3, Rsc30, and Rsc4 AD fusions were expressed with 
pRS424(GPD) empty vector (-) or pRS424(GPD)-p23.  Autoactivation was measured by growth 
on media lacking histidine (-His). 
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23Figure 3.6 RSC and p23 intergenic localization profiles show significant overlap.  The 
genomic localization pattern of yeast p23 was determined using α-p23 antibody (Freeman et al. 
2000), ChIP-Seq, and bioinformatics.  The intergenic regions associated with p23 were 
compared to established intergenic sites bound by RSC with P values <0.001 (Ng et al. 2002). 
 
 
  
                                                
23 Bioinformatic analysis was completed by Yang Zhang, University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign. 
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24Figure 3.7 Promoter recruitment of RSC is compromised in p23Δ  cells.  (A) Loss of p23 
enhances the temperature sensitivity of sth1-2 yeast grown on ethanol/glycerol (EtOH/Gly) but 
not on glucose (YPD).  Logarithmic phase cells were serially diluted, spotted onto the indicated 
media, and grown at 30°C or 37°C.  (B) The temporal occupancies of RSC at the indicated 
ethanol-responsive promoters were determined by ChIP with parental TAP-RSC3 (dashed black) 
or p23ΔTAP-RSC3 (solid grey) yeast.  
                                                
24 Frank Echtenkamp was responsible for Figure 3.7A.  Molly Day was responsible for Figure 3.7B. 
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 
Protein structure is the net result of numerous forces including hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic interactions, ultimately culminating in an active state.  Achieving a functional 
conformation is a highly dynamic and challenging prospect that “the cell” has heavily invested in 
with many specialized classes of molecular chaperones.  These factors have evolved to support 
the challenges presented by the predominantly labile cellular proteome.  By promoting nascent 
polypeptide folding and preventing aggregation of misfolded or denatured proteins, molecular 
chaperones fill an essential niche within the proteome.  But chaperone function is not limited 
only to these activities. 
Chaperones have evolved to support the proteome under all physiological conditions and 
cellular activities.  In the classic sense, only a small percentage of a proteins life span is spent in 
the folding process and, furthermore, “folding” is an inactive product.  Once a native state is 
achieved, protein activity typically relies on the ability to shuttle through multiple structures, in 
the process attaining many potential unstable intermediates (Figure 1.1).   In fact, many of the 
same challenges present during the folding process, such as exposure of hydrophobic patches, 
are also present throughout the “active-lifespan” of a typical protein.  By supporting the protein 
structure as it traverses the potentially hazardous intermediate states, molecular chaperones 
promote efficient transitions and increase the active lifespan of the protein.   
How molecular chaperones are able to accomplish this is poorly understood.  However, it 
is clear that the number and diversity of chaperone family members has increased over 
evolutionary time to support the large variety of structures within the proteome.  Although they 
typically operate as general factors, it is clear that some level of specialization has occurred 
based on varying cellular localization, interaction partners, and expression profiles.  My project 
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has focused exclusively on the Hsp90 molecular machine and, more accurately, on the molecular 
chaperone, p23.  But due to the extensive coordination between the Hsp90 and Hsp70 molecular 
chaperone families, I will discuss both systems below. 
Non-folding chaperone activities 
The Hsp70 and Hsp90 family of chaperones function together to promote the proper 
folding and refolding of a large number of client proteins within the cell.  This is accomplished 
and coordinated largely through the presence of numerous cofactors termed cochaperones, which 
modulate the activity and structure of the central chaperones.  A significant development in the 
last two decades is the identification of many Hsp90 cochaperones ability to suppress 
aggregation of unfolded proteins.  This activity, termed passive chaperoning, has opened up 
many interesting avenues of cochaperone function within the cell.  It predicts the possibility that 
cochaperones may be directly involved in protein-folding activities rather than affecting client 
folding through modulation of Hsp90.  But this has been difficult to distinguish experimentally 
from indirect effects due to modulation of Hsp90.  An additional prediction of cochaperones 
passive activity is the ability to independently interact and alter the function of client proteins. 
The complex and dynamic lifespan of a given protein may rely on molecular chaperones 
for many reasons.  Although classic examples would argue that any perceived change in activity 
is likely the indirect result of promoting proper folding of the client protein, this general 
supportive activity can be extended to proteins that contain a native structure as well.  By 
shielding potentially reactive structures from inappropriate interactions, chaperones can direct 
and maintain the activity of clients under normal physiological contexts.  In general terms, the 
molecular chaperone activity of Hsp70, Hsp90, and p23 on native proteins can be broadly 
characterized into two categories.   
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Some proteins need to adopt active structures that contain inherent instabilities and in 
these instances chaperones can behave in a supportive manner to promote stability of such a 
structure.  In fact, many Hsp90 interactions have been shown to behave in this manner.  The 
best-studied example of this is Hsp90 importance in maintaining select steroid hormone 
receptors (SHR) in a physical state capable of binding the predominately hydrophobic hormone 
ligand.  Absence of Hsp90 in these instances can result in partial or complete inactivity of the 
SHR.  In this context, the molecular chaperone associates with the client protein and supports an 
otherwise unstable conformation to promote activity.  In a similar manner, chaperones can 
promote multiple aspects of client protein activity. 
Proteins are often multi-functional and are required to carry out these activities 
simultaneously.  For instance, the highly conserved enzyme telomerase promotes extension of 
the terminal ends of chromosomes by associating with DNA and synthesizing new nucleotide 
sequence onto the end of the chromosome through use of an associated RNA template.  Hsp90 
has been shown to support yeast telomerase activity by interacting with the client to both 
promote DNA binding and catalytic activity of the enzyme.  This suggests that telomerase either 
gets trapped in an unstable intermediate incapable of DNA binding or the DNA binding 
conformation is inherently unstable.  By interacting with telomerase, Hsp90 is able to support a 
structure that is both enzymatically active and capable of binding DNA.  Furthermore, the ability 
to synthesize nucleotides onto the end of chromosomal DNA is a complex process that likely 
relies on numerous conformational transitions in order to bind nucleotide, position it correctly 
within the enzyme and DNA, and covalently link it to the substrate.  Should any of these 
transitions occur inefficiently or result in an intermediate state that is unstable, the rate of 
nucleotide addition could become significantly lowered.  Hsp90, in this context, may promote 
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efficient transitions of between these different conformational states thus acting like a molecular 
lubricant for the enzymatic machinery within the cell.   
In some instances, molecular chaperones may do more than support a client’s structural 
requirement; they may actually induce a conformational change.  The tertiary structure a given 
protein adopts is the net result of the ordered positioning of all portions of a single polypeptide 
chain and, thus, is highly interactive and connected.  In manners that are poorly understood, 
subtle changes in one portion of a polypeptide structure can induce significant allosteric changes 
in other domains of the protein.  Molecular chaperones may accomplish this passively through 
association with the client protein or, in cases involving Hsp70 or Hsp90 family members, 
actively by harnessing energy from ATP to induce a structural change.  Perhaps the best example 
of induced allosteric effect by a chaperone come from Hsp90 and the telomere specific “capping 
complex” CST (Cdc13-Stn1-Ten1).  DeZwaan et al. showed that Hsp90 was capable of 
dissociating both Cdc13 alone or the CST complex from a telomere DNA mimic in vitro 
(DeZwaan et al. 2009).  This activity was passive as it was observed in the absence of ATP.  
Importantly, Hsp90 altered the DNA binding only if the N-terminal domain was present and 
could not alter DBD binding alone.  How Hsp90 accomplishes this is currently unknown but 
shows that molecular chaperone association to native clients has the capacity to modulate all 
protein or domain-specific activities.  
Interestingly, p23 appears to be well versed at inducing conformational changes in 
clients, capable of dissociating many proteins from DNA.  While initially shown to be able to 
dissociate the intracellular receptor, thyroid hormone receptor (TR) from DNA, it has since been 
shown to disrupt the DNA binding activity of telomerase, HSF1, NFκB, and AP1 (Freeman and 
Yamamoto 2002; DeZwaan et al. 2009).  Additionally, I show that p23 is capable of altering the 
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DNA binding dynamics of the RSC chromatin remodeling complex, presumably through the 
Rsc3/30 DNA binding module.  Recent data has shown that p23 seems to be well versed at 
dissociating DNA binding of numerous factors along the genome as observed by increased 
protection of over 70 known consensus DNA binding sequences in limited DNase digest assays 
of nuclei isolated from p23-deficient yeast cells (Zelin et al. 2012).  We currently lack a 
mechanistic understanding of how p23 is capable of both recognizing and modulating the DNA 
binding capacity of such a large group of factors.  
Comparison of p23 interaction with DNA binding proteins to that of the best-studied 
“client” interaction, Hsp90, offers many interesting insights.  Many of the distinctions pertain to 
the highly acidic, unstructured C-terminus of p23.  It is now well-documented that the ability of 
p23 to modulate the DNA binding of client proteins and maintain denatured substrates in a 
refolding competent state relies on the presence of the 50 C-terminal amino acids (Weikl et al. 
1999; Toogun et al. 2007).  However, this tail is dispensable for association with Hsp90 although 
deletion of this region does affect p23’s ability to promote hormone binding of PR (Weaver et al. 
2000).   
Just how this negatively charged C-terminal structure (~50% acidic residues over C-
terminal 50 amino acids) is capable of promoting refolding of denatured substrates or 
dissociation of DNA binding factors is currently not known.  It is interesting to speculate that 
p23 may use this region to alter the structure of the client by altering the surface charge of the 
molecule.  Conversely, p23 might be able to physically displace the DBD of the protein by 
interfering with DNA using its unstructured C-terminal region to mimic the negative charge of 
the DNA.  Additional tests are required to distinguish between the two possibilities and may be 
accomplished by measuring the affect of the acidic tail alone on DNA binding in vitro.  I 
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hypothesize that the selectivity exerted by p23 would require more than recognition of DBDs and 
also rely on the CS domain of p23 in a manner similar to Hsp90 interaction.  Unfortunately, how 
molecular chaperones recognize their client substrate is still largely unknown, as few structural 
recognition patterns exist when comparing any given chaperones clientele.   
I believe that molecular chaperones will not follow the typical structural association 
characteristics displayed by many other proteins.  For instance, the clearest example of molecular 
chaperone recognition exists with Hsp70 family members, which typically associate with early 
folding intermediates and recognize short hydrophobic protein sequences.  However, Hsp70 also 
associates with native client proteins as well.  For example, Hsp70 is important for the 
disassembly of clathrin triskelions.  Furthermore bacterial DnaK, an Hsp70 homolog, is required 
to promote release of the helicase DnaB from the λ origin complex through dissociation of λP 
(Liberek et al. 1988).  Collectively, this indicates that imposing singular activities on each 
member, as often occurs for many other proteins, will be unsuccessful when characterizing 
chaperones.  
For Hsp90 family members, identification of structural motifs common to clientele has 
been particularly difficult.  In many cases, Hsp90 is known to interact with more structured 
proteins and, other than a relative low-level of predicted stability, no structural patterns exist 
(Tiapale et al. 2012).  I believe that this strategy of trying to identify common structural 
characteristics among clientele fails to acknowledge the complexity of protein structures as they 
may occur within the cell.  As previously discussed, proteins may adopt many conformational 
states throughout a given process or lifetime and I suspect that molecular chaperones like Hsp90 
and other associated cofactors recognize transiently exposed structures that present themselves in 
the course of normal physiological activity.  Furthermore, Tiapale et al. has shown that small 
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molecules that stabilize a given client protein often result in decreased chaperone association, 
indicating that chaperones may recognize transient-instability within their substrates (Tiapale et 
al. 2013; Tiapale et al. 2014).  
While many studies have focused on the structural effects chaperones have on clients, the 
client effect on the chaperone is often not closely observed.  The simplest tests for client-induced 
changes in chaperone conformations pertain to modulation of the ATPase activity as well as 
association of structure-specific cochaperones.  It is well known that Hsp70 ATPase activity is 
stimulated by short polypeptide but how client proteins effect Hsp90 has not been well studied 
due in large part to the instability displayed by numerous substrates (Flynn et al. 1989).  Hsp90 
forms a highly flexible dimer, which has been postulated to be important for accommodation of 
many diverse clienteles.  While this is likely important for Hsp90 recognition, I also believe that 
this inherent flexibility allows for significant modulation of Hsp90 conformations by substrate 
proteins.   
Until recently the relative instability of well-characterized clients and low affinity by 
Hsp90 have prevented analysis of this phenomenon.  By using the ligand-binding domain (LBD) 
of glucocorticoid receptor (GR), Lorenz et al. has provided the clearest data on Hsp90-client 
interactions (Lorenz et al. 2014).  It was observed that GR-LBD dramatically reduced the rate of 
yeast Hsp82 ATPase activity as well as altered the association of various cochaperones.  For 
example, crystal structures show p23 interacting with the N-terminus of Hsp90 in a 2 p23:1 
Hsp90 dimer ratio but in the presence of GR-LBD, only one p23 molecule was capable of 
binding.  I believe that similar analyses with different client proteins will help shed light on the 
potential for this activity.  I speculate that client proteins may induce as many structural changes 
in the chaperone as we often think occur with the client.  In this manner, Hsp90 may be more 
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extensively manipulated than previously imagined which would allow the client to dictate the 
activities it requires from the Hsp90 machine. 
p23 interaction with RSC 
The condensation of chromosomes into chromatin is essential for managing the extensive 
amount of genomic material of each cell.  Creating a local chromatin environment tailored to the 
transcriptional needs of the cell is critical for generating an efficient and appropriate response to 
the local environment.  This is accomplished, in part, by chromatin remodelers, which are 
capable of physically opening or closing the local chromatin in an ATP-dependent manner.  
Despite their important role within the cell, only the RSC (remodels the structure of chromatin) 
complex is essential in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.  Importantly, RSC genomic localization varies 
depending on the transcriptional needs of the cell.  Furthermore, this mobilization occurs very 
rapidly allowing for a timely response to the environmental conditions (Damelin et al 2002).  
How RSC, or any chromatin remodeler, is able to quickly leave so many sites is unknown. 
 In my thesis research studies, I show that p23 modulates DNA binding of the RSC 
chromatin remodeling complex in vitro and is an important factor promoting mobilization of 
RSC in vivo.  Because chromatin remodeling is often a prerequisite activity to many nuclear 
processes, the number of sites that require remodeling likely surpass the quantity of chromatin 
remodelers available in the cell.  For example, 1000 to 2000 RSC complexes modulate 500 to 
1700 genetic loci under normal physiological and furthermore, RSC localization changes 
dramatically under various stressful conditions (Damelin et al. 2002).  Therefore, a significant 
fraction of RSC is actively engaged with chromatin and environmental conditions that require 
significant changes in the transcriptional profile will necessarily rely on dynamic-promoting 
factors like p23 to promote reorganization.  It is important to note that despite the seemingly 
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negative regulation inferred by p23-mediated disruption of DNA binding activities, promoting 
release of RSC would likely not interfere with the normal function of the complex.  For example, 
should p23 dissociate RSC from a locus that still requires remodeling activity, the presence of 
chromatin marks and proteins would likely result in re-association of the complex.   Unpublished 
data, indeed, does show that p23 presence improves RSC remodeling activity in vitro supporting 
the notion that RSC either falls prone to the formation of an inactive intermediate or that 
promoting dissociation increases the number of productive RSC-nucleosome interactions per 
given amount of time (Nick Adkins, unpublished data).  
By modulating the DNA binding activity of RSC, p23 is capable of affecting numerous 
activities within the nucleus.  Chromatin remodeling complexes are capable of processively 
moving histones along the DNA, which likely relies on significant changes in complex 
structures.  Should the complex become trapped in an unproductive state, it will need to 
dissociate from the nucleosome in order to clear the template for binding of a new remodeler 
complex.  p23-mediated dissociation of the RSC complex would allow for a much rapider 
resolution of the stalled complex.  In this manner, p23 may actually improve the efficiency of 
client substrates like the RSC chromatin remodeling complex. 
Identification of the p23 interaction network 
By associating with native protein states, the molecular chaperone, p23, is able to 
modulate the activity of numerous proteins within the cell.  My dissertation has studied the 
Hsp90 cochaperone, p23, a simple, single-domain protein with a complicated set of activities. 
Just how this is accomplished is a matter of current study but, through identification of the p23 
interaction network, I have dramatically improved our knowledge of the p23 function within the 
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cell.  Furthermore, through study of p23 in these newly identified pathways, I hope to gain a 
better understanding of commonalities that exist within p23-mediated processes. 
Cochaperones are often thought of as auxiliary factors that modulate the activity of the 
central chaperone.  Should this be true, I would expect significant overlap between the central 
chaperone and cofactor interaction networks, as the cochaperones would interact with the client 
through association with Hsp90.  However, comparative analysis of the interaction networks of 
p23 and other cochaperones to that of Hsp90 has resulted in a new understanding of the complex 
interplay between cochaperone and chaperone (Echtenkamp and Freeman, 2011).  All 
cochaperone networks analyzed thus far show a significant level of independence from the 
Hsp90 network, supporting the contention that we don’t yet understand how the Hsp90 
molecular machine functions within the cell. 
Despite the poor overlap between direct cochaperone and Hsp90 interactions, 
organization of the networks into cochaperone/Hsp90 associated protein complexes resulted in 
the identification of significant levels of co-association.  This suggests that cochaperones may be 
able to independently modulate protein assembly structures or activities.  By attacking specific 
modules separately, Hsp90 and p23 could independently fine-tune complex composition or 
promote transition to different structures necessary for activity within the cell.  Should this be 
true we might expect to observe p23-induced effects that differ from Hsp90 on a given complex.  
This, in fact, occurs for at least telomerase in which p23 dissociates the complex from DNA 
while Hsp90 promotes association.  This example may prove to be an early model for not only 
p23 but also many other cochaperones as we expand our understanding of their function in the 
cell.   
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Until recently, much of our understanding of cochaperones pertained to their importance 
in promoting folding or modulating the central chaperone.  Much of our analysis employed 
cochaperone networks that were generated by thorough study of other molecules and therefore is 
incomplete.  This is, in part, due to the promiscuous binding capacity and transient nature of 
interaction often displayed by chaperones, which presents a challenge when deciphering positive 
interactions over background.  However, by implementing a multifaceted approach I was able to 
validate both our genetic and physical interaction networks.   
A recent ambitious study used affinity-purification followed by mass-spectrometry to 
identify proteins associated with over forty Hsp90 and Hsp70 cofactors (Tiapale et al, 2014).  
Analysis and organization of the large number of interactions identified in this screen showed 
that numerous cochaperones display specialization and a general bias towards interaction with 
subunits of large protein assemblies.  Furthermore, certain cochaperone interaction networks 
contained common motifs, supporting the notion that cochaperones help direct or link the central 
chaperones to particular networks within the cell.  This is an exciting observation that will help 
direct future research aimed at improving our understanding of the mechanism of cochaperone 
interaction with select clientele.  
 My project has aimed to better understanding the cellular function of the molecular 
chaperone p23.  In the process, I have identified a large network of interactions in yeast that 
appear to be well conserved.  Comparison of the large size of p23’s network to that observed 
with many other cochaperones indicates that p23 may act in a manner that is distinct from all 
other cochaperones.  By independently modulating numerous different activities in the cell, p23 
may function more like a molecular chaperone than a cochaperone.  This likely is the first step at 
understanding the complex role p23 plays in both nuclear-specific and cellular activities.   
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